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Facets of 

The Technical Information Problem 
Charles P. Bourne and Douglas C. Engelbart 

Technology, so adept in solving problems of man and his environment, must be directed to solving 
a gargantuan problem of its own creation. A mass of technical information has been accumulated 
and at a rate that has far outstripped means for making it available to those working in science 
and engineering. But first, the many concepts that must be considered in fashioning such a sys
tem and the needs to be served by it must be appraised. The complexities surrounding any ap
proach to an integrated technical information system are suggested by the questions given here. 

RECENT world events have catapulted the problem of 
^ the presently unmanageable mass of technical infor

mation from one that should be solved to one that must be 
solved. The question is receiving serious and thoughtful 
consideration in many places in government, industry, and 
in the scientific and technical community. 

One of the most obvious characteristics of the situation 
is its complexity. A solution to the problem must serve a 
diversity of users ranging from academic scientists en
gaged in fundamental investigations to industrial and 
governmental executives faced with management decisions 
that must be based on technical considerations. The solu
tion must accommodate an almost overwhelming quantity 
of technical and scientific information publicly available in 
many forms through many kinds of media and in many 
languages. 

Some students of the problem, including men with many 
years' experience in various aspects of information handling, 
have viewed this complexity and concluded that the prob

lem cannot be solved in its entirety. These authorities have 
recommended a piecemeal attack on components of the 
problem. 

Stanford Research Institute believes that the techniques 
of systems analysis coupled with an understanding of the 
potentials of machines permit a powerful approach to the 
solution of this many-faceted problem. In fact, it may very 
well be that only by grappling with the problem as a single, 
integrated system can a realistic and lasting solution be 
attained. 

However, to deal with the information system as a whole, 
it is necessary first to define its complexities with as great 
detail as possible. As an aid to the preliminary mapping of 
the system, a study group at SRI polled a portion of the 
Institute's own professional staff of engineers and scientists 
for questions they believe must be answered before an 
effective system can be designed. A representative list of 
the questions raised in this fashion is given in this article. 

The list is impressive, but obviously not exhaustive. It 
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does confirm the multiplicity of points of view that must 
be appreciated before this problem can be attacked. 

Many of the questions require simple factual answers 
(see "Data Needed About Information Sources and Serv
ices," p. 5). They can be answered by straightforward 
techniques of counting, surveying, sampling, and estimat
ing. A few of the answers are already available, but the 
fact that most questions of this type cannot be answered 
from available sources emphasizes the pressing need for a 
much better quantitative assessment of the size and nature 
of the information problem before a rational attempt to 
solve it can be undertaken. 

Another group of questions involves essentially matters 
of national and scientific policy that ultimately must be 
answered arbitrarily. Data and analysis can give guidance 
to the answers but the ultimate decision will be based on 
judgment of relative needs and relative values. 

Questions Relating to Policy 

What are the specific aims of the program? 
Will the system start with only new information? Or will 

it process back literature, and, if so, how far back? 
Will the Service process requests from allied countries? To 

what extent? Will it coordinate with the Soviet Union? 
Can part of the operations be done abroad? What about 

translation? 
Will an international classification, indexing, or retrieval 

system be adopted or promoted? 
Will the system be designed to serve the brilliant, the 

sophisticated, as well as the more unsophisticated? 
Will the Service be financially self-supporting? 
Will big business have any better access than small busi

nesses or individuals? 
Would a private citizen or scholar afford to use the Service? 
How will prices be established for the Service? 
What is the range of subject matter to be included? 
Will classified information be included? 
Will safeguards be established to insure that classified in

formation is kept under proper control? 
What type of information should be included? Books 

(texts, tables)? Technical and trade journals? Confer
ence proceedings and papers presented but not pub
lished? Industrial and government interim and final 
project reports, etc.? Operation and instruction man
uals? Patents? Manufacturers' catalogs? Newspapers 
and general magazines? 

Who will be responsible for selecting the material to be 
included? 

What protection will be provided users who want their 
queries to remain confidential? 

Should service be provided outside the technical commu
nity? To congressmen? Executives? Businessmen? 
High-school students? 

Who will control the policy in the matter of designing, 
establishing, and/or operating the Service? An ap
pointed committee, such as for the NACA? A civil 
servant? A political appointee? A committee elected by 
scientific organizations? 

A Proposal for a National 
Technical Information Service 

Members of Stanford Research Institute have long 
given thought to the increasing disparity between the 
accumulation of new knowledge and the means for or
ganizing it for widespread utility. With this problem 
brought into sharp focus by recent events on the inter
national scene, the Institute believed it appropriate to 
formalize its views on the magnitude of the problem and 
to suggest a possible solution. In January, a draft pro
gram for a National Technical Information Service was 
prepared and copies distributed to members of the 
President's staff, to selected members of Congress, to 
various agencies within the federal establishment, and to 
industrial leaders and technical societies, all known to be 
concerned over the state of technical information affairs. 

This document describes a program to solve the na
tion's technical information problem through the es
tablishment of a national service for the collection, 
processing, storing, retrieval, and dissemination of 
scientific and technical information from both foreign 
and domestic sources. The program comprises five 
phases, interrelated and partially concurrent: 

1—Establish a central organizing and administering, 
federally constituted Agency. 

2—Determine the gross dimensions of the problem. 
3—Establish an interim information center using 

existing services and techniques. 
4—Analyze the factors that determine the design 

and operation of an ultimate National Technical 
Information Service. 

5—Encourage present and initiate additional re
search and engineering development programs 
leading to systems and equipment necessary to 
implement the ultimate National Technical In
formation Service. 

This proposal, and others, for solution of the problem 
are currently under study by the interested bodies of 
the nation. Meanwhile, at the Institute study of various 
phases of the technical information problem, both in 
the gross, and of specialized aspects of data handling, 
storage, and retrieval, is continuing. 

Would it be feasible to establish legal authority to speed up 
the standardization and coordination of existing facil
ities (such as the F.C.C.)? 

Who is competent to design, establish, and/or operate the 
System? Would this be a civil-service organization? 

Could the objectives of the Service be achieved by expand
ing existing government agencies (e.g. Bureau of Stand
ards, the Library of Congress, Armed Services Techni
cal Information Agency)? 
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If the Service were not directed by some existing govern
ment agency, would it not be best handled by some 
university? 

Would it be economically feasible for any sort of commer
cial enterprise or non-profit corporation organized by 
the professional community, or by private industry, to 
establish and run a Service which would assure con
tinued social and technical progress? 

If we must look to the federal government for support, 
what residual responsibilities remain with the profes
sional societies? Should private groups continue to 
sponsor special collections? 

What economic and political limiting factors exist with 
respect to the freedom one would have in utilizing or 
changing those organizations already active in the 
documentation field, and whose existence could be 
over-shadowed by a national Service? 

What about copyrights? Would royalties be forthcoming 
to the owner of the copyright if the Service distributes 
the material? What will be the impact on the technical 
publishing industry? 

Should the Service act as a publisher for collections of 
papers (reprints) in very new and special fields? 

How will the priority schedules be fixed for the Service? 

How soon could the Service be initiated? With an immedi
ate manual system? With an ultimate mechanized 
system? 

What factors will determine the location? Can strategic 
dispersal considerations influence the location without 
adversely affecting efficiency? 

Is the proposed Service simply an attempt to copy Russia? 

CHARLES P. BOURNE and DOUGLAS C. ENGELBART are 
research engineers at Stanford Research Institute's com
puter laboratory. Mr. Bourne gained his first electronics 
experience in USN schools from 1950-51. From 1952 to 
1953 he served as instructor of various aspects of guided 
missile operation and maintenance with Convair Guided 
Missile Division and as adult education instructor in 
electronics at Chaffy Junior College. After receiving his 
BS degree from the University of California in 1957, he 
was employed as a research engineer at SRI where he 
has been engaged in research on mechanization of in
formation retrieval and logical design. 

Dr. Engelbart received his BS degree in electrical en
gineering at Oregon State College in 1948, MEE in 
1953, and PhD in 1955 at the University of California. 
His theses were concerned with design and program
ming of drum-type computers and special gas-discharge 
tubes for use in computers. He has worked as professor 
of electrical engineering at the University of California, 
as electrical engineer at Ames Aeronautical Laborato
ries, and as consultant. In October 1957 he joined the 
SRI staff. Information retrieval is one of his specialties. 

Might not an interim solution be to translate and dis
tribute the exhaustive Russian abstracts, thus leaving 
our interim energies free for other uses? 

Might it not be better to reduce the amount of literature 
produced rather than go to the tremendous expense of 
providing super-service for all of it? Can a quality filter 
be applied to this output? 

Why not allocate federal money to support more direct 
interchange between working scientists? Perhaps more 
meetings, special conventions, seminars, etc., would be 
more economical than better literature processing? 
Couldn't the money be better spent on education to 
achieve a given increase in scientific effectiveness? 

Could a substantial portion of the information problem be 
solved by teaching the users more about present-day 
documentation techniques? 

Questions Requiring Research 

Some of the questions posed to the study group will re
quire considerable study and research to produce valid 
answers. The research will be in many fields—in the social 
as well as in the natural sciences. Some of the study must 
be quite profound—even theoretical. Some will be more 
straightforward. Many of these questions must be answered 
before the policy decisions implied in the previous group 
can be made with confidence. 
Can we separate apparent need, influenced by present con

cepts and experience, from real need? Lack of aware
ness of the potentialities of recently developed methods 
(or methods not yet developed) can easily result in an 
unimaginative formulation of the possibilities and op
portunities for advantageously using recorded informa
tion. 

How will users' habits and needs evolve as a good System 
becomes available? 

How are the information needs of a user affected by his 
age, educational level, profession, type of position held, 
etc.? 

What are the characteristic information needs of the basic 
(academic) scientist? The applied researcher? The en
gineer? The decision maker? Are they all equally critical, 
or is the "applier" of knowledge the one with the big
gest problem? 

What is the role of information retrieval, storage, etc. in 
the decision-making process of the research worker, 
engineer, scholar, administrator, etc.? 

How much use does the scientist and engineer make of the 
facilities that are presently available? 

By what processes does the scientist and engineer keep 
abreast of the advances in the art now? What are the 
relative importances of each of these processes? 

How many scientists and engineers have a definite program 
of "keeping up with the literature"? How much time 
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Data Needed About Information Sources and Services 
Before the designers of an overall 

information center can sketch in the 
outlines of the system problem, a 
large amount of data about the in
formation input and the existing infor
mation services must be collected. 
Some of the kinds of essential data are suggested by the 
following. 
What subject fields are covered by the various journals, 

books, and reports? And in each case, in what depth? 
What are the physical sizes of journals, books, and reports? 

Page size and number of pages? Frequency of publica
tion? Kind and size of distribution? Cost or subscription 
price? 

In what language(s) do the journals, books and reports 
appear? 

Does each have an index? Are abstracts published, and 
where? Where is the information indexed? 

Who, principally, are the contributors to the technical 
journals? Who selects or reviews 
papers for publication? How long, 
generally, between preparation 
and publication? 

^ Are microfilm copies of books, jour
nals, and reports available? 

Who are the publishers of technical journals, books, and 
reports? Where is each located? And how long in 
operation? 

How is each publishing operation financed? 
What are the policies and objectives of the respective pub

lishers in each field? 
What fields of science and technology does each publisher 

operate in? In what fields does each concentrate or 
specialize? 

In what language(s) does each publisher produce his jour
nals), books, or reports? 

Could publishers of journals, books, and reports provide 
paper tape or other machine-readable copies of their 

works? At what cost? 
How much has been produced to date in the various tech

nical subject categories in journal, book, and report 
form? What is the physical mass of each? Are back 
copies available? 

What libraries with technical collections, abstracting serv
ices, indexing services, and translating services are in 
existence? Where is each located? What is its organiza
tion? How is it financed? 

What is the size and training of the staff of the various 
technical-information handling or 
processing organizations? In each 
case is the organization equipped 
to handle classified material? 

In what field(s) does each informa
tion handling or processing unit 
operate? 

What classification and indexing systems are in use? 
What is the normal time between publication of a docu

ment and its appearance in the libraries? When is it 
abstracted? Indexed? Translated? 

What are the types and numbers of scientific and technical 
people using libraries, and the abstracting, indexing, 
and translating services? In what ways does the tech
nical community feel it is being adequately or inade
quately aided by these services? 

Would the various libraries and services be amenable to 
negotiation of changes or increase in area of coverage, 

or other changes of service, to fit a 
reasonable, overall system, if 
government controlled and sub
sidized? 

What are the charges for service by 
libraries? Abstractors? Indexes? 

Translators? Which of these services are self-supporting? 
Are special compilations of abstracts, bibliographies, or 

translations available? And for what fees? How long re
quired to provide such special services? 

would they "like to spend"? What keeps them from 
spending more time? 

How much of the literature that would, with reasonably 
high probability, be useful to a scientist or engineer, is 
caught by him now by his own regular surveillance of 
the literature? How far out of his way will the average 
user go to be sure that he hasn't missed some possible 
information ... considering the usual distracting pres
sures on him, his familiarity with the sources, etc.? 

How many pages of literature in various categories relative 
to the level and interest-area of the user can we expect 
him to scan or search for his different information needs? 

What are the relative merits of the duierent types of refer-
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ence information services with regard to the user and 
his needs, desires, habits, and limitations? 

What are the relative importances of the users' various 
informational needs? On one hand, he needs to know 
the newsy items such as who is working on what, what 
his current attack is, who disagrees with whom and 
basically why, etc.; and on the other hand, he also 
needs to be able to study in detail the carefully written 
treatises that may have bearing on his work. Can these 
different kinds of needs be met by a single system? 

What are the special information requirements for different 
specialty fields? 

Does the user, when he goes outside his special field for 
supporting information, want information in different 
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form or different levels than which he seeks in his own 
field? For instance, would he be looking more for "cook
book" techniques or for survey-type information? 

How valuable would broad, multi-disciplinary searches be 
if they could be conducted effectively? How great is the 
problem of differences in nomenclature between fields? 

What type of questions now go unanswered at the libraries? 
Isn't the main problem of information retrieval one of 

identification—since people so seldom express satis
factorily their needs to the documentalist? 

What are the major limitations in the various methods 
presently used in classifying and indexing scientific 
literature? 

Is the problem that the information now is just not avail
able at all, or is it that it is just hard to find? 

Why aren't the existing services that process technical 
information satisfactory? 

How many places dots a user of each discipline have to 
look for index listings of a given special interest? 

How can the processing of recorded information be planned 
so that it can be effective in spite of human limita
tions, or of limitations in numbers of human beings? 

How much is missed by technical people leaning too heavily 
on librarians? 

What relative gain in efficiency could be achieved by 
integration, merging, or better managing of existing 
documentation services? 

What increase in efficiency of the scientist or engineer 
would result from improving the accessibility of re
corded information? 

What are the probable net benefits, short and long range, 
of an effective information Service to military, indus
trial, commercial, scholarly, government groups? 

Can dollar costs be derived for reasonably well-proven 
delays and duplications, and can the total national loss 
rate due to this problem be realistically estimated? Can 
it be determined that the expense of delay and duplica
tion now is greater than that of establishing and operat
ing an information Service? 

What is the lack of an information Service costing govern
ment agencies? 

Can the savings in Federal money now spent on other in
formation programs be diverted to a national informa
tion Service? 

What are the relative costs and characteristics of different 
reproduction techniques that might be applicable to 
some of the dissemination and massive processing prob
lems of an information service? 

What are the techniques and costs involved in keeping up 
and in using large mailing lists in taking care of distri
bution of journals, etc.? 

What are relative costs of providing the information in 

Tke Soviet Approack to tke 
Information Proklenx 

The Soviet Union has a comprehensive technical in
formation system in operation. In 1952 the Soviet All 
Union Institute of Scientific and Technical Information 
was established in Moscow. By 1957 the Institute had a 
permanent staff of 2300 translators, abstractors, and 
publishers. This staff is supplemented by more than 
20,000 cooperating professional scientists and engineers 
throughout the U.S.S.R. who act as part-time trans
lators and abstractors in their specialized fields. The 
Institute publishes 13 "abstract journals" which annu
ally contain over 400,000 abstracts of technical articles 
from more than 10,000 journals originating in about 80 
countries. It systematically translates, indexes, and ab
stracts about 1400 of the 1800 scientific journals pub
lished in the United States. 

To reduce the time between the initial appearance of 
the more important information in any of the world's 
journals and its reaching the hands of Soviet scientists 
and engineers through the normal route of the ab
stract journals, "Express Information Journals" are also 
printed. These carry summary information on foreign 
technological developments within two or three weeks 
after their receipt. The work done is reported to be not 
only comprehensive but also of high quality. 

The Institute provides numerous other technical in
formation services, such as provision of bibliographies, 
micro and full size copies of original printed material, 
technical dictionaries, and foreign-language dictionaries. 

The Institute maintains an extensive program aimed 
to introduce machine methods to information handling. 
This includes translating machines, and mechanisms for 
codifying, storing, and retrieving technical information. 
Significant progress by the Institute towards informa
tion mechanization methods and systems is reported. 

micro form as against making original-size photo copies? 
Of the currently-operating abstracting services, how many 

are operating merely to satisfy an obligation of a pro
fessional society that would rather have somebody else 
do the abstracting? 

What services does the Russian All-Union Institute really 
provide? What is the reaction of a Russian scientist to 
this information center? 

How important is it to know what the rest of the world is 
doing? 

Are any projects or areas of work reported almost exclu
sively in foreign literature? f 

What is the expected rate of growth of the system? 
What are the potential information processing capabilities 

of existing mechanical devices? 
What are the theoretical capabilities of existing or antici

pated machine components which might be applied to 
the information processing problem? 
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How often will the system presumably be searched? How 
definitive will the search have to be? What volume of 
information should a search produce? How fast should 
the system respond? 

Characteristics of the Information Service 

As increasing data become available it will become pos
sible to consider some of the last group of questions—those 
dealing with the desired or necessary operating character
istics of a comprehensive technical-information processing 
system. Certainly, the first system implemented would be 
of an interim nature using existing resources, which un
fortunately employ largely manual techniques. However, 
ultimately it is inevitable, in view of the impressive ad
vances made almost daily in information processing tech
niques, that a highly mechanized system will be possible. 
How soon can an interim system be functioning? 
How much can be done just by concentrating on abstract 

distribution and better dissemination techniques? 
Would it be feasible for the abstracting publications to use 

a standard format and type font, such that mats (or 
something similar) could easily be distributed to other 
interested publishers, thus saving printing expenses? 

What technical societies could cooperate to publish a 
single journal instead of numerous splinter journals? 

What about the scale of the Service? Does it have to be a 
big system or nothing? 

Does "having a large information Service" necessarily 
mean the physical collection of all activities at one 
central location? 

Would a group of smaller centers, for specific fields, be of 
greater utility and more tractable? 

Would a collection of special libraries be more useful? 
What can a national service provide that is different than 

what is now available? Is this to be an entirely new 
type of service, a real advance in the state of the art, 
or is it to be just more and better of the same thing? 

Will the System have a finite capacity? One system might 
work well with a few million entries, but be hopeless 
with a hundred million. 

As the System grows in size, will it be possible to make 
changes easily in the classification scheme and bring the 
old coding into the new scheme? 

If a private consultant, with "need to know" established, 
were to work on a government project, how would he 
locate and procure pertinent classified material? 

Will financial filtering of requests by a uniform fee struc
ture be desirable or effective, or would it be necessary 
to make non-uniform fee structure so that there is 
essentially some "priority" given? 

What means can be used to pry loose useful information 
that customarily doesn't get into the published tech
nical information channels? 

Will the service include a positive program to declassify 
material under security restrictions? 

What is an acceptable delay in getting information entered 
into this system? 

Will all material in the subject fields be included or will 
there be an editor or a censor? 

Will an attempt be made to standardize the form of the 
material before it gets into the center? Does the 
material have to be on standard-size sheets or forms? 

What happens when the system becomes overloaded? 
Should service to users just be late, or should the serv
ice just be less complete? 

How can we protect against freezing the specifications 
until enough systems work has been done to make clear 
what would be optimal? 

Will the policy makers make sure that the final methods 
chosen for a retrieval system are not influenced too 
heavily by the requirement of compatibility with past 
systems? 

Will abstractions be done? What kind? Descriptive? Criti
cal? Informative? How can we get good-quality ab
stracts? Should the Service use volunteer abstractors 
directly or a staff of full-time abstractors? Or should it 
allow the various technical societies to organize their 
own volunteer abstracting services? 

Will any effort be made to review old documents, and to 
remove or recode when necessary? 

Is a standard (or artificial) vocabulary necessary? How 
much work will be required to design and institute such 
a vocabulary? 

What techniques and devices can reasonably be developed 
and applied for facilitating such immediate require
ments as printing, reproducing, storing, microfilming, 
billing, communicating, etc.? 

What kind of a data-processing system will the Service 
need just to keep track of its operation? 

Would the information Service keep a collection of the 
original documents? 

What special precautions must be taken to store primary 
records? Would a duplicate file and collection be main
tained to prevent disruption of service due to fires, or 
other catastrophes? How much would this cost? 

What is the useful life of various forms of records? In use? 
In storage? 

What will the information Service physically provide in 
response to information requests? 

Will the output be in English, or a code that must be 
translated? 

Will microform copies be acceptable to the users? If not, 
what improvements need be made in order to gain user 
acceptance? 
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Will the information Service output be in a form that the 
researcher can determine which of the documents are 
in a locally accessible collection? 

Will the system give answers (e.g., "yes," "no," "5,000 tons 
in 1945," etc.) as well as references? 

Why not periodically publish inventories of research in 
progress, to indicate what research projects are cur
rently being undertaken in each specialty field, thus 
helping to eliminate duplication? 

Will there be a "special communication network" in which 
workers in the various specialized fields can easily 
circulate working papers or "think pieces?" A central 
agency could maintain printing, listing, (in appropriate 
subject-interest categories), and mailing facilities for 
this sort of service. 

Will the information Service be able to retain a file of 
questions to be asked of all new input material, thus 
providing up-to-the-minute data for standing questions? 

Will it be possible to stimulate more writing of "review-
the-literature" papers by qualified people in the various 
fields, in order to provide guides for other workers? 

Can a partial search be made? (For example, can 1/10 of 
the file be searched and the results checked to deter
mine if further searching is justified?) 

Could the information Service operate on a "just search 
]/2 the file for me; I don't need a comprehensive search" 
basis? 

What kind of communications network will be needed for 
the operation of the interim information Service? Will 

it be accessible to anyone by telephone or other direct 
device, such that the searcher can interrogate the file 
directly and at will? 

Would the Service be available for browsing? 
What technical-manpower drain would the proposed infor

mation Service program have on other high-priority 
scientific programs? 

What professional and educational background is needed 
for the personnel to operate the Service? 

Could university science students be used part time and 
during summers to help with the various processing 
tasks, as a means of alleviating the shortage of prop 
with adequate technical backgrounds? 

Will there be special training for abstractors and translators 
or for documentation and information specialists, etc.? 

How much research is needed? What research budget is 
reasonable? 

If an information Service were established, how soon could 
present partial services by government agencies be 
terminated and funds diverted to the Service? Could 
some special activities in industrial libraries be elimi
nated? 

These questions, by the very nature of their origin, are 
random and fragmentary. Even the full list from which 
they have been selected is far from comprehensive. How
ever, wp have found them a helpful stimulus as well as a 
disciplinary aid in viewing the technical-information prob
lem in its broadest dimensions. We hope that others inter
ested in this problem will be similarly served. 
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SORSE! OP TECHNICAL COEHUNIGATICNS 

I Introduction 

The United States' ndLlitaxy and economic future is critically 

dependent upon v;ork done by its more than 250,000 scientists and engineers 

engaged in research and development , These people <=» ® drawing salaries 

totalling several billj.cn dollars a year =» ° exert a pivotal influanco on 

government and private industry expenditures measured in tens of billions 

of dollars pear year. 

The almost explosive growth of the applied research and ciavalopoant 

programs after the war has caused the facilities for communicating the 

results of this very large effort to be outdated. Despite the expansion 

ir library facilities and abstracting services and the introduction of 

systematic translation facilities, the gap between facilities and demand 

is widening every dcy„ 

The problems of technical communication are most acutely felt in 

applied research and development. The fundamental sciences are by their 

nature oriented towards qurlck and effective communication of results, A 

very high percentage of these results are published in scientific journals. 

The results are easily classified within the framework of scientific kncwl«= 

etge. Personal contacts between individual scientists are frequent® Ey 

contrast, the results of applied research and development are communicated 

principally in reports covering the specific areas of application, 

Central to the communication of technical information is the problem 

of hew best to extract from the accumulated documentary and published literal 



ture that information -which is germane to a particular technical effort. 

Often it is not known in advance to what extent the pertinent information 

is available or even exists, Furthermore, the desired information is 

ra: ely well defined0 A search based purely on conventional library indices 

tends to defeat itself either by turning up so much irrelevant material that 

nothing is gained or by being so selective that important material is ex

cluded by the search. An alternative approach depends on a discriminating 

uso of the bibliographies which form a part of nearly all scientific papers. 

This method has the essential advantage of incorporating expert Judgement 

in the search. However, bibliographies are rarely appended to the document 

literature. Both the index search and the bibliographic-chein search, 

which are so useful in the fundamental sciences, ara therefore very ineffec

tive in the applied and developmental areas. 

The inclusion of foreign technical literature in the picture further 

complicates the problem of information search. Such material in foreign 

languages i3 now receiving increased attention. Search procedures id thin 

thus body of literature may be hampered by the fact that bibliographic trails 

flow through untranslated articles. The volume of translated articles must 

grow as Journals from other countries are included and this will eventually 

complicate the search process. 

The main difficulties encountered in the communication of results within 

the applied research and development area may be summarised es follows: 

1, The volume of documentation is so large that a search for informa

tion often becomes so lengthy as to lose its value, 

2, The results are not easily classificable on the basis of immanent 



ideas j the results are usually presented only with reference to the 

specific rather than the general area of application<> 

3„ The novel results of applied research asd development are often 

buried in large volumes of reporting pertinent only to particular appli-

cationso 

I40 Document literature, by and large, carries no bibliographies,, 

£0 The search for information is often impeded or made impossible 

by artificial barriers imposed by military and commercial secrecy,, As a 

consequence personal contacts among technical people are constrained,, 

60 The results of research arid development in other countries are 

not readily available in the U, S0 

II A Broad and Continuing Program 

Within the restrictions of security, everything must- be done to facili-

tate ready and free exchange of information among technical men working on 

our research and development projects,, [further, if the means they use for 

this communication arc fettered by excessive central executive contro.. or 

lack adequate facilities, many technical lines of endeavor will be less 

productive than they might be„ 

The problem of providing means for technical communication that "id. 11 

adequately satisfy the demands of all technical men in the country is one 

of considerable magnitude,,. Above all, the problem must be tackled on a 

broad enough front to preclude arriving ah sub-optimized solutions,, Further

more, the solution diould be expected to involve a continuing effort to improve 

the communication system as new techniques become available and as fresh 

organizational possibilities open up„ 
O^C3 



Three main steps can be recognised as a logical wsy of working toward 

a solution. In the order of attention they are: 

Phase 1 •=» An assessment in detail of the dimensions of the problem,, 

Phase 2 « Design and implementation of improvements that can be 

instituted immediately and that can be shown to be 

worthwhile •> 

Phase 3 - longer range improvements made in planned evolutionary 

steps* System design and technique development programs 

that are appropriate at each step will be needed in this 

phase especially. 

HI Objectives of Proposed Work 

This proposal is directed at accomplishing the job under phase 1 above. 

The; assessment of the dimensions of the problem would have a twofold purpose: 

10 to allow judgement to be made in quantitative terms about the degree 

to which the present system for technical communication is satisfying the 

demands of the usersj and 

20 to gather data that would materially assist in the planning and 

execution of whatever steps of improvement are needed aid can be taken 

immediately. 

Specifically f it is hoped that a detailed picture may be assembled of the 

full spectrum of demands of the users and a comparison may be drawn between it 

and the performance of the present system for technical communication. The 

characteristics of the present facilities would be presented in terms of the 

way in which they are organised^ their number and magnitude, the volume and 

nature of the information they handle, and their resulting performance in the 

face of the demands as the operators of the facilities see than. 



IV Method of Approach 

A0 Goals of Technical Communication 
- -- - i — i • r r • ,. -> r -.r n i I'l I'l'-—-

The first task of the project would be that of evolving in 

discussions with the sponsor a clear statement of the basic goals of 

technical communication,, The initial statement of goals may wall have to 

be augmented and clarified during the course of the study and especially 

during the preliminary investigation of the problem, It is most important , 

however, that at all times the work proceed under as definite a guide of 

this sort as possible,, 

Three main points should be settled on the basis of these goals. 

They are: 

1, Criteria for choosing the lines of technical endeavor to be 

considered on the project. Such factors as the expenditures for each line 

of endeavor and the need for technical advances might well be among the 

criteria for selecting a given line of technical activity, 

20 Organizational and economic boundary conditions that must ba 

considered in any initial and early step to improve the system for technical 

coranmication, 

3e Outline of the general course that improvements might take in 

terms of their effects on users. The survey could then more easily obtain 

data that would be of greatest possible use in designing such improvements, 

B, lines of Technical Endeavor 
—UP.i • • J. II • .II*... I r.r-1 .» 

A choice of lines of technical endeavor would be me.de in accordance 

with the criteria established in conference with the sponsor so that those 

activities considered most important received greatest attention. Development 



work: In guided missile propellents., in inertial navigation systems, in high 

speed electronic computers might be among the lines of activity to which 

special importance should be given, Obviously the work in many technical 

fields contributes to the success of any specific endeavor,, It is felt, 

however, that where possible, the scope of the project should be defined 

by those lines of technical endeavor that are in closest conformity with the 

goals set by the sponsor. The choice of a specific set of technical activi<=> 

ties rather than a list of technical disciplines allows one to take account 

of the fact that in development efforts information may be needed in ways that 

do not necessarily conform well with presently established subject categoriza

tions® 

G0 Preliminary Investigation 

Following the determination of the subject scope of the project 

an investigation would be made of the past research and studies of the problems 

of technical communication® This would be done with an qye to three areas in 

particular. Those are: 

I, the elements of the problem on which adequate data exists or 

to which sufficient thought has already been given; 

2a  special techniques for sampling and surveying that are applica=> 

ble to this problem; and 

3o the correlations that have been found to exist between men in 

various groups within the technical population and the demands they make of 

the system for technical connunication. 

Discussion of the last point would be sought with leading men engaged 

in research and development in the lines of technical endeavor chosen® Contacts 



would also be made with those currently carrying out research on information 

retrieval and with those organizations tliat have done work on various aspects 

of the problem of technical communication so the present state of research in 

thise areas would be fully appreciated, 

Exploratory meetings would be sought with those organizations that 

mgy be in a good position to gather or supply some of the data to be uncovered 

in the survey sa The meetings would serve the purpose of determining the 

nauure of help that each group might be able and willing to contribute0 They 

would aLso afford an opportunity of spreading knowledge about the program and 

of soliciting active interest in it0 Gte every occasion possible the sympa« 

thetic understanding of the program and cooperation with it would be sought of 

all organizations now associated with the system of technical oomnunication, 

D0 Survey Techniques 

The four area3 in which surveys are needed are those of the users 

demands, the volume of technical information handled, the organization of the 

system, and the performance of the system, The one that probably presents 

the greatest difficulty is that of the demands of the users0 This is because 

the demands learned from the individual user can vary over all fields of 

knowledge and may be expressed in a wide variety of forms 0 Further, although 

the technical population that exercises the entire spectrum of demands may be 

known, tho parts of the demand contributed by each man are known only roughly0 

Many useful facts about the demands of the users mey be obtained in 

a survey of the performance of the present facilities, but ir. exactly those 

aroas where improvements are needed the results so obtained are likely to deviate 

most from the actual needs of the users. This means that these requirements 

must also be developed by a survey of the users themselves« 



In all of the four areas trial surveys will be used to determine 

exactly what elaments should be included in the total population, -what 

sampling methods are applicable in each case, and to reveal how bast to 

conduct the questioning of the chosen samples0 

S'urvsy of User Demands 

Because any system for technical communication must allocate 

to each job a finite sum of resources in manpower, human tale-,it, money* and 

facilities® and because the time of response of the system to each demand 

on it is a function both of these resources and of the number of similar 

demands that compete with one another, the magnitude of each type of demand 

is an essential element in the description of the demand. Further, the 

response of the system measured in its degree of sophistication and in time 

that each user experiences modulates the nature and number of damends ho 

makes of it, For this reason the survey of users demands will seek to dis° 

cover not only the nature the elements in the spectrum of demand but also to 

attach to each a frequency or probability of occurrence, 

As was mentioned earlier, the correlation between various 

segments of the technical population and the demands made of the system is 

not known exactly. Every attempt will be made to increase this knowledge 

so that, for a given sample of technical people, the contribution they make 

to the total demand can be ascertained with precision, 

The demands of users are very complex because they reflect 

both their varied needs and the personal preference3 of each in the search 

for and use of information. It is probably fairly simple to characterise 

these demands that correspond directly with the ways in which the present 



facilities can now search easily, viz: by the titles of journal articles,. 

It will undoubtedly be far more difficult to take into account the demands 

that involve searching by ideas or for solutions to problems stated, for 

instance, in mathematical terms0 Because these searches require much more 

sophisticated reactions on the part of the system for technical communication, 

such demands are probably not being as well satisfied as the more conventional 

ones. An attempt will, therefore, be made to define such demands as clearly 

as the more orthodox ones, This is thought to be especially important 

because of the strong possibility that the demands of men in applied research 

and development often fall in just this category, 

2o Input of Technical Information 

The rate at which technical publication is occurring all over 

the world is an important parameter in the dimensions of technical communica

tion, By survey methods and by consultation with those principally involved 

in publishing and storing the new data estimates will be made of this factor 

in the following terms: 

rate of accumulation and growth of this rate 

sources of origin 

subject field 

language of publication 

printing or reproduction method 

amount in nachine-readable form 

amount that might easily be put in machine—readable form 

amount of data involving mathematical symbols, 

chemical symbols, drawings, photographs, tables, etc, 



percentage containing bibliographic material 

percentage of bibliographies that refer to unavailable 

literature 

percentage having good indexing, to articles, to main 

subsections, etc0 

This survey of the volume and nature of current technical-

publication would be started only after a fairly good picture had been 

developed about the demands of the users in terms of subject matter, 

3a Organization of Facilities 

The survey of facilities would also be started as soon as 

the approximate spectrum of the users demands was known andit would be 

directed toward characterizing them in such terms as! 
a, 

section of the technical community they purpcvfc to serve 
a. 

administering body and avowed goals 

length of existance and growth pattern 

general subjects covered 

type of service offered, i,e,, translating, abstracting, 

special technical library, etc, 

general size (perhaps by number of volumes or publications 

and by personnel employed) 

mode of cooperation with other facilities 

The object of this survey would be to develop data that might later be used 

chiefly in considering organizational and administrative questions pertaining 

to these facilities. It would, of course, also provide quantitative infor

mation about the facilities as a background for the figures on the mode of 

^>10̂  



operation and performances Perhaps the most important product of this 
1 

survey should be a statement by the operator of each facility of his avowed 

goals» It is against these that his performance should be measured, but 

it is the users demands to which it should finally be adjusted,, Such a 

comparison may wall reveal incompatibilities between the goals of some 

operators and the users demands <> 

lie Performance of Facilities 

The survey of the performance of the present system for 

technical communication will occupy most of the time and effort of the team 

assigned to studying the facilities,. This part of its effort will be by-

far the most difficult because its goal will be to describe the system 

performance as accurately as possible solely in quantitative terms without 

injecting weighting factors or value judgements,, Further, it i3 hoped that, 

as the goals of some of the operators may turn out to be incompatible with 

the users' demands, some knowledge may be gained not only of present perform^ 

ance but also of that *hich could reasonably easily bo achieved should the 

goals be altered,, 

The type of parameters that would be used to describe the 

performance of each facility may bo illustrated by the following: 

Type of facility 

Amount of information available in main subject categories 

handled 

Age, quality and completeness of information stored for 

subjects handled 

Rate of accumulation of material in each category 
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Restrictions of access to information - how determined? 

Distribution of material by language 

Methods of storage 

Methods of indexing 

Methods of search employed 

Frequency distribution of responses by type5 by subject 

matter, by speed, unanswered queries, etcQ 

Method of generating abstracts 

Method of performing translations 

Means used for checking with user to assure that searches 

obtain information most useful to him 
A. • Relaxation factor applied to each type of information in 

making new data more readily accessible than old„ 

Pains will be taken to learn from each operator the short

comings that he believes exist in his facility and how he thinks he can 

best improve his service,, 

E0 Summarization 

The results of the several surveys will be analyzed and suntnarized 

in convenient form for easy assimilation,, From thase summaries estimates 

will bo made of the spectrum of demands of the entire population of users 

falling yi. thin the lines of technical endeavor chosen,, Figures will be derived 

from the survey of facilities to indicate their total dimensions and a picture 

will be built up of the performance of the entire system for technical communi

cation as it pertains to the endeavors studied,. 

Discussions would be held with the sponsor to determine the exact 

form in which the final results should be presented for easy comparison between 
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the system performance an tithe users9 demands , | Careful differentiation 

will be made between demands vhich the users impose on the present system 

and those that they might be expected to evidence if improvements were put 

in of the type that could be immediately implemented,, I At the sane time, 

the improvements that the operators themselves believe possible will be 

summarized aid the expected results of such changes will be analyzed,,, 
<-

ts 

V Time and Cost Estimates? 

Should any be included? 

VI Idai3on and Reports 

Throughout tlie study, close liaison will be maintained with the sponsor 

of the work, If the sponsor so desires, he could assign full time personnel 

to work with the Institute's team during the course of the research* 

Throughout the course of the stutfy, oral reports would keep the sponsor 

cognizant of the progress of the work* It is contemplated that reports 

would be submitted on the determination of significant findings were estab=> 

lishod, and, if desired, would be supplemented by written progress reports. 

These occasions would be used to modify or redirect the course of the work as 

mutually agreed. 

At the conclusion of the study, a detailed written report would be sub= 

mitted outlining the results of the work and the methods U3ad in the research, 

If the sponsor desires, a summary report suitable for publication would be 

prepared* 
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VII Qualifications of Stanford Research Institute 

Stanford Research Institute is a not-for-profit, non-endowed 

coxporation engaged in supplying research services "faoindustry and govern

ment in the fields of physical and biological sciences, engineering, and 

economics. The Institute has a staff of more than 1,300 persons of whom 

over 8^0 are professional researchers. Many of these professionals are 

skilled in the fields involved in the proposed research. 

The fact that the Institute is engaged in technical work that ranges 

frcm basic research to applied research aid development in a veiy wide 

range of fields will enable the research team on this project to bring to 

the work the point of view of the user0 

The Institute's experience in systems design, operations research, 

information organization, and in the conception and development of informa

tion processing devices provides a unique perspective into th3 complex scope 

of this problem. The Institute maintains sji active and expanding program 

of research in ail phases of the information processing problem,. 

The capabilities of Stanford Research Institute personnel embrace a 

broad segment of the scientific disciplines. It is thus able to provide 

unique research services in complex problems of the type envisioned here. 

The Institute is well known for its team approach techniques in techno** 

economic studies. 

This study would be carried out jointly by the Economics and Engineering 

Divisions. These two divisions of the Institute have staffs of about ^00 

persons including the specialists previously mentioned. Personnel from these 

ca] ))o 



divisions have worked together on numerous inter^disciplinary studiess 

including 

Previous studies by the Institute in the information processing field 

i n c l u d e  o o « o « o e o » »  
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National Technical Information Service 

Notated Outline 

I Introduction 
o 

Aa Roughly what is the problem • 
<=> need to retrieve information on the basis of ideas. 
- present mechanism allows one to do this in well documented 

fields with which the searcher is well versed0 
•=> present system that relies heavily on a fixed classification 

method falls down when: 

1. The searcher is not familiar with the field (across fields) 
20 The literature is not well documented (untranslated foreign 

literature) 
3. The ideas sought are diffuse and not really in shape for 

publication (classified reports resulting from work on 
government projects) ^ 

Item 1 raises the question as to whether or not one should have associ=» 
ated with libraries persons expert in the fields in question to whom the 
searcher could turn for guidance. This mofe would tend to put the librarians 
in a service position only, but such ! a downgrading of their status might 
be thought as resulting from their inability to organize library searches 
on the basis of the association of ideas rather than according only to pre= 
arranged categories. 

Item 2. can be taken care of by better indexing of foreign literature and 
by the provision of adequate facilities for translation. 

Item 3 presents probably the greatest challenge especially if, as is 
believed, a very large proportion of all the scientific work now going on 
the world today is documented in this manner. 

The overall problem is defined by the help that the scientific communis 
ty can justify on an economic basis that it can profitably use, and that it 
can in fact secure from a National Technical Information Service. The 
problems that have yet to be tackled are set by the potential deficiencies 
of the present library system in meeting these needs. 

II Main Factors to Consider in Assessing Dimensions of Problem 

A0 Objectives (partially affected by nature of economically arxl 
technically feasible solutions) 

® basic objective of NTIS is not to connect a man with a document 
but with knowledge. For connection with documents the present 
library system probably works reasonably wello Achievement of 
the real objective calls for search by the association of ideas, 
which is done partially now through the use of bibliographies. 



are they different in any way from those of present-day 
libraries? 

« how may they be modified by the recent accentuation of the 
needs of the scientific community? 

Bo Economic worth of an optimally effective NTIS 
«* value to be attached to lesser accomplishments 

Go Evolution of the system 
- how rapidly can improvements be brought about 
«=• what is the most desirable time schedule for this evolution 

Do Relative worth of handling various types of information 
<= probable cost 

fi» Relative worth of answering various types of questions 
«= worth dependent on nature of answer 

F0 Time of response in determining the worth of an answer 

G0 Responses most desirable for each class of user 
«=> what value shall be placed on the time of each class of 

user 
«= relationship between time of response and time to obtain 

exact data desired from that supplied to the user by the 
system 

H0 Corrective Feedback Loops 
•» effect of communication between the user and the system in 

improving search efficiency ard overall usefulness of the 
system 

«=> methods of measuring system performance so as to apply 
corrections «=» small and large loops 

<=> how rapid must the corrective measures be as the "question" 
environment changes when the users become aware of the 
improved performance of the system 

I0 Growth Factors 
=• to what factors is the "question" environment principally 

related? 
=> possible indicators <=> «* GNP, volume of basic research, 

effort in applied research 

J0 Relaxation Factors 
~ how should the system response time or the probability that 

the answer is complete to any given degree be related to the 
probability of the question being asked? 

~ frequency of reference is undoubtedly a factor in determining 
the relaxation period used in relegating to less accessible 
storage areas 
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III Discussion Areas 

A0 What is wrong with the present information retrieval process? 

B0 How much help can an efficient information retrieval system be 
to various segments of the asking public? 

G» How much is an information retrieval system dependent on trained 
people for its proper functioning? 

Do How will the extent to which the using public is kept informed 
of the facilities available affect the "question" environment 
in which the system has to operate? 

Eo What proportion of the useful information is at any moment in 
an unpublished form? 

P0 Are there sny strong factors of a psychological nature/pr 
engendered by their education background that will influence 
the way in which they will use the system? 

Go How can the users of an information retrieval system estimate 
the probability of their having got all the information thqy 
desire? 

H0 If methods for searching by the association of ideas are to be 
looked for, how will the difficulty of conflicting terminology 
in different fields and countries be handled? 

IV Questions Heeding Decisions Relating to the Proposal 

A0 Because of the complexity of the problem it is easy to ask 
questions about it and hard to provide answers to thera0 The 
reader of a document filled with questions about the problem 
is apt to feel confused and disquieted. Although most of these 
questions must in the end be answered, there is a good deal to 
be gained in having a firmly established jumping^off point from 
which to begin the investigation of a complex problem© 

B0 Are there any basic principals on which we might expect general 
agreement to be found? 

0o What can reasonably be expected of this project? 

D0 In the light of work by such people as Shaw for CLR what is an 
appropriate effort level and time scale for the project? 

Eo How much progress can be made before some of the policy questions 
that are central to the problem are tackled? Hatters such as? 



lo What material is to be included in the system 
20 The relative worth of answering various types 

of questions 
3o Organisational possibilities for the system a3 one 

of the boundary conditions within which the system 
must operate 

must be decided, tentatively at least, before going too 
far in developing data on the problem,, 

F<> How can any broad attack on the problem be made to include 
rather than exclude the efforts of presant»day librarians 
without at tfie same time limiting the scope of the solution? 

Go In what light should the need for the project, stated or 
implied, be put to those whose financial support is being 
sought, to those whose moral encouragement is needed, and 
to those whose cooperation is required for successful 
completion of the task? 

H0 Should this proposal be in more than one part <= a large 
summary and the main body of the proposal or a proposal 
with appendices? 

I® How heavily should the proposal dwell on the problem of 
evolving a system from the present network of libraries as 
opposed to the problem of a largely mechanized system of 
information retrieval? 

Jo What is our honest estimate of the time scale on which wa 
are operating as far as mechanization is concerned? 

K„ Is the effective relaxation period for technical literature 
such thatt in the time that it will take to mechanize; almost 
all of the useful material could be encompassed simply ty 
starting now to assimilate only new material? (trails left 
by bibliographies) 

Lo Can we usefully tackle only one section of the problem, such 
as dealing with literature in engineering, physical sciences, 
and mathematics, at the outset or will such an approach be 
self=defeating either for political or technical reasons? 



1:30 p<> m0j, 
May Ihi, 1958, 
Dr0 Bolljahn,,3 Conference Room 
Room No0 2Ui, Building U0li°A 

SRI Working Group on NT IS •=> Agenda 

I An appreciation of the problem0 

II Questions relating to the proposal,, 

III User needs as found at SRI 

IV Time schedule for SRI efforts0 

V Contacts with other investigators0 

VI Covering letters for the various prospective clients,. 
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Pferch 27, 1958 

Field of Interest 

1. Consulting for organizations which have large files of information, 

2. Computer programming and feasiblity studies for machine retrieval. 

3. Development of technique for machine retrieval. 

4. Evaluatioh of characteristics of machines to determine what features are needed. 

5. Market study- determine needs for special information centers, show areas of 

duplicated effort and araas barren of coverage. 

6. Prove, disprove, or develop fundamental ideas, e.g. structure vs content correlation. 
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DRAFT 

PROPOSAL OUTLINE 

National Technical Information Center 

I* Objectives 

A. The over-all objective of the study isto establish a basis fop 
the operation of an interim technical information center* 

II* Scope of the Study 

A* The study would be ^rijcsnduly concerned with determining the 
requirements and characteristics of an interim technical in
formation center. However, it. tfould lav the eroundpoyk for 
future research on the factors which determines the design and 
operation of an ultimate National Technical Information Center* 

B* Because of the importance of scientific research in the main
tenance of our defense posture, the study would in large part 
be concerned with the technical information required to imple
ment current scientific research efforts for national defense* 
Data which would be of value in facilitating technical informa
tion dissemination for the advancement of all scientific endeavor 
in the United States would not be excluded* 

III. Method of Approach 

A* The study would require an interdisciplinary approach to a pro
blem of critical, immediate importance* The cbsign (pf a basis 
for operation)of an interim technical information center cannot 
be accomplished without an understanding of the requirements of 
the users of the center as well as an appreciation of the sources 
of information and the facilities which handle it. 

1* The principal research effort would be undertaken in two 
phases each to be conducted simultaneously* These two 
phases would bet 

a* A gjjjjgy of the requirements of the interim center 
(Phase A) 

(1) Ascertain the nature and magnitude of the need for 
and service to be rendered by the center* 

(2) Determine and appraise the existinc sources of 
information and facilities which could contribute 
to the interim center* 

b* Outline a system for immediate implementation of the center* 



B«, Phase A - Requirements of the Interim Center 

(1) Investigation would encompass both a thorough i.jtara-
tura saarch as well as field 1-ntervioMa with leading 
authorities and organizations with current projects 
in documentation and information retrieval* 

1, Preliminary investigation 

a* Tftrwnagh investigation of past and current studies in the 
use of technical information by scientists, total techni
cal information output, and documentation and information 
gathering, storage and retrieval methods* 

(2) Review and analysis of material gathered so as not to 
duplicate past efforts and bring significant material 
to bear on current problems* 

2» Study of the need for and services to be rendered by the center, 

a* The first step in this part of the study would be to pro
ving information so as to determine the scone of the subject 
matter to be included in tlie interim center. 

(1) Basic criteria would be for the center to handle that 
information most essential to scientific research for 
the defense effort, consistent with the limitations 
of time and money. 

(2) In determining the subject matter to be included in 
the center the following methods of analysis would be 
used: 

(a) An analysis of the location of current research 
and development expenditures, both by the federal .. ̂  
governraent and by industry, by type of project. 
The importance of each of the disciplines in the 
national defense research effort could then be 
appr-if* rtn frasis of dollar investment. 

(b) A similar analysis would be undertaken of planned 
research and development expenditures to I960. 

(o) Estimates would be made of probable future (beyond 
I960) areas of research. 

(d) Investigation of research areas w£s£P critical 
breakthroufhs are needed for significant future 
development such as nuclear shielding, thermal 
barriers, and the like. 
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(a) These investigations would be accomplished through 
fiald surveys of personnel in government and in
dustrial laboratories, leading scientists, members 
of the National Science Foundation and key personnel 
in the Department of Defense and Armed Forces» 

(3) Consideration would be given to inclusion of complete in
formation in a particular di3Ciplftnffi or selected 
information of critical Importance. 

(U) The investigation would be followed by a review and 
analysis to establish the priority of importance of in
formation to be handled by the center- Recommendations 
would be presented to the central Agency for final 
decision-

bo The next step in this part of the study would be to determine 
user requirements for scientific information in the subject 
matter areas selected. 

(1) Field surveys would be made of research personnel and 
administrators in the selected disciplines to determine 
their needs and requirements for information. Factors 
to be determined would include but not be limited to: 

(a) Current information gathering and use habits0  
(b) Current availabili ty of information in each discipline. 
(c) Differences in information use practices and needs of 

pure and applied researchers. 
(d) The volume of information, l i terature searches, etc. ,  

used and potentially needed. 
(e) The age and level of information needed. 
f) Current costs of obtaining information. 
g) Opinions a3 to the value, potential use oJJ and 

dissemination of information from a national 
technical information center. 

(2) A similar survey, although smaller in scope, would be 
conducted among librarians and documentalists of scientific 
research libraries and information centers on the use of 
information by researchers, methods of information dissemi
nation, volume of use, and other characteristics. 

(3) The information gathered from the surveys would be analyzed 
and interpreted to determine a framework of the final pro
duct of the information centers. Particular emphasis would 
be given to: 

(a) Total volume and frequency of inquiries that might 
be anticipated, both now and in the future. 

-3® 



(b) Classification and indexing requirements for the 
roost effective use oi' the center by researchers 
in the various disciplines-

i 
(c) The most convenient form for location and dis-

conv< na-M nn of information-

(d) The age and level of sophistication of the infor
mation to be included. 

(e) The potential revenue from fees paid to the center 
for its services-

20 Study to determine and apprai3e the existing sources of informa
tion and services and facilities which could contribute to the 
interim center. 

a- An investigation would be made of all sources of information 
in the selected disciplines to be included in the center-

(1) Purpose of the investigation would be to estimate the 
total volume of information which would have to be pro
cessed by the center. 

(2) The investigation would include but not be limited to 
the following sources of information: (advanced text
books and monographs, research Journals, trade publica
tions, review publications, conference papers, handbooks, 
encyclopedias, mathematical and physical tables, theses, 
unclassified research reports, classified research reports, 
patents, standards and codes, supply catalogs-) 

(3) The investigation would cover both doseatic and 
sources of information with emphasis particularly on 
British, German, French, Russian, and Italian documents. 

bo An audit of existing information dissemination facilities would 
be made-

(1) This would include abstracting and indexing service, 
translating services, technical and professional societies, 
government agencies, and specialized library services. 
Centers of specialized knowledge which do or could act as 
question answering services would be determined. 

(2) The technical facilities, coverage and depth of effort, 
current costs and fees, methods and form of output would 
be assessed from the point of view of incorporation of 
their output in the interim center-

(3) An analysis of existing facilities and services would serve 
to point up areas of duplication of effort and areas which 
are currently not serviced by such facilities. 



Co A comparison of user needs for information in terns of subject 
matter, ease of location and dissemination with the audit of 
facilities and resources will delineate those segments for 
which the interim center will have to provide facilities® This 
may include additional abstracting and indexing services, 
translating services and other procedures® 

(1) A study would be made of personnel available to staff the 
center® This would include specialists in documentation, 
information retrieval, translation abstracting, indexing, 
etco 

Planning and Design of the Interim ̂Tgchnj.ca]^ Information Renter 

1® ^Etenlne the existing systems of collection, retrieval and dissemi
nation of technical information to determine their suitability for 
the m eftnter application® '••Some criteria must be established 
inorder to compare the effectiveness of each of these systems® 

v -.(A"* -4 misinformation will be obtained by examining the merits and 
-V" ^ criticisms of various systems in those cases where this information 

v ? . has been published, and by interviewing the responsible individuals 
in a representative number of the existing large technical libraries 
or information centers. Consultations and group discussions among , 
the people who are competent in this field will also be used to . y 
obtain information for this evaluation. * 

•~«U. W1 
2. The information obtained from the critical study of existing systemsA 

would be used to suggest what sort of system diould be used for the 
interim center and the ultimate center® The chosen system must be 
flexible enough to be altered as the system design matures. Modifi
cations of the chosen existing system would probably have to be made 
at this point to make it more suitable for this particular application, 

a0 Decisions will be made as to what areas and level of subject 
matter will be included, the classification or coding scheme 
to be used, the method for handling inquiries, the form of the 
final product and the method of dissemination, the type of 
storage to be used, the procedures for determining priority 
and fixing the fees, the degree of translating service to be 
provided and how thi3 may be implemented® 

3® The proposed KTIC design would then be subjected to simulation 
techniques, theoretical trial operations, and objective examination 
by technically competent groups to uncover any weaknesses or un
favorable features which the system may encompass® This trial and 
examination period will reveal some areas where the initial design 
can be modified to obtain a more optimum performance® This period 
will also indicate areas where more research effort should be 
applied. When these modifications are incorporated, the new pro
posed system could undergo another trial and examination period 
if necessary to further optimize its performance. 

-5-



bo At the point where the governing agency decides that the planning 
and design of the NTIC has proceeded far enough to guarantee good 
performance, the existing plans will be considered to be the final 
design of the NTIC and the specifications for all the necessary 
equipment, personnel, money and facilities may be written. 

D. Administration of the Study 

1. Staffing 

&• The study would be under the direction of a project manager 
who would have over-all responsibility for coordination of 
the study. 

b0 Project leaders would be in charge of Phase A, determining 
the requirements of the center, and Phase B., establishing a 
design for operation of the center. 

Co The interdisciplinary approach envisioned would use specialists 
in the fields of systems analysis, documentation, data pro
cessing, market analysis, economics, psychology, and sociology. 
The staff would be composed of Stanford Research Institute's 

• ^ ^ personnel who have extensive experience in interdisciplinary 
. —e(techno-economic) studies, and would be supplemented by outside 

consaltants 3013 expe*'- \ * -U ^ 

2o Progress of the Study 

a. As the study progresses, information obtained would be dis
seminated among all staff members so as to coordinate and 
channel efforts in the direction of greatest potential bene
fits, Modifications, deletions or additions to the work may 
be necessary as the study progresses. This would occur only 
with approval of the Agency, 

bo To supplement and expedite the work, segments of the study 
.» —-rmay be subcontracted to qualified research organizations© 

However, over-all responsibility would remain with Stanford 
Research Institute, 

Co Throughput the study, close liaison will be maintained with 
the^Apffcy and progress reports will be submitted on the 
determination of significant findings. 

l-2b-19£8 
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F O R E W O R D  

This working paper has been prepared at Western 
Reserve University by the School of Library Science and its 
Center for Documentation and Ccxwmialcatian Research, fcr ad
vance distribution to registrants for a special invitational 
ameting of the Council on Documentation Research to be held 
February 3 and 4, 1958. 

The special session has been called in the hope 
that a concrete and workable plan can be developed by repre
sentatives of protessional societies, government, education, 
and industry for the coordination of the world's scientific" 
and technical information. 

The plan here proposed is the product of only a 
f«w minds. It is set forth not as a finished product, but 
as a point of departure from which we can begin the formula-
tioc of a better program. We therefore commend it to you 
not for what it is, but for what it may become 

Jesse H„ Shera 
Executive Secretary 

Council on Documentation Research 

School of Library Science 
Western Reserve University 
Cleveland, Ohio 

January 15, 1958 



T H E  C H A L L E N G E  T O  

A M E R I C A N  S C I E N C E  

The February 3-4 meeting of the Council on Documentation Research 
and its invited guests reflects the sense of urgency which we all share, 
We must accept the obvious truth that both fundamental and applied research 
as well as technological development and production, are becoming increas
ingly important in the new science-based world into which mankind is emerg
ing; research power will, in the future, increasingly determine economic 
and political, as well as military, power. Unfortunately, however, ve must 
also acknowledge the fact that in the promotion of research, the "decline 
of the West" has begun. Alexander King, writing editorially in Science, 
asserts that Western Europe's share of the world's total research output 
has fallen from the pre-war figure of approximately 70 per cent to less 
than 40 per cent today. But serious as this situation is, our primary con
cern is with the position of the United States in the promotion of research 
which we know has seriously deteriorated in the past five years. 

The Gaither and Rockefeller reports seem to agree that the United 
States is facing the most serious crisis in its history. The reasons for 
our scientific lag are doubtless many and complex, but we must admit that 
an obsolete and inefficient system for the dissemination and utilization of 
scientific information must bear its share of responsibility. So bankrupt 
and outmoded are our techniques for the organization of scientific litera
ture that a vice president in charge of research for one of the country's 
largest corporations stated recently that "if a research task costs less 
than one hundred thousand dollars, it is cheaper to do it than to find out 
if it has been done before and reported in the literature," Admittedly, no 
body of scientific literature, however well organized, can create scien
tists where none exist; but a good information system can save the time of 
competent scientists for laboratory research and can mean the difference be« 
tween superiority and mediocrity in national scientific achievement. 

be Soviet Institute of Scientific and Technical Information 

We are only now beginning to realize the impact upon scientific 
progress that the total mobilization of a nation's resources can achieve. 
Not until we saw, high in the night sky, the tangible evidence of Russian 
scientific achievement did our nation become aware of the potentially dis
astrous consequences of anti-intellectualism and the strangulation of re
search. The total mobilization of Russian xaanpower in the service of sci
ence, and their exploitation of every possible resource for scientific ends 
is doubtless unparalleled in the history of the world. Certainly we, who 



for so long have assumed American superiority in libraeianship and documen
tation have been given ample notice that we can no longer as. i ord oonserva-
S»"^mplac.ncy, Fox the past two years ,o« of us ha« been urging 
greater professional attention to the work of the Soviet All-Union nstitute 
of Scientific and Technical Information. We have talked to aeti ears o a 
bibliographic system in which a trained staff of two thousand produced some 
36GtOOO abstracts in 1956 (abstracts published in a series of journals cover
ing the Dhvsical biological, and earth sciences)* carries out a contxrming 
research program'in sclentific information, is making considerable progress 
in the use of mechanized techniques for organizing bibliographic 
tion, prepares reviews of scientific progress, and translates an imposing 
number of journals into the Russian language. And Robert Wallace, writing 
"First Hard Facts on All Russian Sciences" for LIPB (December 16, 
quotes a 3ritish zoologist who visited Moscow last year as saying thatths 
"really shattering thing" he saw was this Institute of Scientific and ech-
nical Information, where 8,000 scientific Journals from all parts of the 
world are processed by a staff of senior scientists, and the resulting in
dexes published in an annual set of volumes larger than the Encyclopedia 
Britannica. 

Planning f01 Action 

But we shall not be meeting just to wring our hands. In oui own 
country, during the past decade, many conferences have been held (some of 
them in Cleveland) at which scores of competent people have discussed at 
length a variety of new techniques for the organization and dissemination 
of recorded information. As a result, we have a reasonably adequate pic
ture of the present state of existing methods available for improve v.in
accessibility of scientific information. The reploughing o; this ground 
would be of little value. The future, therefore, must bring a two-sold 
programs 

1. An effective course of action which wili make 
possible the fullest utilization of existing knowledge and 
techniques, and 

2. An active and we11-supported program of funda
mental research which will ultimately result in new tech
niques for the effective use of recorded information. 

This meeting has been called in the hope ot bringing together, 
for fruitful discussion and constructive action, a group of people who are 
not only deeply concerned about the seriousness of the problem, but who 
are also in a position, because of the resources at their couasand, to take 
bold and courageous action. We are meeting, not at the request c a su
perior authority, but entirely on our own initiative and of our own voli
tion. We represent no corporate existence, and we have no power other 
than the sum total of our individual resources—which, it might be added, 
are certainly not insubstantial. Finally, we are obligated only to our 
own consciences. Our only immediate objective is to create the solid foun
dation for a rational program of constructive action. 
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slowly t J!'etrLrT "* ^h°5e "h° "iU *I8ue that Pf°f«sS mat be Mde sickly, that there are dangers inherent in haste—and they are n ^ 
we can no longer afford the luxury of protracted deUberlji^ 
longer on our side. • llne is no 

Criteria for an American Progr«« 

It is important to emphasize that the program which *•» 
should not follow slavishly the pattern established^ Moscow a ° 

TiZlZZZ V^T^HTit ««"•"- **- "" »e.L ""I 
African scientist, w, out ^ZllTe^Z^Vl^ 

specific cTlUtuV "'*teT" PCC*"" U """"Pea neet certain 

,** it- SCi8t "er^e the information needs of a wide ZZrllt^ZZZ"'"''" b0,h ,h* theoretical and 

perative e.fort of private industry and business education 
o« professions, the federal government, and the foundations! 

3. It must break down the barriers to a fre* fir« 

"ih^aciencee?"thr0aght>at "* *"'"1 {i'la' »h*h 

familiar wiih *** iapl*"*nted b7 ®«P«ior personnel, ! ' 
7 •e5hod» of research and trained not only in 

the -echniques of librarianship and documentation but also 
in one or more subject disciplines. To do this it\1.+ 
sent not only economic rewards which are attractive ^ 
an intellectual challenge. This A7 

low'the"Russia^exasple. °f P™1 " ̂  

r° 

£o l.£ °° °aCh- bnt th*t " »P~0 too little Hd 

is always ,*"« hihliogr.phy 
said, -We shall soon be spending mn o~~ 11 m CoJ»*tf-p»i»<>i"e-Peet hss 
perinents we didn*t know existed ' either repeating ex-
»o tine for fresh hat, thst we",, 
centralized inforn^n "n«reT« 1 n™ " rl«>* for 
nitted r'acsiml. reprM«tionsc r Z, I\so>""ib«* <=« receive trans, 
tained electronically by scanning the 



servxces themselves should cease to exist as printed circulating publica
tions and instead become central libraries of stored, processed, and care-
uliy indexed information. If we could save only one per cent of the pro

fessional time at our disposal by better literature searching, it would be 
worth fifteen to twenty million dollars a year today, and much more in 
years to come. This would be a fair return on a capital investment of 
say,, a hundred and fifty million dollars that might be required for such 
facilities.*° 

Though our situation is grave, it is certainly far from hopeless! 
even thrs modest assembly has tremendous potential if we but have the will 
to use it. We must, by every possible means, seek to sharpen the biblio
graphic tools of science. To this end we must drastically reshape our 
tiscal thinking Just as we must r*-a*s«s« our traditional library and bib
liographic methods. 

It is no easy task to which we invite you to address yourselves! 
it demands thoughtful planning, courageous and venturesome leadership, and 
dedication. But even these are not enough. We shall need money—a great 
deal of money by the traditional standards for bibliographic projects 
Perhaps this should be the first serious problem for us to discuss. Cer
tainly it is one of the most basic. 



B A S I S  F O R  T H E  

P R O P O S E D  P L A N  

... J The Plail Proposec is directed toward achieving the greatest no* 
sihie advance xn infarction services to the scientific and engineering 

the United States consistent with present-day resources^ 
human Skills, equipment, and systems entering, within the frxm^ork i*. 
FS* necessity for a major improvement within a reasonable period 

edge wa* * rfe"tlT lt be«a "i<**tic that recorded knowledge was toe most important single tool of the investigator Bat e<via 

because of the sheer volume of new knowledge generated by "the research fa
cilities of government agencies, universities, and industrial concerns 
t?ati®tStigat°r ^ S Pc0blem ****** dimensions of fr4s-

1. The individual engineer or scientist cannot 
read and remember all of the world's literature that ha* a 
reasonable probability of being of later use to him. 

2. The individual scientist or engineer—or his 
sinrfZa^°?~CiJla0t *ffotd to finafflC* the thorough procea-
lit! .I" ?' retri*Tal of th« majority of the world*, 
literature of probable pertinent interest, 

H.ni, ,..3, ^ individual can no longer rely on tradi-
oer L^d If J*7 I t0 deliver to *** within a reasonable period of time the detailed information he needs. 

in. use advances in science have been achieved by mak
ing use ot methods and facts drawn from more than one aei#n+<if4r "4 ~ f ie" t.\i5iriTiSSS'bSSi 
makes n ficu^ as the continuing expansion of human knowledge sUoSXJ T"r ««* «52Ss«r age in diverse .ields of science and technology must be the goal, 

of scientificiand°technicatd<a.fAtioQal center for the coordination 

literature ̂ cooperative ^ 



subject fields, there is still a considerable demand for additictml serv
ices i 

1. Where there is an actual gap in service} 

2. Where an existing service nay not be suffi
ciently prompt} 

3. Where an existing service may not provide in
formation in a form convenient for use} 

4. Where an existing service, theoretically able 
to meet user needs effectively, may not make imaginative 
use of available communication facilities} 

5. Where the mechanism of an existing service, 
because of the bulk and complexity of information involved, 
may not respond with sufficient effectiveness to user re
quirements. 

In recent year# we have seen a shift from competition between re-
se&x h Liivaries to cooperation. However, cooperation among libraries has 
been primarily in the area of acquisitions. The Library of Congress coop
erative acquisitions program, the Midwest Inter-library Center, and the 
Assix ia:ion of Research Libraries'Farming too plan are outstandis^; examples. 
This type of activity has done much to strengthen the position of our li
braries and is indicative of sound planning in a 1cog-range program. None
theless, it must be regarded as a first phase, and the time is overdue for 
the next logical step—the cooperative exploitation of acquired materials. 

The major objectives of the proposed national center would be as 
follows* 

1. To provide effective interdisciplinary infor
mation services; 

2. To provide such information services as may 
>e required to fill existing gaps in various fields, until 

such time as new agencies may be established} 

3. To foster the development of new information 
services by existing agencies} 

4. To provide advice and guidance to cooperating 
information centers in order to ensure economy of effort} 

5. To act as a clearinghouse for information re
quirements that can be referred to existing agencies} 

6. io foster and to conduct research and develop-
ment in methods, equipment, and procedures in order that 
better services may be provided and costs may be reduced. 

^ fo^lowin« woaW the principal services to be provided br 
the proposed national center! * 



—"'••III I II III HI |—I 

> 
V -f. * • 

1. To provide, from the world*s scientific and 
technical literature: 

a. Direct information, on demand or 
on a continuing basis, in response to specific 
requests from individuals or organ!rationsj 

b. An interdisciplinary literature 
searching service; 

c. Published abstracts of material 
not available from existing agencies. 

2. To distribute copies of the coded Media prepared 
at the Center so that Machine searching may be performed wher
ever facilities are available} 

3. To stimulate the preparation of periodic biblio
graphic reviews by sdbject specialists} 

4. To work toward coaq>lete translation of the 
world's scientific and technical literature byt 

a. Support of existing services} 

b. Translation services at the Center. 
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T H E  P R O P O S E D  P L A N  

I. Phasing 

A fully operational program for the national science information 
coordination center could be achieved in phases during the next five jjears. 
However, partial operation might be initiated more quickly, wltfi" many serv
ices available in nine to twelve months. A proposed development schedule 
follows: 

Phasr- 1: First two menths. 

Headquarters staff organized and working space acquired. 
(An initial organization chart is given as Figure 1.) 

Pease 2 t  Third and fourth months. 

Initial contacts, negotiations, and acquisitions operations: 

- Potential clientele contacted through a series of 
national conferences bringing together the various 
levels of users of scientific and engineering in
f o r m a t i o n  i n  g o v e r n m e n t ,  e d u c a t i o n ,  i n d u s t r y ;  e . g . ,  

research management 

research personnel 

information specialists 

librarians. 

At these conferences the projected services would be 
explained, and the opportunity given to the potential 
users to shape the development of the Center. 

- Arrangements made with professional societies and 
other groups considered competent to perform the 
extra services required by the Center. 

- Operating procedures prepared for the information-
processing and exploitation functions of the Center. 

- Previously processed information (especially ab
stracted or indexed material) identified. (Examples 
of abstracting services reported in a recent survey 
are listed in Appendix A.) Translating services 
also identified. 



Phase 3: Fifth and sixth months. 

First-year plans completed for division of processing responsi
bilities between the Coordination Center and other organizations. 
Any required subsidy negotiated. 

Personnel hired and training started for operations to be per
formed at the Center. 

Orders placed for automatic equipment required tor reproduction, 
microfilming, searching, translation, transmission, etc. 

phSa* 4: Seventh to twelfth months. 

Pilot operations initiated for the processing, reprocessing, and 
exploitation of recorded kncarledge— leading to full—scale opera
tion as soon as possible. 

Pht.se 51 Operation, 

Continuing collection and definition of terminology to support 
searching and translating operations, particularly those employ
ing automatic aids. 

II. Systems for Processing Information 

In considering the systems of information processing and re
trieval to be employed at the proposed Coordination Center, it is import, 
ant to recall its projected services! 

1. To provide, from the worlds scientific and 
technical literature: 

a. Direct information, on demand or 
on a continuing basis, in response to specific 
requests from individuals or organizations; 

b. An interdisciplinary literature 
searching service; 

c. Published abstracts of material 
not available from existing agencies. 

2. To distribute copies of the coded media prepared 
at the Center so that machine searching may be performed wher
ever facilities are available? 

3. To stimulate the preparation of periodic biblio
graphic reviews by subject specialists; 

4. To work toward complete translation of the 
world's scientific and technical literature by support of ex
isting services and translation services at the Center. 

- 10 -



traditional'service^will h T "43 "hiCh C,m be by 
tools and .ill " referr J ̂ Jl4 "f"y "* currently availably 
proposed Coordination Center the interdisriDli"" - »««»tion of the 
t h e  c e n t e r ' s  c h i e f  c o n c e r n ?  ' i n  s e ^ r c l l  t h ? .  ! * ? !  t J P *  o C « ± "  b e  
tional classification and indexing systems te-xi^ ° in<?ulrJr» the tradi-
when dealing with relatively SS SETi*Sl«tTLT "SST**' !*" 
the necessary searches -i a J-iectiaus. Therefore, for 
sophistication are reqired H ^ Sf8te" °f the highest 
into the subject natter of JhTdS^V "I"*"" detailed penetration 
for controlling the re^rievafof™ted -tS£l" '"STf?"ibUIty 

ary searches, it is to be exoerted +h- + * t y • 1* interdisciplin-
almost any document in the file Therefore "a J ,"°fnatioc b« f°«nd in 
ment in the file, or a -fail-safe- l * search of each docu-
potential importance to any given search is S^rChlng t0r an* document of 
Coordination Center. Although initial SA.** I re<Julre,aent for the 
necessity) depend upon presently 'avail ab£ pre^aiL""? <<>f 

cated coordinated retrieval svste* ! Processing, a highly sophisti-
earliest possible time Y bC PhaSed into °P«ation at the 

as these has already been'aade''availfbl 3?SX€M desi«ned to wet such needs 
system is already uldergoiTf oillt % ™XOVM P«blicatic®s.a Such a 
lurgy, and experlmerit^'eS^nTfor *" ** field of ~ta*. 
already in pilot operation. (See AppeSix^^p?^-TJqulred Sear<=hes is 
of a high-speed version of the eoiiMTPr- *• ""a"S the construction 
while, equipment of yarious sorS iTb^ *" " adVanCed State< 
section III, Tools for the National f°r SearCh"« CS« 

swering questions^Sintai^g1 Tcirrint &<? prOVided not only an-
for generating special-purpose files arra^d6""* ®ervice' 8tc-. bu* also 
points of view by merely running ™ ̂  fding t0 specialized 
files am preparing sub-files ready foT! enSiVe hJ«*-«Peed search of the 
tant locations. A speciaLnurm^ f , 1*° °T further se«ching at dis-
(beryllium, for exa^le) wireToll if * new "**1 
ment of Defense so that a r come of extreme interest to the Depart-
new users of m's ^Sl and ^ *> ^ 
search of the total files of -hT iH? anG all°ys» A comprehensive 
ordination Center (based on n"1?5 llterature available at the Cc^ 
would yield a specialized file TbI ^tailed.analysis and translation) 
searches. *lle °n beryllium~itself ready for specialized 

chine search fallsTto" tTreeTT amaru]&tion to b« encoded for ma-
previously processed? those prfvi^TiTT 0ocamCTlts or Papers not 
foreign languages. (See Figures 2 tZot^hT.) ^ ClaSSlfied* and ^ose in 

operations may be cI^iT^withTlse P;*°CeSSed before, normal abstracting 
graphic" abstract.® (Figure 3 ) FIr f T t0 prepare a "te^-
stracting be don. either before or 

- Kerereuces will bVToiind on page 28. 
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4b., Encoding of the telegraphic abstract for machine search is then ac
complished, using automatic techniques. (See Appendix C.) For material 
de^io^dTfPrOCe+Sed^ eXCd °r classified)» «*thods have already been developed for automatic encoding. (See Appendix D.) 

.J* °r?ef t° dcterain« Wi*re opportunities exist for coordinating 
various types of information-processing systems, various information-

alysis methods have Deen investigated, and a start has been made toward 
devising methods whereby the results of analysis accomplished ir. one sys
tem may be re-processed for transfer to another system. An inventory of 
analysis methods and a qualitative approximation to a comum language for 
systems interchange is given in Appendix E.+ 

It is proposed that mechanical aids for the translatic® of 
languages be employed at the Center as soon as possible. (See Figure 8.) 

III. Tools for the National Center 

7 ) +h» „lD 1Afht °l thC b"ic #erTices Pl&nned for the Center (See page 

possible of the most versatile equipment now technologically 
SI UfV ^!!e^°re' the follcmi** tool» be provided as 2rly il the life of the Center as possible: 7 

versatilitv*4n~B~ "2 Correlating. In order to achieve the 
2 th! fill Searchang provided by the encoding system referred to 

fo"golJ3« section, equipment for searching based on the "free £ if f'rf °i m. tree of 
tH 5* n+h Searchin« Selector (Appendix B) and the Minicard Selec-
e.g* the " "ay Programmed to conduct such searches, 

6 I# M* 700 computers. Remington Rand Univac, I. B. H. 650 

men" ^ through the use of specialized drum memory equi>. 

.... ;2.i,g jseisu; =s s 
r. ^ r equipment would be considered for the convenient 
P.p«.TumUta"d r"dy Prepa"tiM1 °f «*>*«• of publi.hod 

to require more rapid action. ouiticient urgency 
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Depending upon urgency requirementsf there will be various opportuni
ties for more rapid transmission, particularly of information identic 
fied by machine runs J 

- Teletypes for transmitting bibliographic information and 
short abstracts. The bibliographic material will 
have been punched onto tape during the initial typ
ing, so that transmission of selected information 
would require no additional keyboarding operation. 
The use of teletype in filling a typical information 
request is charted in Figure 10. 

- Ultrafax* for transmittal of larger numbers of abstracts 
or short papers, this medium would be considered. 

- Television* (during non-broadcasting hours) for transmit
tal of large amounts of information might be feas
ible with careful planning, especially for material 
for which the most rapid transmittal is not required. 

For the transmission of large quantities of information to form sub-
libraries, the use of Minicard equipment would be considered. 

Before any information would be transmitted in any form, a union list 
of holdings would be checked to determine whether or not the material 
identified might be available on the premises of the customer. If 
this should prove to be the case, only serial-number identifieatiom 
would be transmitted. 

Fitumcing the Program 

The cost of operating the proposed Center cannot be determined 
precisely,, because of the obvious difficulty of predicting* 

1. The amount of literature to be handled; 

2. The ultimate division of processing responsibili
ties between the Center and other information services (e.g., 
professional societies). 

However, it is possible to prepare estimates based on, say, the present 
U. S. S. R. activity (an estimated 360,000 papers processed annually). 

In Figure 11 is given an estimate of the first ten years of to
tal expense (Curve A), assuming pilot operations to be conducted at the 
Center during its first two years. The area between Curves A and B repre
sents anticipated subsidies to processing organizations as cooperative ac
tivity increases. The area under Curve C represents income from the 
Center5s services, leading to a self-supporting position by the end of the 
teo-ye&r period. 
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equipment required for operation of the Center is es-
mated to cost $5,000,000, including the cost of searchii^, encoding 

r&ns^ating, reproduction, transmission, and support equipment. 

Center Jh* total s"Pport envisaged to bring the Coordination 
$36^000 000? 0perat±on and to self-supporting status is estimated at 

$26,500,000 - processing 

5,000,000 - capital equipment 

4,500,000 - quarters and maintenance. 

To!"* ratC °f.research expenditure, this cost would be approxi-
Stst** j* , pe+v.cerit 0t the total cost of research conducted in the Onited States during the ten-year period. ltea 

It is anticipated that the annual income of $5 000 000 aft.. 
years would be derived as follows* > f 'W° after ten 

2,000 current-awareness $1,000,000 
customers, 0 $500 

10,000 questions (about 2,500 000 
30 per day) for at 
least 1/10 of the 
file, © $250 

Sale of processed infor- 100,000 
mation ready for 
machine search 

100 special files, 1,000,000 
0 $10,000 

Special services 400.000 
i WTi »i 

$5,000,000 

* b^iC s""hi*e «« °f 300 refer-
hi?h-!P"d stucto,>per 1<. A .ore detailed tabu. 

of searching costs is given in the table on page 26. 

V. Future Developments 

fha. H ,In the preceding discussion, a number of problems requi-ine fur 
ther developmental wort bate been only mentioned, and soLtioS ^ othe"^" 
have been only implied. It «. not intended that the., probl^a be 
g .»ed over. Rather, it is expected that a documentation research and 
development department „ould be an active division of the prop'sld Coordi 
nation Center. Bxamples of the prcfclems to be considered by^cTa eroup" 
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< a 

ways in « "S„°fSrSt"*- to "«<»«*» 
nated. (See AppeX F*f ? Processing my be coordi-

exa"Ple of •«* wort is given ^ Appeadix G.) 

cilitate searchin irit '"tail-safe"' file divisions to fa-
along broad code chara-eristi already bleated that division 

s z s s ~ « ~ - - « ~ - « x ,  

s££s-

.... 

chenistry^he^XIri* disciplines'^etc'^fthe fi'"' " 
coding for search of scientific inforation." c^nxent en-

of operations of the Coordinati^*" ^ LOrt-n«in« decentralization 
siona, societies J ass^ it 'V*' tte VariouS Profes" 
cialized service tasks for th ^ m°re the Processing and spe-

taslts for customers in their fields. 

Next Step 

ceed at a rapid pace^onsistent^wi I' if 2 ^oor^ination center should pro-
proposed that two committees be oreanJfiT natlonaJ requirements, it is 
plans: g mzed to carry forward development 

of financial support "select"^ 1'""^stigate the sources 
((enter, ,„d recced a ,Se, »•»«—>« eroup for the 

costs and mrst^l"^^"''!' P"P"e <JetU1M "trmates of 
ings with the various nrofessioS'i&IKi " "°d°" «et-
contact and lay the groundwork for c"£ra",e°eff £ '° "tablish 
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December 30 , 195? 

To: Bialik, Burch, Crane, Engelbart, Melville, Miller. Rosen 

From: C» Bourne 

Subject; Recent Discussions on Information Retrieval 

The following paragraphs are seme of the written by-products of discussions 
which were held by members of the Computer Laboratory in critically examining 
the NTIC proposal. This collection is being circulated in order to keep the 
group members aware of the efforts that had been expended, and to provide the 
groundwork for future discussions. It is hoped that this collection will be 
augmented by additional articles. 

Summary of a Group Discussion on Information 
Retrieval Techniques, December 16, 1957 

Present were Bialik, Bourne, Burch, Crane, ISngelbart, Melville, Miller, and 
Rosen, 

The purpose of the discussion was to stimulate group and individual think
ing in the field of information retrieval, with special emphasis on very large 
bcale information retrieval systems, 

We briefly summarized the various classification systems, i,e,, techniques 
for putting "handles" on documents so as late to be able to retrieve the infor
mation contained therein. We decided that these all seemed to promise that those 
techniques realized in the near future would probably contain numerically coded 
classification terms to be associated with each stored item in the large file 
and that retrieval search would probably involve the search for seme logical com-
bination of a given number of coded description terms. We chose to attempt to 
evaluate the magnitude of the problem involved if we were to use the Uniterm 
system on all the technical information that the control technical information 
agency would probably contain, 

. c 

We began by assuming that there would be of the order of 10c items to be 
stored in the retrieval system per year,-,gach item we guessed to have an average 
of 10 page3. We decided to allox; for 10" possible such items ultimately in 
the storage system. To identify the serial mrnber of each item would require r. 
33 bits as an accession number. We further allowed such a system to contain 10'3 
uniterms in the central dictionary. Storage of each Uniterm code would require 
then 17 bits. If we assume that each item in the retrieval file would be assoc
iated with an average of 1? uniterms, there would be r equired some 300 bits cf 
such Uniterm identification associated with each stored item9 This, together 
with the 33 bit accession number would give a total of 333 bits, on the average , 
for each stored item in the retrieval file. 

To orient ourselves further, we assumed that this information could be stored 
on glass disk photo optical system for which we knew operational storage densities 
of three million bits per squara inch were realizable. The retrieval information 
for one year's accumulation of literature would then require approximately 11,000 
square inches of such storage. Assuming storage disks of two feet diameter with 
with approximately 200 square inches of storage area in each disk, it would require 
about 55 disks to store a year's retrieval information. At a search rate of about 
1 megacycle, it would require approximately ten minutes to scan a given disk.* 
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It seemed evident from these figures that the retrieval system in itself 
could be realized with present-day techniques without undue strain and that 
the search time for any given list of accession numbers in accordance with son© 
specified list of uniterms could be accomplished in a relatively short time. 
It was hypothesized that each disk could in itself be a 3csrch station and that 
a relatively large number of parallel searches could be going on at each disk 
station simultaneously. It was further proposed that seyeral different types 
of search stations be outfitted at each disk search station- Some of these 
search stations could merely watch for certain Uniterm combinations and provide 
tallies at the end for the number of coincidences upon certain specified Uniterm 
combinations that were found in one complete search of the disk- Other stations 
could be outfitted BO as to print out the accession numbers of the ve file items 
for which the Uniterm combinations coincided with those specified un any of various 
categories stated by the searcher. 

It was assumed that, at this point, a searcher would be provided vth lists 
in various categories and Uniterm combinations accession numbers which vcrresponded 
to the partio lar category^ Realizing that the job of storing the actual infor
mation contained in the 10 total filed items in such a storage system wcu:d be 
too large to expect local information centers to contain, we then considere. the 
problem of storing and finding the partic lar reference articles corresponding 
to particular accession numbers. J-f we were to assume that these 10 document.-
representing 10r pages of text w re to be 3tored on 16 mm microfilm at perhaps 
thirty pages per foot, it would consume some 3 x id' feet of film per year, l-t 
seemed reason ble to assume that once the searcher had located a list of particular 
accession numbers in which he was interested, that a delay of from a day to a 
week in obtaining the actual copies of the information would not be serious. 
Therefore, we assumed that we could use such as a 10 foot reel of this microfilm 
which could hold approximately one million linear feet of film for the storage 
at a given search station. At a search rate of only twelve inches per second, 
it would take just about 2k hours to search this complete reel. If thirty of 
these stations held the entire text of a year's information accumulation there 
would of course be some problem in parallel access to this information by a 
number of searchers. It seemed, however, that the task of looking simultaneously 
for the information required by a number of searchers during any one pass of a 
given large reel would not be a particularly hard technical problem. The hardest 
part of the problem would be to keep track of whose information was those and 
of compiling later the newly exposed frames of information for each particular 
searcher. 

The consensus of the group at this point was that the physical, problem of 
storing and retrieving information for such a large scale information retrieval 
system was not particularly insurmountable even with present day techniques. 
A few minutes consideration regarding the problem of coding and preparing 10" 
documents per year for such a system convinced us that this part of the opera
tions involved in establishing the large 3cale information center would be 
probably the hardest to evolve. Certainly some automation help for the people 
who must do this job i3 necessary. We realize that newer components and 
techniques would certainly make the job of storage and retrieval of this informa
tion probably even more feasible than as outlined above. On tha other hand 
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though, careful study of the system requirements for this large scale information 
center would undoubtedly ask for considerable more flexibility in the performance 
of such a system than we had assumed and therefore the performance requirenents 
upon the retrieval and storage system would undoubtedly be -uite a bit higher. 
It, is apparent, however, that we would be in a fairly good position technically 
to consider the construction of a very large scale information retrieval center. 

Our time was up at this point and we adjourned the meeting. 

D. C. Engelbart 

Miscellaneous Contributions, NTIC Pre-proposal Effort 

lo Copyright royalties will generate their own share of problems in the total 
bookkeeping which OTIC must cope with. There will either have to be a 

drastic revision of copyright law, or else a procedure for crediting any of a 
very large number of publishers' accounts for each document delivered to a 
customer. This will be quite a task in itself. 

2. It probably should be pointed out that, large though the cost of a NTIC 
may be, it could save a great deal of money for the rest of the nation's 

(world's) documentation centers. An equitable assessment system could 
possibly cover the financial burden of NTIC at a net savings to all. 

3. The entire system of technical-information dissemination would be subject 
to drastic evolutionary changes. A careful study of techniques, problems 

and needs, coordinated with the system evolution of OTIC, could guide" these 
changes ants do much more to facilitate dissemination than merely to provide 
search and compilation of articles published in the conventional manner. 
Perhaps intermediate publication will tend to vanish, and rapid appearance of 
information in the NTIC can be accomplished through an automated, fast-acting 
central ea.torial qystem. Published for circulation to professional-society 
membership may perhaps be only lists of pertinent abstracts....on newspaper
like format. 

This wl ole area very logically seems to deserve sanous research within the 
NTIC-develt pmerit effort. (I think that some very provocative discussions along 
this vein have been published in the past.) 

it. The automation of the document processing, putting the information into the 
retrieval system in the first place, will be an essential factor in 

economical feasibility of a OTIC. If one considers the large and constant 
problems of (l) finding and acquiring all the world's useful technical 
literature. (2) filming and storing every page for high-quality storage and 
reproduction availability, (3) inspecting and assigning retrieval codes to each 
document., and (it.) integrating these data into the retrieval system, and 
realises that (plOO,000,000 a year would allow on the order of 10,^ per page for 
this total job, he can appreciate the first statement. 
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Allowing some skilled "coder" five minutes per document would cost on the 
order of 5/ per page right there. This is perhaps the only individual 
attention a document may recieve, but the rest of the handling will certainly 
have to be efficient to keep costs down, 

D» G0 Engelbart 

Analysis of Retrieval Systems 

Up to the present time, a great deal of effort has been expended in the 
analysis and develoianent of coding and retrieval, systems. However, this 
effort has been directed in many different directions with many different 
objectives and requirements. Several systems have been set up for particular 
fields of knowledge and are effective within that narrow field. If the NTIC is 
to operate effectively, some leadership must initially be provided to com-
eolidate and coordinate the development of coding techniques, and to direct the 
group efforts to the immediate problem of developing a coding and retrieva_ 
system which would satisfy the requirements of the HTIC system. 

The prime objective of any retrieval scheme is to locate documents which 
may be pertinent to that subject or idea which originally initited the 
searcher's request for information. Aside from the technique of mechanization, 
the coding and retrieval processes are intimately related. Coding may be 
looked upon as a method of attaching some tags on the document in such a manner 
that a searcher may, at some later time, locate this document by the tags on 
the document. Every coding system in use today (Dewey Decimal System, Universal 
Decimal Classification, coordinate indexing, semantic structures or synthetic 
languages, etc.) has inherent weaknesses which limits its effectiveness in 
applications to very large and dynamic collections of documents. A more 
satisfactory method of "ordering" a large and diverse collection of technical 
documents for effective retrieval has to be developed. 

Future coding and .retrieval systems nay be radically different from present 
schemes and may operate on such principles as the characteristics of word 
frequencies and probabilities, or correlation techniques, 'work should begin on 
the investigation of such techniques® 

Some techniques for the mechanization of the retrieval process are well 
advanced and are independent of the Particular coding or classification scheme 
chosen for the system. This" is fortunate because it allows a parallel and 
nearly independent development of mechanization techniques and techniques of 
coding and retrieval. 

The urgency of the project dictates that parallel development work be 
initiated to (l) consolidate and coordinate present efforts in developing 
coding and retrieval techniques which are suitable for large and dynamic 
document collections, and (2) to develop and improve the mechanization of the 
coding and retrieval process. 

C. p# Bourne 
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Hardware Problems 

Ones that need detailed investigation with no fixed system solution 
assumed. 

1. Scanning or Reading - If printed matter is to be accepted by the system a 
means of automatically reading it and con verting it to an electric signal 

is needed0 This is independent of what definition or specifications are set 
on the type of electric signal. Many partial solutions and attempts have been 
made at reading, such as KRi.A check r eader and Solaritron<> 

2. Storage and Recognition - If the information is in an electric signal form 
s5niI5r~to the teletype code, it is quite possible to store in digital 

memories and recognize a fixed vocabularo There are no hardware problems here, 
it is merely necessary- to balance complexity and budget to limit the size of 
the memorized vocabulary to a reasonable dollar value. 

3. Data Transmission - AH present systems of transmitting data require that 
human beings monitor either the data itself at many points (not permitting 

passage beyond a point if distorted) or the operation of unreliable component 
parts and stop data flow on failure. If the system requires large amounts of 
data to be transmitted from point to point inside the system where human 
monitoring is impossible a great deal of work is required yet on reliability c 
It is conceivable that the cyst em could be envisioned such thai the cat a flow 
had check points that could be monitored and if need be corrected by humans. 

Size - Bigness alone can place a strain on present technology. The curve 
of "reliability vs. number of parts 3eens (at present at least) to fall 

very rapidly as the number of parts gets large. Almost as if there were an 
upper bound beyond which we could not build an operating system, lic^e work is 
still required to either increase this upper bound or disprove the present 
shape of the curve. 

Also as we increase physical size inductance and capacitive effects play 
a great role with just a straight piece of wire, all of which could be 
neglected in an all size. 

5. Prinfc Out - Currently available hardware for printing out or otherwise 
getting the pertinent available documents into the hands of the inquirer 

are entirely too slow. Some new concepts would need to be developed here. 

If the method of describing a given page from a document could be made 
less precise and still prove precise enough for the problem at hand the 
demands of size and complexity could be reatly relaxed, lor example an 
assumption of 6 bits/character, 6 characters/word, anc 300 words/page means 
storing and scanning for recognition 10-3 bits/page. Any reduction in trds 
number decreases the sioe of the memory by a proportionate amount. 

S. W. Miller 
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Machine Translation 

It is now possible to effect word-for-word translations on high-speed 
general purpose digital computers, but translations of this type could be made 
more economically on special compilers built specifically lor that purpose. It 
is technically feasible to build such machines., 

Word-for-word translations done by machine are very crude but can be 
produced much more rapidly and at a much lower cost than those lone by human 
translators. Such rough translations probably could suffice for rapid survey 
purposes, while those items of interest culled during the survey could be 
given more thorough attention. 

For more co. plete translations from one language to another a procedure 
would be needed which would allow a machine to take account of the graivnatical 
and syntactical rules of both languages. It would probably operate on . 
sentence-by-sentence, or structural, basis and would produce grammatically 
correct translations. Although the necessary machinery is available for such 
a scheme, a great amount of techno-linguist!c research would be needed to 
insure the correct transfer of meaning from one language to another. 

Out,put printing devices are available for any language. At present- the 
development of an input counterpart, capable of automatically reading common 
printed characters, is being attempted in several quarters. Successful 
completion of such an effort would greatly increase the value of a mechanic. .1 
translating scheme of any type. 

ft. A . iiar-r-La-rr, 

Information Retrieval 

X wish to egress one concept which I believe is pertinent to the general 
Information Retrieval problem, which I will call the "quick look". For con
venience I will use the analogy of the human brain as the central storage file, 
visual data as input, and pattern recognition as output. As a specific 
exaiple of "quick-look" consider the human ability to scan faces at a very rapid 
rate, recognizing almost instantaneously a "familiar" face about which more 
information is available. The subsequent retrieval process, which calls out a 
specific identity, and supplies details on circumstances of prior encounters 
may take a relatively long time. 

So, in information retrieval, if we could get a "relatively instantaneous" 
answer to the question "Dees the central file contain any information on this 
subject?" we can call this the quick look. If the answer is "yes" we may then 
be very willing to wait an appreciably longer time for the information itself. 

A further step in this direction, of course, is some measure of "how much" 
information is available as an answer to the quick-look instead of just yes-no. 
This would permit the inquirer to rephrase his question in more or less specific 
terms if the amount of information available was more or.less than he wished 
to accept. 

R. W. x-ielville 



STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To: Those listed below Date: 11/26/57 

From: M. L. Hastens 

Subject: Attached draft 

Attached is a first draft of the ' thinking piece" on a technical informa
tion center. 

Please let me have your comments at your earliest convenience. I 
am interested in your reactions to the length, scope, the material 
included, the material omitted, and any other observations you care 
to make. 

The piece was intentionally written to a five-page length, which, of 
course, precluded a detailed discussion of the problem or of the 
suggested program. However, it was our belief that a longer docu
ment would not be read by the type of people to whom this is primarily 
addressed. 

You will also notice that there is no "hook" in the presentation. 
SRI's name does not appear at all. Presumably, thie exhibit would 
always be transmitted with either an oral or written statement of 
SRI'o profound interest in participating in the program outlined. 

Thank you in s.dvance for your advice. 

MLK:em 

Blumfoerg McGuigan 
McLachlan 
Nielsen 
Noe 
O 'Donne 11 
Piatt 
Ritter 
Steffens 
Strickland 
White 

Bourne 
Carter 
Clark 
Ebey 
Eldredge 
Gibson 
Hutchison 
Johnson 
.Krause 



A NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER 

I introduction 

The apparent ability of the USSR :o effect technological innovations, 
particularly in the military area, with significantly shorter "lead" 
time than the United States has concerned our strategists, intelli
gence experts, and technical men since the end of World War II. 
The superiority of the Soviet performance in this respect was implicit 
in the development time-tables of the intercontinental bomber, the 
jet transport, the fission bomb, end other instances. It was demon
strated with disconcerting finality in the cases of the thermonuclear 
weapons; long-range ballistic missiles; and, most recently, satellite 
development. Todate there has been no satisfactory explanation for 
the difference in development time-tables in the USSR and the U.S. 

Without detracting from what has recently been emphasized with 
great force and pertinence regarding the efficacy of the Soviet educa
tional system in producing technically-trained personnel, it is most 
improbable that during the past ten years the Soviets have had either 
more or better scientists and engineers than the United States. Unless 
we are prepared to grant to the authoritarian, hyper-disciplined approach 
of the Soviets a major inherent advantage over the democratic, individual 
initiative management philosophy which prevails in this country, it is 
impossible to attribute the speed of Soviet developments simply to 
superior administration. Similarly, it would be faJ.se modesty to 
consider that the Soviets have surpassed the U. So to any substantial 
degree in the techniques of building and operating production facilities. 

What, then, is the missing factor which is working to the Soviet's 
advantage? There is an aspect of the Soviet system of technological 
development which is absent from our own. There is a field of science 
and technique which has been the subject of earnest study and careful 
development in Riiasia, but which has been relatively neglected in the 
U. S. This unique present asset of Soviet technology demands our 
most scrutinizing attention. 

Perhaps because of early dependence on foreign technology, perhaps 
because of Marxist preoccupation with propaganda techniques--for 
whatever reason, the Soviets have given great importance to the 
development of systems for the collection, organization, and dissemina
tion of technical knowledge--the field that has recently come to be 
called in this country, information processing. The culmination of 
this development was the establishment a few ye sirs ago of the All 
Union Institute of Scientific and Technical Information, staffed by 



more than 2300 specialists, supplemented by 20,000 scientists and 
engineers who act as part-time abstractors and translators. The 
function of this Institute is to take in the published technical litera
ture of the world (10,000 journals, 80 countries), process it, and 
make available the information it contains in the most useful form 
possible. In the few short yearn of its public existence this Institute 
has proven its effectiveness to the extent that prominent American 
scientists have said that the best way to find out what American 
science is doing is to read the Russian literature. It is psinfuiiy 
apparent that no such facility exists in the Western world. 

The operation of this technical information center may provide the 
margin that ha3 permitted the Soviets on occasion to outstrip us in 
the development race. Examining the entire span of amy technical 
development from the theoretical discovery or unique concept through 
to finished hardware, it is immediately apparent that the major time 
interval is between the initial discovery and the design of a prototype 
device. In historical fact, this period may be a3 long as 50 or 100 
year3. Even the most involved engineering development seldom re
quires more than five or ten years. There is more time lost--or 
there is more time to be gained--between the lat>oratory and the 
drawing board than there is between the drawing board and the pro
duction line. And it ::s in this period where ideas are involved, 
rather than physical materials, that speedup is most feasible. Ideas 
have no inertia--they can be accelerated infinitely--subject only to 
the limits of our skill and facilities for information processing. 

A Proposal 

The technical community has suspected for some time that it was 
drowning in the flood of information end literature it was producing. 
The continued vitality of the scientific progress may demand an 
organized solution to the information problem. However, in an era 
in which international competition is increasingly determined on the 
basis of technological accomplishment, the problem takes on compelling 
urgency. We can no longer afford the piecemeal efforts toward frag
mentary solutions which have been the only kind of efforts this problem 
has enjoyed in this country until now. The information system itself 
has become a weapon 3ysfcem. It is the "weapon system" on which 
all military devices as well as our peacetime progress depend. 

In the present world environment the solution to the technical information 
problem requires two steps. First, we must build an immediate, 
interim facility to baL-nce an existing military potential which has 
already proven its ability to work to our disadvantage in the present 
power struggle. Having this interim capacity in hand, we must work 
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with all urgency to seek an ultimate, efficient solution to the prob
lem of full and rapid utilization of the knowledge mankind has gained, 
and is gaining, through thought and experiment. We know our com
petitor in the great struggle has long since mounted his attack on 
this ultimate problem. We do not know how far behind we Eire, but 
there is ample evidence, both direct and indirect, that he has made 
substantial progress. 

The course to the interim solution is clear. Conventional survey 
techniques can define the magnitude and the scope of present techni
cal information px'ocessing activity. For this phc.se, there is neither 
time nor need for a profound systems analysis of information pro
cessing operations, much less an intensive exploration of the mechan
ism of information transmittal. A valid statement of the size and 
general nature of the requirement will satisfy this preliminary phase. 

With survey data in hand on the amount and kind of demand that 
exists for collection, translation, abstracting, codification, storage, 
dissemination, the first National Technical Information Center can 
be designed and established. In order to attain operation quickly, 
it must employ the beE'.t of available techniques and equipment. 
These techniques are essentially manual. It must utilize establishec". 
information operations which have achieved partial solutions to the 
general problem, but which have not been previously coordinated. 
The initial operation will be awkward; it will be inefficient; above 
all, it will require many people. But it will be an operation. It 
will provide an American center where the knowledge of the world 
can be marshalled and made available to American scientists and 
engineers, managers and. planners. The inadequacies of this stop
gap system must be anticipated and accepted. The major goal in 
the design of the system must be to make it sufficiently general 
and flexible so that it can be evolved into a more rational and 
efficient system as new techniques are conceived and new equipment 
developed. 

Once seeps are underway to meet the immediate challenge, the more 
profound campaign for a true understanding and solution of the ultimate 
problem can be begun. This campaign must enlist the skills of many 
branches of modern science. Many are now applied to the information 
problem, but usually in isolation or without generalized coordination. 

Before the systems problem can be tackled, we must ascertain the 
scate ox development of the components. Psychology will contribute 
its knowledge of the learning process and problem, solving mechanisms. 
Library science has data, about information patterns and inquiry charac
teristics and their interrelation. Linguists, sexmnticists, and lexicogra
phers must provide the understanding of language structure necessary 



for machine translation and codification. The dramatic new discoveries 
in electronic E--memory and sSor£.g3 devices, data-processing systems, 
remote reading and. printing equipment--must be exploited and adapted 
to provide the mechanisms which will make a true information pro
cessing system possible. Information theorists and statisticians have 
techniques which may be adapted to coding and searching information, 
finally, the powerful techniques of systems analysis and operations 
research may be used to correlate these various factors and define 
the characteristics of the complete system. 

To coordinate the contributions of these varied fields to this problem 
.and determine the relative states of their varied arts will be a 
demanding ta3k, but it is critical to the proper planning of a program 
to develop the ultimate information system. The development of 
that ultimate system is undoubtedly beyond the capacity of any one 
organization anywhere. It will require the participation of many 
teams from industry, universities, and research institutes. However, 
as has been learned in the development of other weapons systems, 
these various teams will contribute most effectively if their activities 
are coordinated and their general orientation planned by a central group. 

Of course, the optimal system will never be developed. This is an 
open-ended job which will continue to achieve refinements for all 
foreseeable time. However, properly integrated with an operating 
information center, the development program can test and then install 
:.ts equipment and benefit from continual feedback, which, in turn, 
will stimulate further discoveries. 

The true value to the nation's economy of a comprehensive and 
effective technical information center using high-speed automatic 
equipment is difficult to calculate# but it is of large magnitude. 
It has been estimated that such a facility would have the effect of 
increasing by at least 25 percent the effective supply of creative 
scientists and engineers by saving time now spent in laborious litera
ture 8 a arching and from the recovery of time now wasted in repeating 
work already done and reported, but inaccessible in the present 
chaotic mass of technical literature. 

.'Beyond these savings would be the elimination of much of the effort 
and expenditure now put into collecting and maintaining libraries 
by traditional methods—expenditures that are duplicated thousands 
of times throughout the country to perform nearly identical operations. 

Finally, there are the benefits which can be foreseen only generally. 
It is exciting to contemplate the stimulation and innovation that may 
be achieved through a facility which can bring to bear on a specific 
problem virtually all past recorded thought and data, cheaply and quickly. 
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There is s. justifiable analogy with the introduction of high-capacity 
computers daring the past decade.. These devices have made possible 
entry in areas of research,and even areas of thought, that were 
inaccessible or inconceivable before these far-reaching extensions 
of human capacities were available. Similar new potentialities can 
be anticipated from high-capacity information processing equipment. 

The rewards for the successful solution to the information processing 
problem, both economic and intellectual, are groat. The political 
and military incentives for seeking this solution immediately, with 
high concentration of effort, are also great. Failure to grasp the 
information problem in its entirety and to seek a general and positive 
solution will increasingly entangle our technologies! society with 
unread literature and unused knowledge until we cannot fail tc lose 
our present position of technological advantage. In a period in which 
both military might and international prestige arc heavily dependent 
upon scientific and technical achievement, we cannot afford tc fail 
to meet this challenge. 

M. I,. Hastens :erm 
Stanford Research Institute 
November 26, 1957 
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x a»«t a«J Jar iMa HaUnsi 

HXC ***&•«* 

What's available? 
ocr'a ieedo one) Habits 
MTIC Justification 
;:jctrleval theory 
:ealLsatlan 
operatic* 
iTlsa Agency Problem 

Retrieval Thoory 
Operation 
Prime A.jcncy «Vobl< 

listing! 

ffXC iferfcet Survey 4 what's available? 

what we the tot*l nusber of technical Journals in each language? 

..hot ore the circulation figures far each of the technical Jot small? 

What Journals are not cowed by an abstracting service? 

**hat Journals have dqpllcnte coverage by an abstracting service? 

how much recorded Information is available far utilisation? 

how assy boobs, Journals? 

In how many fields and in what languages? 

'.-bet is the distribution of Quality of this material? 

lb what class of user is the material directed? 

What technical aodetieo could cooperate to publish a single 
Journal instead of nuatrous splinter Journals? 

Which of the technical publications fur aid. an annual index? 

Vhet would be the pfcyslesl dtiwealone, weight and ooat of a year's 
crop of all tba technical puoli cations? (bound and unbound) 

What potential audience is currently exposed to the abstracts, of 
articles which appoer in each of the particular Journals? (e*g*, abstracts of 
an article in the IBB may be published in 6 different publications* hat is 
the ocnblned circulation of the people who could see this abstract?) 

Of the current ly-operati ng abstracting services, how nany are 
operatic nerely to satisfy an obligation of a professional society and would 
rather hove scrabedy else do the abstracting? 

what are the total mnbez of abstracting services in each language? 

In cases where abstracts of e artiailar article appe roc la 
several publications, how many of these .streets wore only copied, an? how 

written lay different people? 
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Are 7011 InsOyinL' that the listed .^roup of centers which serve to 
process technical inforw-^tlofi aren't satiefsctory? Wy aren't they — .Chey 
don't cover the field well enough, snator - duplication, gape, lock of crocs-
ftrtmiation. 

v:>.. *.y & 'H' - \.>v "••; ; ":V;*''r .: 
What technics! libraries are currently staffed to hendls a large 

ntrfcer of information requests* (e«g., * tells, »..) 

< & *• m 

-

that organlaatione or publications provide any epecial Inf oration . ^ „ «, 

cervices? (e.g., sdneHPundbod cards, wicrofHra) 
Are them any useful information services which aren't veins 

provided 
K? y not periodtsellr publish inventories of research in progress, to 

inch eats Chat research project# ere Currently beinr undertaken in eec' specialty 
H "" L;enarate interest in ficlc, tbuo helping to eliminate duplication, as well aw to generate UA*t 

other scientists. Another eervioe would be a listing of ideas for future develop" 
ment or thesis work. 

What notarial is not >ww, bat should be incorporated in an ITXC file? 

_ Vfliat is the interval now between tfci publication and the arrival 
into tt» pecs—Inn of an iiiterested researclw of pertinent docuaesds? 

Certainly some work on this problem has been done in the D. S. before 
now. Whs has done it and how much have the? done? 

Are there enough Bttssiiv-epcak icg sclent let a, or qualified people, 
to trenelete Husaien scientific literature right now? 

hat kind of effort is being duplicated? o you have anyeaaplce? 
At what na^nitude of expeneu? To whan? 

ftou are the infomation needs of a scientist affected by Ms a. o, 

3HC :farixt Surrey - tour's Qtoto ano haM-to 

• t'* ' 
/• educational level, profession, type of poeitinn held, etc,? 

»hat ia the e&stribution of docujsnt are vs. demand, for eseli of 
the specialty fields? 

kbit is the role of Information retrieval, storage, etc*, in the 
decdsion-naking process for such as tie research wortcer, scholar, adndnistretor, 
etc? 

••hat increase in efficiency would result firon iiaproviu, the acccssability 
of rseordsd inforation? 

what c:mracteri sties nust a docwmsifcetion eyste-i possesr If it is to 
nect the requlrsMsnts of s particular discipline, subject field...? 

By what processes boos the scientist keep cbreast of U»e advatices 
in the art? What are the relative importances of each of those processes? 

How nuch tir.e does it take a typical researcher tc scan all of 
the litarat re which night bo of value to hia? Is it weU anougfc organised 
for hira to be able to scan a winirjts* srsocat of mterial not of inraedicte 
interest in order ttiat he doesn't riieo that which is of valna? 

How can the information services r« nade ̂ ore attractive to the 
uaerc? 
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i*m mjch reed is tire for foraim literature? 

Ir any particular type of publication arty rare efficient or useful 
for lafefwatien purpose®? 1 

^hat t;pe of questions eo unargwersc! at the libraries? 

If abfltraete era 'eslred, wh#I "is thr. boot foxn? (critical, icTornaidvo) 

irw. Could we suspend publication af Journals and Just fUr-ieb reprints 
vspo* request? 

.low »sny scientists work without adequate access to a lilrajtjr or 
ilussawt carter? . Hi 

Mast ia the aaift probton - the tine delay, or the fact that many 
.£. ? v dsonsats just won't vsach the reader? 

forkct 'xrvtiy - "TIC Juatlflcatl re 
• ••« r • -fy- • , . • • • ,V fv I 

Just why do you thi k v;t uosd en 9TZC? 

&w about scow )»« solicit data bout the Russian center* Pat 
services do th*& really provide? H«v• you ever asked a Russian scientist how 
much i.:ooc this mi^at do hia? 

khat. nre the rclati vs benefits, short and lone rsnpo, likely to 
be entntc military, industrial, scholarly, commercial., ̂ overaswurt, activities, 
of having en ̂ ffictive 3RC tVrou k the; years? 

wasn't this proposed five years age? 

'by is :k> rjuch research needed? 

l.Tat research costs are justifiable? 
»hst type and depth of research is needed? 
kbat vovlc jou do r»w If you received a irant of $ . . ' ? 

'What is it costini te 1o n; preprint! on ar.ney not to have en Stic? 
Can ss sstiests hss eech savings in sdevsl pis nay will be available (b STIC) 
to spend on HTIC? 

Can you prove that the trpenss of delcy and' duplication nos is 
greater than that of establishing end operating your HTXC? 

If all of this rvincy is forthcoming^ just what services will bo 
than provi. led that are different and better then whet ie now available ? la 
this to be entirely now types of oarvJcu, a real advance in the state of the 
art, or is it to be just sore and better of the MM* thing? 

LOU say that we ere USING processus and services thr t are over 50 
years old." : urely something new bos boon e-.sded in the last 50 years - I find 
your statement hard to believe* What ham our appropriations been doing? 

•low can a Con ressaan u« o a STIC? ( ho around hers night be fanillar 
with the special information retrieval problems of a CoogrsiMssn?) 

« 

-hat aould rii da far lawyers and business nen, ouch ae Matf 
conrrsssnsn were? ..hat could it have dons fen thorn if *hey had had each? 

Just how night this be helpful to my boss cofissunity? 

Use it bean tried before? list kind of reel benefit can y ** say will 
aoeruo fr» the ostablisbBwant of kTiC? Can you hank this up with figures? 
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iiem i*pmU& is it to know what the rest of the world ia doing? 
English Is good enough for ne* why ii&H it ^coti enourhjf far the wdonfciat? 

By "Btrlouo delay* in technologieel proyreee," do you wean that 
this woulx* ha e helped uc teat sputnik? »•? Can you really give us any evidence 
that we were heater s» Spatall, or on the bonk* or missiles, by each «• thief 
an you concrete <y*«qp!e« or evidence of rcrious delays of any kind caused by 
the problem you expound? 

I don't undereta** What ye* dean hjr >r«ly*iJ* dint" end • altlnate 
collapne" of m?r technical CQNwadcationa* jiaven't pe ople always had to hurt, 
few the Infer, uitim they want' Isn't th!a Juet p. natter of degree? 

You any "Wi have not reached our IU11 potential* • Cone now, do you 
over really expect to re&ch the full potential vb* bums are concerned? sn 
Mt dallna for sac tfull petettfcidL"? EMr much better da you ttdnk we can art? 

flw dsn we oonpare the effectivwnees of current wc.irw cearchlng 
and retrieval eywteae? 

fenr retrieval jyfiMLme could he solved b& tcac in* the reseflrchere 
rswc rbout jjreeenfc-dey doertWrtifiii teehnic-ucg? How auch is adpeeu by their 
leaning too h©«vliy upon librarian*? 

la our problo; t at tfce inhwraation now la jwrt not available at ell, 
or is it that it is Just a little herd to find' ttw rwch can be dooe iu*t by 
concentrating on ubatrert diatributi an and bat tar dlTsaninatiMn teohaJqnee? Ie 
it going to be worth it to h»vt pwan-button &£tc do Whet « few hours of eearehing 
could do? 

'low much .more le th- -'*• J t. o st - *'•• reeoartitpr, 
in the way of valuable iofoaKaation, that he soul '••"•t have foxuxi Massif after a 
reasonably exhaustive personal, search through up-to»data index oyste # and 
abstract onrendia? 

*> yru i nrrw of any- instance* in which companies with siniliur intereata 
cooperatively operated an infawation can tar/ 

Market -urvay » Retrieval v><*oxy 
T. iL.> ^i «—•i41 wH a ftwt fli»? Js the system awdlafcle fox browsing? • 

•>V • • • • •*"* 0 "— ••*"•** iilBgto** ̂  -* A ' * — To what extent will p-»1 literature lava to be digested and deluded 
ill tha B7IC? If STV norvJees are to V f aloahle to rp««vrchera, Iwk auch of U* 
port literature will have to be JneludedV 

-bat c:>reitit\ te» en iufernrtlan-^ retrieval problea? <kw aany of the 
problems are pxobler.c because people jalfht not kn.w of present techniques w Ach 
could Sielp than, eaJ how may ere beyond the ability of n aeant. t©duxlqu«B to 
iidp? 

lone rd£ht thirfc that irJTnration .retrieve! tarobleaa la try »f to find 
nil of the pertinent informatics there if ,ertaininL to a giver, ops dal .nfor n-
tion need* ~m» ;d.ght h&vt a oarrcK ,x picture of the "problen® • c*g* that It is 

ely a.oe of bo in able to stare and search - or rarely to store l&r^e cuiosjxts of 
infor aiion, or codes* In a senco, #» ai^t say that the •prohlm'- is one of 
tmdaratendiRi.: the geaeral and cpedfie needs of reaeardjero, and whan thia is 
uxk'errti od, solution of the rest will be ens; # 

r ill you lust be able to add yeart snd yuaro ol' infcB-tTction into the 
aystea or will it all bemsu* too bulky at*; obsolete in a few years so »«»li have 
new appropriations to <»rguo about? 
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Ik*/ about utiUadLtii,, instead of a gL$utI national center* e collec
tion of -postal libraries? 

ouLrfn't a yroup of smaller centers, Ibr specifim ficlue5 be of eraeter 
utility - norc tractable? 

CanK no co it oa « waller scale? Does It bwre to bo a Wg institute 
or nothing? 

hat are the odeenteg* a ***> disadvantag es of a centralised 
organisation ouch as IJT1C? 

la there ease other way of doing it? « 

the r.ature of the xntarial to be ifcred for retrieval -mat bo cc»-
eidored iVara aapectt cf (1) Law often will It bo starched, (2) he* svphiaticated 
a search pr^cesc is needed - i,o., would eiiplt linear ciaaaificct_ a do* (3) hen 
:iuch laftamatiaa le likely to bo unltM in tho different, catdfprioeu 

i"i>iii1ilwat1 i Hj apenttiosel • %aM nkt s<re that t o finnl Methods 
cl.osen for a retrieval syntor: are not lnflnen»sfl too h av" 0y by U» requiprvcrtb 
of compatibility with pest eyaisrae, 

A £iv«n theory of retricvlrv mist &ncm ton relationship between 
tin* end ovnplcodty in s search and tho eawunt of natarlal to bo aaarehod, ie* 
a AYSUN n'Rbt -JOT* wall v-itb a few thousand oatri*S| but be hoaoloss with a 
hundred thousand. 
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vve .autcooslder how tho (recessing of reoordod lafbrnartian nay be 
conducted 10 that it osa be uaed -ffoctivoly J.U spite of huaan liTitations, or 
of lisdtativiiS in ambers of hewn oalA>e» 
•n tho baeif of current i rfcr-atic* -pr ̂ceasing tends, nonpovcr require^enta will 
coon nke it 1 possible to contineo to apply present aelhode of processing, 

: ill the nschlnr dike runlitstive answers {**£•$ yes, no, 5,000 tons 
in 191&, etc,) as veil as references' 

ill you bo able to perfon r searching operation in peris? VSter 
eaemple, search 1/10 of the file end ch-dr th' roe lia to eeo if you need 
further searching, in which case you resuae searthSne in tho othcsv/lD of tho file?) 

i vnt type of inforueticn tfiowld be c . tainud in the l/S&t sbooks (texts, 
tables), technical and trade journals, conference proceed! ne, ffmif presented at 
confsrencos but art published, induetrial ahd (jovamaorrt intorin iod final urojoet 
roportc, etc, (aiadler to the type handled by 4LT-A;, operation snd Instruction 
.auuslo, potenta, "uocufsctuicr'e caUlo, s, a detract j»blie«tiona, maps, fUU« 
and photoerayua 

what arc the cetalorfrr sc iswes for tt* principal e betraet services? 
1 

.hat are thu special iefMnstloo raqplfc*Kcnte for different 
specialty fields? 

* '' -'*• 

hrtrt Surrey - .allnart.i n 
1 

V.litst is the irseent state of our Rst?T<K*s, syeltene, technic*^ s, 
cqi:lpncr.t, end procedures for *aeeti:* ^wcem iitfovaetion requirewota? 
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mil the . scfcine be accessible to anyone by telephone or other 
direct (terivc. ouch that the searcher cean lot arrogate the flic directly end r ' J* , , - « A At *111? • .•"» v;i \ ,4':.v̂  ,vA ; t 

Are the output results goiiv to be in <*-<nglish, V a Itidlcr binsrltal 
<  •  i t  . . . .  i  .  •  1 •  

Arc tides $>i*g to be any ei>taifiesrrt delay* in * ettinc information 
a t.Mn inwafeiant .* entered . nto thin riyotci? 
Can you reall/ hs sure that Secret dicuttrnt* con*t aet out throe# 

y»tui- coitsr? *4ko is esftjfsc to i3* the price for 11* service' is coin- to :v- > 
dftcrvlm t>. ;* ortiy of Vac sendee; 

Vhat is the u^oM raa« of ' ' '•*•* '* *• answered, <r jsrirvifst 
to as parovi ded* 

H»t is She expected, yearly -Jocund' input ? 
/hat cost data is iHjjlAhlfl or thr dost of preparing an uostru< t7 

tra.Tslstora? 
Can you cope with tlu i*us*ld!ft~ la^-uiu.0? X>d we have eno 

".hat will I get In ay fesnd After asking' ydcr cantor? and tow do 
1 put the questions to it? id I swell it, yhone it? 

Will th€ riTIC output be in a form such that the researefcsar can take 
_ it to hi a own librarian and find which of th* doewssj 'u on t»« li*t are in his w  »  m  l 4 . „ f  

. - •. * •» - . 

own ooap^tny** collection? 
results <600) of questionnaire or. abstracting plots ofi (1) no* 

abstracts prewired by covpsnica for their employ*®9! (2) abstracting per so nasi, 
(3) abstract distribution, (It) srwnoi 3«t for abstracting enci indexing (5/ 
tiae lag» paper to abstract, (6) attitudes of co-ponies toward services ty 
frofssaionel jocietlse# 
xtra desired eecrvioet {1) provision oi records, reedy for me chins searching, (2) 

qasstteoessSSeriai Services, (3) monthly irassse to ci«.s»# abstracts, o .crsll 
indexing of ail &*13b§ with abstracts available on reqesst to cover ^von subject 

. , ed(mn of eaistini services 1 ' ' **  -  i i  :^ .v" .  " i , . ; rS  '  K5S- ' f #  as  • *?  .  -VSSfc  ^  :  •  > • •»• :  , .  .  . J .  •  •*? -  •• JH  There are 3li ohetractin,: end iaJoada*. eorvicea. Averse® jrfitelaatinn uses 13* 
Anfornation on esrvi oes provided by prof• societies (and sbstrecting budgets)# 

-dllt;- .--...-..t. • be .-M to retci: a nl* or cy-eatlonv Vrt' it con 
pbJc thvse q^.-siiona of <11 «w In ut uteris 1, th.us pravidinG up-toft e- inuU 
dsfca for standing questions? 

What vt» of abstsnct to uae? A^orlptivt, oritioal, iadicaUve) 
If wo mot look to the iati >nel Govsnasot far support, what reaJdusl 

rwponsibilitie« reaaiii with the prof^esioTwd societies? 
•low will you nry loose the infonssatlan that be useful, bfct held? 
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centers, would it be t-co/xxuically feasible Tor ergrasrt of earners el «eterp»-iee 
;• 7- .cr.vCly-r,, sored Mvfessi rial gw-o, o eocsbl. ai» ,-oc run • uenter/? 

Could thtM umiers be ;,«lf-»upportin£ sjic still furnish ttys type of service 
V •• -.x • uocitl . >.va:.ce.L"t re ,r-

aulo it be fecaiblc to obtain l^gal powers to speed up the standard-
Isatioa and q rdtt. nation of existing facilities (such se the FCC) 

MmEM It be fntiHila for sbftrecttng publiceti sat to nee & 
standard ttimet enc type font aeSh t>ntr»ats (ag awn* similar technique) could 
enailjr be distributed to oti)«r 2 nt arts tee pt&li"here, thusaevlrc prlntirc expanses? 

•dth proeeii-Coy taeihoHi, what would it cost to tticrofll: a y»#r*e 
crop of tedmlcal jotrmls1 What would, be the physical t'iamneltce >f such a file? 

fefcet ahou* eohTrt^tcd tteriel? Xilc1 royalties be forthe^alDg to 
the >vnor of the co • n t.f If your a IC uses the article? 

How art vr $ut* thai it wouldn't be better to induce the utraher of 
or aaaost of litarwter* rethar thai © •*> the irenendoue eepenst of providing 
tupei-scrv ee for all of it' tv can't we pot a quality filiar on tb ts output, 
ueedlxv out what w n* t haw aignfleant futurs waits? 

How osn we get pood-quality abetrrcts? 
F&cajnlla for He-Jara! libraries /.Ua-f», labile i«rvice, j/S3»T»V& 

Inter-liiirsry loanst 100,000 vols* i or Library of e gress in 16 xj 2/3 of this 
Is sclsntlflc periodicals; swara^S length oi required cuticle is 10 pc -esj Hon® 
jgtNmtmmt libraries estlr-ate inter-library loans cost at 1-7 bolLam/losn, 
Inter-library l^aiw b; fecei llr vlc?I--: a yr'.:ht lawe. 

Is the te^cpsywr goln;- to S payln- for fWiiRthit^' that will just givs 
ta«jre -xlvai-rtS: es to the bit-curporetion reuearoh ceaters? Is big busi now gPlSf 
to haw soy tetter seesss than sell busdttrsscs or indiviHusls? 

Vonll a private cit: sen Cscliol&r) be able to effort tie service? 
Mill yoc yierel: cocxvszt now infomatdon into the ayrUi., car will you t?,o 

bsttc and pot in all the old laforaation? 
W.o do you feel is a petent to do th» job? 
1958 lot!* coaferooos on Colsntific lufogrestion, Aree 2, pg* 2 "Russian 

lnst» states i at it fumisres oorplete cOYsraxS of science on xic basis ssf 
30,000 j uroals. Fiw t est 10,000 journals they prepare bOO,OOC acstracto, to be 
coiparou with Hhsta# Abstr. ehecid:r IXX) journals for CpQCQ abstmcto* 

The Asians tvrco with the C» %lew that professional rbetrustors 
showld not be used* The ebstrrcts trear in 13 etstrect j-umalc* 

stow r«?y part-time wlnntery tLatractow arc pi-oeently working for 
the professional societiea, «md what is their uvm'S>,S sonthly production cold 
the avwa;e tine spent per abstract? 

* hat are the prtesnt transliitioa facilitie* in thir cotaztagr for each 
of the i portent technical languages? QftHeier, Gentan, Jepansss, ate*/. 

How nuch delay can the user tolerate? 

<i-



'.iarfcet urcrerr «. frtne / ancy ftrobhraa, 
Tebife of Abstracting and Indexing Services (312) 

HXis the U#r«# tbo tendency (keens to have beer in WW direction of fSrapwoting 
the tafometl on service8 in >ary professional .fields" vs. In th< IS 5B, trend 
is toward a central ag ency* 

Couldn't tho norwy be spent, better on eor«;tbinr else? Hon abort 
sending it on oducation insteeo? 

'What technic al««wnfwwer drain would the *ropooeri S|5fC ptO&t** 
have o» our -other hi ̂ -priority scientific pro-prats? 

bhat lore the ©pacific sine of the progrws? 
ANY prediction -a. WHEN YOU OOULD »«elude olcU fields as law and 

Kedicii» in roar center? 
Vh<rtt will thr. Library of CarujrsaB and ASTIA fit into the fd.tur ' 

tan they be expended to do the jib? 
••hear* would this canter he? 
-hall nianuf •" cturer* a Xilee Uo in -ateUe) be eonsl-je*-ed a part 

of the ayatmi ; 
Any Idea of whet the ait satire will be ten ye era fro;-: »v' 
How noon will we sat faeulte? *?' f' '• • - '• r ' 1 . " V 'r* V' • * '• 
What is the rarue of sublet natter to be included? 
.hot ia the axpocbed rate of growth of the system? 

How .lacy things, such aa A&TIA# can we caaaa spending ettiajr oa# 
to help fend this pro*-ran ? 

if we start with auaethiag like this* how oxxr* could we drop A 7XAT 
Isn't this exactly what Ai»XAA has been doia;? 'What is the difference 

between v?iat jrot propose and A3T1A? 
What if we cave $60 million a year nora to ASTiA, wouldn't this 

solve lots of our problems? 
Loultf this possibly be sporsored b private industry? by ,-50 to the 

rovarmant? Could private groups, pro* seal' nal iocbo/tteB, sponsor Important 
special collections? 

Can't the iplenentahln of the solution for this be donr. right 
within • ovarrosMit agencies, e.g. luraan of Standards and the Library «f i 
Congress, wovtiag together? 

If not handled ty none existing bovemnent errancy, would it not 
o@ beat handled by sons University, e.g. iHu? 

K •. *' igy. ' "f' - _ '• . > Oj \ -"y-' ' 

uetrieval Theory 
Could the system operate on a"Just search a the file Jfcr .ae, 1 tiao't 

need a comprehensive search" basis? 
>m you ret.?: any effort to re-, vo -outdated or obsolete data 

frara the file? 
Are you going to record evervthing or will there be m editor -

or a censor? 



-J% 

Aa the ey*ten crows in d% will it be possible to mate «han«a» 
easily in the claaeificati n scheme mid brini the old coding into the mjs 
cc: G U.: 

heats feds that rain probl̂ s of lAfiar ation retrieval is one of 
classification - since people so seldon can exprcts in a oe&blt vat (to tie 
Uocumentalist) v .at it is ha wants. 3W&fe 

Hen such work sent he done to standardise a vocabnlrry? TO use 
for oodisc end eearchlnc. 

Retrieval theory - self t xrt Mr l"/l£/57 - Wouldn't copilati-nfi 
of rrevious researchers be Vtr valttsblu t . later •waref-ere' Could the record of 
the query structure and the retrievod-deta rt»s Its be enters . Int."' the rstriovel 
shysters (probably in special classified section) as a new accession iter,? 

this night r.«t omplicated with respect to security rerfuirerwnts but 
could lite the efficiency a good deal. 

Ceuld a aere flexible , yet coaprobenaive end efficient retrieval 
tntar: be built if the search * ry be "w*piled* snd cxied by /» ap̂ eial-
P'jrpose cottar before the search *c 1» taiss over1 Par., a. a • 
could use rsudoa nawp itma of the storage to help it predict in optical", query. 

f?ow much up'iatin- of active Oeor#i files can be mattered (bow often, 
how ocnr lately, how eetiV ? , amd how ouch aijjtit bii a *oeacb-litj be af 
•dvaalatffl a careticilly) La developing the system? If retrieval cjdin: •£ -•« 
stored iteaa can be modified as usage- and relative- aportwace s; -tu nay ôint 
up need, ooold rjvt lots *or* flexibility, orw relieve initial codinr of a 
grerdl deal of bntodsw 

•V" 

torati.o 
"hat professional sod educational background is needed for the 

pereauuol to oporsts tide aystaa? 
Should a review board ocreen the subject fieloe &»• select the 

most significant papers from that year's crop, and only peso these papers 
to the retrieval systen? 

r-oea "having ft l«'<rfie -antral infor antloft -enter" naen the 
physical collection of ell these eervlcsi at on* central location? 

Xf translating is to be <ton.v, shy ot have It d«* in vrppe? 
Is there ; oia. to be any stter pt to standardise the forts it the 

material bef ere it gate Into the center? i.e., does the ~at?5v ai 
sa staneerd-eieed sv eete or far e/ 

Art as for Cooperation in Infor at ion ftvoccssing* (1) Intellect'isl 

>'V 

M C 

tasks • U)"«riti?5*peJS erd rtrtreot*. î iexiĵ . clê fjin̂ , 
tor achj ivBpchj (f; rxkeiitt sad distribution of (1/ above «• (ei printing for 'achi.au ,terohi (2) VxfcctJ on sad distribution of(i; above - (a; nttatii 
a:*! publ icat ion, (b) distr ibut ion of card catalogs, punched cere f i les, etc. 
e.g. Poached card Scvvi ce for Corrosion ifcgineere 
e.g. An. Petroleum Inst. Abstract frflletln. 

would s duplicate file and collection be maintained to prevent 
disruption of service due to fires, etc.? 

Would the information center keep a collection of tte Tii'lral 
documents on hand? 

Lhould o review hoard be set up to periodically revl< v and recede 
the old irifsnaation in the file? 

' - - - •* 

ôuld the STIC alec act ee e publishing ege«*y to periodicallypiblî  
collections of payters Lreprdats) in s very new sad special fields (e«g«, info retro-vs.... 



f 1^*" V-
Jb§* 3, fe- >'.' ••'£• • 

fitfl& factorf. are #oin$' to determine the location - car. strategic 
&*panml co;u&l -.erationa influence the location without adversely aiTectin* 
oflieieM-y? 

For on interim solution, can ho translate the exhaustive lueatai 
^ b e t r&ete and provide tiiatrxhutisn of these -jt a«r own peopl** JO M to 
leave our incazv* energies -tore freo for other uooa? 

: ' ShotfiW there be qptdUl trednlic f;>r abstractors and traaslttorf 
(fihilar to 4hat iaXlKHOi reports uasia fjs idsjag tor traru&ators)? 

Are w© just tryine to oo^j !Ja»e?i« in aetabli&iJLng this certer? 
i» tide just a fseo-eavijv: iwo to keep up ^dth h*aeda? 
Is t ia really r significant thine to do - 'ill it be popolor, 

*eaaincT" , 1is £ Just another ptfejtQgMl by an *. tUt that wants to gat 
itself jfcoiadt 

v :v>-f 

A 
;<« * 

V V- -*v •• , .-. •:-• . in 
-. I*y%: -

: •  -
' -X*. •• -• ••': • ' r pjEJ p*jq» . .tV'. /? ,v 
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:̂ :WW< 
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• .• v**-?,-- » :(. <H' - , • • - - :& > : ' &. •* . ; 
* '-.v- -§•; ^ - ' 4; ,• • iVi-
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66. £ Are you implying that the listed group of center which serve to 
process technical information aren't satisfactory? Why aren't they? 

they don't cover the field well enough, Senator....duplioat on, gaps, 
lack of cross-fertiliaation... 

67. fay prediction on when you could include such^as Law and Medicine in 
your center? 

depends upon the money available, Senator. 

How much, and when? 

68. I don'd understand what you mean by "paralyzing glut" and "ult mate collapsE" 
of our technical communications. Haven't people always had to hunt for the 
information they want? Isn't this this just a matter of degree? 

69. You say that we are using "procevses and services that are over fifty years 
old." Surely something new has^jeen added in the last fifty years...I find 
your statement hard to believe. What haseour ASTIA appropriations been doing? 

70. What if we gave $60 million a year more to ASTIA, wouldn't this solve lots 
of our pro lems? 

71. You say that no rapid access is a ailable to special small collections of 
information....whst about IBM's RAM? 

72. Cculdn't a pom group of smaller centers, for specific fields, be of 
greater utility...more tractable? 

73. 
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53. What about copyrighted material? Would royalties be forthcoming to the 
owner of the Copyright if your NTIC uses the article? 

Kautz. 

51,. HQW are we sure that it wouldn't be better to reduce the number or amount of 
literature rather than go to the tremendous expense of providing super-service 
for all of it? Why can't we put a quality filter on this output, weeding out 
what won't have significant future value? 

54.. For em interim solution, can we translate the exhaustive Russian abstracts, 
and provide distribution of these for ur own people, so as to leave cur 
interim energies more free for other uses? 

55. To what extent will past literature have to be digested and included in the 
NTIC? If NTIC services are to be saleable to researchers, how much of the 
past literature will have to be included? 

56. How can we get good=quality abstracts. 

57. Are we just frying to copy RusAia in establishing this center? 
and translators. 

58. Should there be special training for abstractors/\(similar to what 
Calhoun reports RusAAa as giving for translators) 

59. Are there enough Russian-speaking scientists, or qualified people, to 
translate Russian scientific literature right now? 

60. As a potential user of an info, center, wculd like mairly to recieve 
periodically the lists of mo abstracts of recent publications w ich bear 
in a pertinent sense upon fields of his interest. 
fc»*f t 

61. -He-feels that main problem of info, retrieval is one of classification.... 
since people so seldom can express in a useable way (to the do coiner tali st) 
what it is he wdtnts. 

Miller again 

62. What kind of effort mm is being duplicated? Do you have ar.y examples? Whi 
At what magnitude of expense? To whom? 

63. By"sericus delays in technological progress" do you {peaa that this would hawe 
helped us beat Sputnik? How? Can you really give us any evidence that we 
were beaten on Sputnik, or on the bombs or missies, by such as this? Can 
you concrete examples or evidence of serious delays of any kind, caused 
by the problem you expound? 

6A. YOU say, "We have not reached our full potential." Come : ow, do you ever 
really expect to reach thê ull potential, amxTP»nny«.xmhwiimi when tiwgmrimx 
hunans are concerned? Can you define for me, "full potential?" How much 
better do you think we can get? 

65. As an example, in Steve's experience; He wanted to build a flash X-ray 
unit. Found only two atticles pertinent in available literature, throggh 
use of a specialized bibliographer (Jean Furnish). Took them 18 mos., three 
CTI men about half time. Afterwards, they found, in articles on shaped 
charges, etc, very detailed literature! on the subject which could have 
allowed completeion probably in three months. These reports were in SRI 
Library... .a matter of retrieval. 
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Rosen, cont'd. 

42. What could this do for lawyers and business menrti...such as many Congressmen 
itere; What could it have done for them if they had had such? 

43. How will you pry loose the information that might be useful, but heLtff. ...? 

1-8-58 

44. What constitutes an information retrival problem? How many of the problems 
are problems because iduap people might not know of present techniques which 
could help them, and how many are beyond fucgsmxah the ability of present 
techniques to help? 

Some might think that ra information retrieval problem is trying to find all 
of the pertinent information there is pertaining to a given special informaftn 
need. So£e might have a narrower picture of the "problem", e.g. that it is 
merely one of being able to store and search...orm merely to store..large 
amounts of amgniqi informa tion, or codes. In a sense, one might say 
that the 1 "problem" is one of understanding the general and specific needs 
of researchers, and when this is understood, solution of the rest will be easy. 

45. How many retrieval problems could be solved by teaching the researchers more 
about present-day documentation techniques...how much is missed by their 
leaning too heavily upon librarians® 

Is our problem that the infornEticn now is just not available at all, or is it 
that it is just a little hard to find? How much can be done just by concentrating 
on abstract distribution, and better dissemii ation techniques? Is it going to 
be w&rth it to have push-button magic to do what a few hours of searching could 
do? 
How much more is the push-button system going to give the researcher, in the 
way of valuable information, thill he could not have found himself after a 
reasonably exhaustive personal search through up-to-date index systems and 
abstract compendia? 

4.6. If all of this money is forthcoming, just what services will be then provided 
that are different and better than what is now available? Is this to be 
ehtirely new types of service, a real advance in the state ofthe art, or is 
it to be just more and better of the same thing? 

Steve Miller... 
47. Certaii$ some work on this problem has been done in the U.S. before now. Who 

has done it, and how much have they done? 

48. Can't the implementation of the solution for this be done right within 
Gov. agencies, e.g. Bureau of Standards and the Library of Congress, working 
together? 

49. Isn't this exactly what ASTIA has been doing? What's tie difference between 
what you propose and ASTIA? 

50. Horn)many things, such as ASTIA, can we m cease spending money on, to help 
fluid this program? 

51. If we start with sometiing like this...how soon could we drop ASTIA? 

52. If not handled by some existing Gov. agency, would it hot be best handled 
by some University? tj. HAfi Of . 
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Ziedler 

23. A^e theregoing to be aiysignificant delays in jetting information 
entered into this system? 

2A. What is the time interaral now between the publication and the arrival into 
the possession of an interestedresearcher of pertinent documents? 

25. What is the main problem,,, the time delay, or the fact that many 
documents just wont reach the reader? 

Dev< 26. Are the output results going to be in English , or a Zeidler Binarital 
code that we'll ha e to have translated? 

27. Will you merely convert ne^ information into the system, or will you go 
back and put in all the old informatin? 

28. Will yOu just be able to add years and years of^r.formation into the 

system, or will it all become too bulky and obsolete in a few years, so we'll 

have neww appropriations to argue about? 

H i t  29. Any idea of what the situation will be ten years from now? 

A k i t .  3.0 Can you prove that the expense of delay and duplication now is greater 
than that of establishing ad operating your NTIC./ 

ZV{ / ,  31. Are ou going to record everything, or will theri fce an editor...or a censor? 

fAkt  
H,si. 

32. How about some more explicit data about the Russian center ? What services 
do they really provide? Have you ever asked a Russian scientist how 
much good this might do him? 

fit hY/e* / 
Oe* 33. Is the taxpa er going to be paying for something thstwill just give more 

advantages to the big-corporation research ceners? Is big business goi ng to 
have any better ac ess ^ 
Can yo cope wpth the Russian language? Do we have enough"arpffBawit translators? 

What are the specific aims of the pro ram? 

What will I get in my hand after asking your center? And how do I put the 
q u e s t i o n s  t o  i t ?  ' D o  I  m a i l  i t ,  p h o n e  i t ,  . . . ?  

37. Is there going to be any attempt to standardize the form of theinaterial 
before it gets into the cenyer? mrfuiB.i.e. does the material have to be on 
standard-sized sheets or forms? 

Rosen 

38. Is this really a significant thing to do..will it be popular, meaniicpfull, o r 
is it just smother proposal by an outfit that wants to ^et itself funded? 

39. What is it costing us in appropriation money not to have an NTIC...CAR WE 
estimate how much savings in Fed money will be available (by NTIC^ to spend 

on NTIC? 

AO. How important is it to know what the rest of the world is doing? English is 
good eno gh for me, why isn't it good enought for the scientist? 

Al. What are the elative benefits, short and long range, likely to be among 
military, industrial, scholarly, commercial, Government activities, of having 
an effedtive NTIC through the years? 
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What if we were members of a Senate committee, querying F. Carter... 

1. just wjiy do you think we need such as NTIC? 

XuX 2. Why wasn't this proposed five years ago? 

3. What technicql-manpower drain would the proposed NTIC program have on our 

other high-priority scientific programs? 

U. Is there some other way of doing it? 

5. Can't we do it on a smaller scale? 
Does it have to be a big institute or othing? 

6. Couldn't the money be better spent on something else? How about spending 
• 

it on education, instead. 

tjentn 7. Who do you feel is competent flo do the job? 

H u i  8. Has it been tried before? What kind of real benefit can you say will 

accrue from the establishment of NTIC? Can you back this up with figures? 

9. Where did you get the $50 million figure? 
f/M ft T j 

0 mKt 10. How about utilizing, instead of a giant nati nal center, a collection of 
special libraries .mfflmmnm 

11. Could this pos ibly be sponsored by private industry? Why -ojo to the 
government? Could private groups, professional societies, sponsor 
important specMl collections? V-

0 
1*. 
12. 

13. 

u. 

dev. 15. 

^ (i i )C * 16. 

4  f i t ,  

17. 

18. 

. (  19. 

Of - Pes, 20. 

o f .  21. 

your 

to do the job? 

a n d  A ^ T / A  ?  ^ * 1  

s fit into the picture? Can De 
A 

Would a private citizen (scholar) be able to afford the service? 

H w can^'use a NTIC? (Who around here mibht be familiar with the special 
0 information retrieval problems of a Congressman?) 

Just how mi ht this • be helpful to my home community? 

Would this be a civil service organization? 

inter? Who the-heH is going to fix the price for the service? Who ^ho
ping to determine the priority of the service? 

22. What factos are going to determine the location...can strategic dispersal 
considerations influence the location without adversely af ecting e- icientcy? 
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The Systems Gro- would: 

Coordinate and d .rs ct ail  the information-gathering activities of 
the concurrent study phase. 

Collect a-1 the data from the information-gathering activities and 
examine i t  to determine where the duplication of efforts 
exist,  and to cetermine the prees which need added or imrroved 
coverage* 

Show how to incorporate the existing facilities into a homogenous 
working agency. 

Deter. '  ine what new services should he Introduced, and whet services 
should he discontinued. 

Evaluati the differ nt methods of class if cation and possible 
modifications of these methods, to see whPt  would be best 
silted for the NTIC. The chosen syste would have to be 
flexible enough to be altered a3 the system matures. 

Examine the overall NTIC operation to deter ine the areas which 
would lend themselves to mechanisation techniques. 

Indicate the areas where more research or development work is 
currently needed, and where future work should be directed. 

Determine a general organizational structure and method of operation 
for the NTIC. 

Develop a means of obtaining a performance "figure of merit" for 
the system so that the usefullness of the NTIC may be 
quantitatively evaluated as the system grows and es 
e x p e r i m e n t s  a r e  p e r f o r m e d  u p o n  i t .  

Develop methods for obtaining information from the NTIC so that 
operating and performance data will be readily available for 
future studies and rlarming toward a long range system. 

Recommend the aress and level of subject matter to be Included 
In the NTIC, the classification or coding sci erne to be used, 
the method for handling inquiries, the fom of the final 
product and Its system of dissemination, the type of storage 
to be used, the procedures ibr detenuining priority and 
fix^.ing the fees, the degree of translating service to be 
provided and how they may be implemented. 

Continue to observe the operating NTIC for stated period in order 
to maue suggestions for improving the performance of the 
NTIC and to obtain more data for recommendations on the 
ultimate Information center. 
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SIBLE SPONSORS FOR THE SOLUTION OF COMMERCIAL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROBLEMS 

Catalogs and customer information requests. 
eg. (quoted at IBM seminar) Norton Tool Grinding Co. handles thousand 

requests per month concerning what grinding wheels are applicable 
to each customer inquiry. 

Listings and Directories. 
eg. selection from a mailing list of people who are coded for a special 

characterists. An example might be the extracting of a list of names 
from the IRE Directory of people who have an interest in components, etc.. 

Commercial or Industrial Intelligence Seffices. 
eg. Dow Chem. would like to keep informed (via journals, newspapers, contacts, ete) 

of all the invedtmants, business transactions, expansion plans, tech
nical developments, etc. of the competition. 

eg. Any of the Large national magazines or newspapers (TIME, N.Y. TIMES) 
could benefit by a more efficient morgue or information file. 

eg. Govt, agencies (intelligence and otherwise) 

eg. Maintenance of mailing lists (additions, change of address, deletions.etc) 
for large installations, (eg. Readers Digest, Time-Life, Tax Agencies) 

Large abstracting, collecting, and disseminating serviced 
eg. ASTIA , NSF 



D. C. Engelbart 
January 2, 1£3>8 

...xpaaccd Sequence List 

A. NTIC Market" survey ..« since we, now, are oriented to consideration of NTIC 

1. user requirements? 

2. economics, how much would various kinds of service be worth to the 
consumer market? (limits) ••• speed, completeness, volume, final 
results, limits 

3. who has access needs? (limits) 

li, security requirements? 

5* priority considerations? 

6. integrate into No. 1 the influence of present index-abstract services 
and scientific-society efforts. 

7. where would information boundaries be if it is to be a "technical" file? 

8. vertically, what technical level to be included? 

possibly in D)~9^—duplication of file needed? 

10. Effect of separation (geographic)? Should a nmber of centers be 
established? 

11. volume of "business"?(limits) 

12. nature of service...i.e. ponderous, exhaustive...fast, flexible, 
more limited? (limits' 

(&?-) 13', hum deiui'.aluu Ullling?-

1)|. effects of future developments in dissemination, research techniques, 

4* ****** 
B. Retrieval Theory fa******" 1-

1. What schemes are applicable to large, dy-nagi? systems? 

2. Must work with 
i 

a. high capacity 
b. be realizable 
c. interdisciplinary language differences, other-country language. 
d. semantic shifts (need a standard dictionary?) 



3* list theories to date, abstracting but not classifying. 

k» how would the totality of information be handled if effective systems 
could only work comprehensively with fragments? 

Realization 

1. personnel requirements? 

2. what»s been done? (abstract) 

3. what theories do they fit (no.?)? 

2*. what's been proposed? 

5. analyze each "theory" possibility for realization techniques -
anticipate bottlenecks. 

6. consider these bottlenecks. 

7. cost of each of 5 (initial, operational) 

8. automatic input processing, billing 

9. transmission 

10. mechanize translation? 

Operation 

1. by whom - agency, corporation 

2. self supporting? 

3. controlled by? (political) 

U. duplication of file? 

5. How deter;iine billing 

6. Coordination with industry, professional socieities, publishers, 
aimed services, libraries. 

7. individual working scientists for abstractors 

8. procurement (borrow? buy? store originals? 

9» copyright problems. 



PR6BL9A\S (yk<r£&w- x̂ t̂ ey <-> A±ytn~4~(r4K.̂ > VftC. 
E. 4EFK) I'ovolopnontal pi ublema1 (project problem) 

/rri*-
1. who controls 4*? 

W e-
2. who manages -it? 

L^c 
3. manpower requi rementB - number, skills, phasii^? 

h» schedules fa *s~n c 

5* integration of existing facilities iZ£j aJTK. 

6. intermediate solutions fa <JTIC 
f- iO — usitP ft 
9. Hto unffi OenJt 

F. Subsidiary developmental pressures 

1. Information dissemination systems should evolve to shorten tine d 
perhaps allow for intermediate reports with less formality - reduce 
trivia 

2. publishers provide digital translation 

3. research programs include MTIC query more as a matter of course 

U. printing techniques should become such that cheap copies can be made 
of photo-storage - or master storage, so small-lot documents may be 
obtained for price comparable to present books. 

5. Individual, and small-group, techniques for automatiaing direct 
utilization of retrieval and generated information. 
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THE PROBLEM 

The preeminent position of the United States as a world power is 

dependent upon continued leadership in science and technology. Of vital 

importance to technical progress is the ready availability and applica

bility of discoveries, concepts, and data from all sources—past and 

present, foreign, and domestic. 

Existing mechanisms for processing technical information are unable 

to cope with the present deluge of publications. The result has been 

enormous duplication of effort and expense, serious delay of technological 

progress, and failure to realize the full potential of a rapidly expanding 

military and civilian research effort. 

THE PROGRAM 

This document describes a program to solve the nation's technical 

information problem through the establishment of a national center for 

the collection, processing, storing, retrieval, and dissemination of 

scientific and technical information from both foreign and domestic sources. 

The program comprises the following actions: 

1. Establish a central organizing and administering Agency. 

2. Determine the gross dimensions of the problem. 

3. Establish an interim information center using existing 
services and techniques. 

4. Analyze the factors which determine the design and operation 
of an ultimate National Technical Information Center. 

5. Encourage present and initiate additional research and 
engineering development programs leading to systems and 
equipment necessary to implement the ultimate National 
Technical Information Center. 



NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER 

Because of the size and nature of the National Technical Information 

Center, it should be administered by a federally constituted Agency. 

It is strongly recommended that the resources and services of the 

Center be equally accessible to all research, industrial, academic, and 

government organizations throughout the country, consistent with security 

requirements. 

In view of the breadth of service anticipated and the demonstrable 

economic value of these services, the Center should be at least partially 

supported through service fees from its various users. 

There is no inherent limitation on the scope of subject matter which 

can be processed by an operation such as described here. However, in 

order to develop an integrated system in a reasonable time, it is desirable 

to place arbitrary boundaries on the information to be included. At 

present the most highly organized and easily defined body of information 

is the literature of the physical and biological sciences. There are 

compelling practical incentives to include the slightly less well organ

ized literature of the various fields of engineering and medicine. It 

is recommended that the initial planning of the system be limited to not 

more than these categories. Once the Center is in operation, a well-

conceived system can be extended to encompass the literature of law, the 

behavioral sciences, and other fields of importance, but which are pres

ently less easily organized for systematic processing. This expansion 

should be undertaken at the earliest possible time. 

An inherent function of the central organizing and administering 

body is to establish a strong program of research. This research effort 

must probe into the origins, transmittal, and use of information. It 

must also develop the principles and mechanics of new devices for use by 

the Center. It is not intended that the Center itself conduct all or 

even a major part of such research and development programs, but rather 

that the Agency contract for and coordinate such efforts wherever they 

can be carried out most effectively. 
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The Center is expected to function as a coordinating and communica

tions focus in its information processing operations rather than as a 

completely self-contained mechanism. Undoubtedly, a large volume of the 

operation will be conducted at a single location, but modern communica

tion facilities make it unneccessary for the entire operation to be phys

ically centralized. Furthermore, dispersed operation will permit exploi

tation of already existing capacities and thus make possible earlier and 

more economical operation. 

The Center in its interim form will utilize large numbers of special

ized personnel employing manual techniques similar to those presently 

employed by large technical abstracting services, such as that of the 

American Chemical Society and the Soviet Technical Information Institute. 

However, as the system evolves and as mechanized equipment is developed 

and becomes available, the operation should become increasingly mecha

nized. With this evolution the service should become speedier, more com

prehensive, and more creative. 
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INFORMATION FLOW 

The functions of the National Technical Information Center, in both 

its initial manual form and its ultimate highly mechanized development, 

can be represented by the following flow diagram: 

SOURCES 
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A DRAFT PROGRAM FOR A 
NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER 

BACKGROUND 

Man's most persistent medium for recording his progress and for 

communicating his ideas and discoveries to others is the written word. 

In the world of science this communication is formalized in periodicals, 

reports, and books. In recent years the rapidly growing volume of such 

publications threatens technical communications with a paralyzing glut 

and ultimate collapse. Inability to deal with the rising flood of tech

nical publications has already seriously handicapped this country's in

dustrial and scientific development. 

Furthermore, increasing concern has been felt over the time for new 

products—particularly new military devices—to reach the manufacturing 

stage. History of any technical development from conception to the 

finished product shows that the major time interval lies between discovery 

of the basic principle and demonstration of its practical usefulness in 

the laboratory. This period may extend for decades. On the other hand, 

even the most involved development engineering seldom requires more than 

five or ten years. More time is lost—or more time is to be gained— 

between idea and demonstration than between demonstration and production. 

It is in this period, where ideas rather than physical materials are 

involved, that speedup is most feasible. Information has no inertia; 

it can be accelerated infinitely—subject only to the limits of our skill 

and facilities for transmission and correlation. 

[Existing information handling processes and library services are 

based largely on techniques developed more than fifty years ago. Recent 

research and development efforts have produced fragments of solutions at 

best. The continued vitality of scientific progress in this country 

demands a generalized solution to the information problem. In an era in 

which scientific and technological accomplishment is the measure of a 

nation's international stature, the problem is of compelling urgency. 
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MAGNITUDE OF REQUIRED EFFORT 

The magnitude of an undertaking designed to process a major part of 

the world's technical information cannot be measured by any single param

eter. However, certain figures emphasize the massive nature of the re

quired effort. Informed estimates provide the following data on the 

world's ouptut of technical literature; 

_ , , Annual Growth 
Total 

percent 

Responsible technical journals 30,000 to 50,000 

Articles published annually 500,000 to 2,000,000 10 to 15 

Technical books published annually 60,000 

Documents issued annually 
(U.S. Government only) 100,000 to 150,000 30 to 40 

The heaviest users of technical literature in the country are the 

200,000 professional research specialists who spend from 5 to 25 percent 

of their time seeking useful published information. The engineering 

profession makes much less use of such information by reason of its dif

ficulty of access. The resulting duplication of development effort in

creases costs and injects unwarranted delays in product availability. 

Several thousand research libraries representing millions of dollars of 

annual operating costs and tens of millions of reference items utilize 

some 500 abstracting and indexing services in a valiant but futile effort 

to meet these informational needs. Coordination and integration of these 

services and operations would reduce the waste of money and scientific 

manpower. 

In addition to struggling with the sheer volume of the literature, 

the American scientific community encounters an increasing complication 

in dealing with the technical information published in languages other 

than English. There is a serious lack of awareness in the United States 

of the growing significance of foreign technical publications. Limited 

data indicate that "pure" .scientists refer to foreign sources (including 

those published in English) about 30$ of the time; applied' scientists 

10$; and engineers even less. Apparently the information extracted from 

foreign language literature by U.S. scientists and engineers is very small, 
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yet this literature as a whole is probably expanding much more rapidly 

than that in English. Furthermore, the number of languages in which tech

nical information is being generated is increasing. 

No complete information processing facility exists in this country 

or abroad. However, beginnings toward this objective have been made by 

the Soviet Union through the Soviet Ail-Union Institute of Scientific and 

Technical Information founded in 1952. It£ function is to accumulate 

the published technical literature of the world, process it and distribute 

abstracts, reviews, and compendia as quickly as possible. The full-time 

staff of 2,300 specialists is supplemented by 20,000 scientists and 

engineers who serve as abstractors and translators on a part-time basis.* 

The relative effectiveness of this Institute is attested to by prominent 

American scientists who have said that the best way to determine what 

American science is doing is to read the Russian abstract literature. 

Soviet scientists have undoubtedly found their technical information 

Institute an important factor in the scientific race with the West. Only 

a few months intervene between publication of Western research informa

tion and when it is placed in the hands of a Soviet worker in his own 

language. Duplication of research and library effort is reduced, thereby 

permitting more effective use of the scarce and valuable trained manpower, 

and all investigators enjoy the stimulation resulting from access to the 

thinking of colleagues throughout the world. 

The Soviet Institute does not appear to provide extensive facilities 

for systematic searching of the literature. It is known to have a strong ' 

and far-advanced research auid development program aimed at creating mecha

nized search and retrieval devices. It is reported that the Soviet 

Institute has an operational English-Russian electronic translator. 

Furthermore, the Russian operation seems to limit its scope to the physical 

sciences, biology, and sore branches of engineerings excluding medicine, 

* An operation of this size in the U.S. would require an annual operating 
budget of about $60 million, excluding cost of journals and books? 
printing and distribution? and part-time abstractors and translators. 
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law, economics, civil engineering, and other valuable areas of information. 

However, having developed the procedures to handle some categories of 

technical information, presumably the Institute will ultimately extend 

its activities into additional subject fields. 
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METHOD OF APPROACH 

The actions proposed below have two prime objectives, which must be 

pursued simultaneously. First, to meet the nation's most immediate needs, 

it is considered necessary that an interim technical information center 

be brought into being as quickly as possible to collect, process, and 

disseminate technical information. Second, to establish, following anal

ysis and research, an ultimate National Technical Information Center, 

utilizing maximum mechanization for accelerating the flow of technical 

information from all parts of the world into the laboratories of the 

United States. 

The success of the program depends inherently upon the coordination 

and continuity of the five actions outlined below: 

1. Establish a central organizing and administering Agency. 
An Agency of the United States should be established with 
the responsibility and authority to make arrangements for 
the conduct of research, development, and operations relating 
to the interim and ultimate National Technical Information 
Center. The Agency will employ directly a small staff con
sistent with its policy making, contracting, and administra
tive functions. 

An extensive and continuing systems analysis of the nation's 
technical information problems and programs will provide the 
basis upon which the Agency will contract for new research 
and development projects. Privately supported research and 
development efforts will be encouraged when they are consist
ent with the Agency's long-range goals. Existing and new 
technical information projects conducted by other government 
agencies will be subject to the review and concurrence of 
this Agency. In this way all aspects of the national tech
nical information problem will be dealt with in an expeditious, 
systematic, and well-integrated manner. 

Operation of the National Technical Information Center may be 
conducted under contract to the Agency. Such an operation 
will involve the coordinated participation of many supporting 
services, in conjunction with a central information processing 
and storage facility. 

Program details would be formulated by the Agency as the 
requirements develop. 

2. Determine the gross dimensions of the problem. 
Before any steps can be taken to establish even an interim 
technical information center, it will be necessary to achieve 
a quantitative appreciation of the size and detail of the 
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work to be done and the service to be rendered. A survey to 
this end should be initiated promptly. The study would 
utilize known techniques, and would provide reliable estimates 
of the magnitude of various factors critical to entering into 
the interim operation. Among these are the volume of technical 
publications produced in various subject categories; the dis
tribution of technical information sources by country and 
language; the general nature, frequency, and number of user 
inquiries; the numbers and types of personnel required to 
staff an interim center; the size of facility and types of 
equipment required. 

Many organizations have already recognized the importance of 
the information problem and have undertaken studies of several 
of these factors. (See Appendix A.) These studies can con
tribute much valuable information for the design of the 
interim operation. 

A large reservoir of facilities and experience in individual 
components of the information center's program is already in 
operation. Extensive but uncoordinated abstracting services 
exist. (See Appendix B.) In addition, an estimated 500-700 
industrial research groups maintain abstracting services in 
their own limited fields of interest. Translating services 
are less fully developed, but some are in operation and prob
ably could be expanded. (See Appendix C.) These and similar 
existing services will be inventoried and factored into the 
interim system to assure maximum economy and earliest possible 
operation. 

These surveys can be completed in about six months if maximum 
practical concentration of effort is applied. 

Establish an interim information center using existing services 
and techniques. 
The nation need not await completion of extensive analyses or 
development programs before taking positive action to meet 
the immediate needs for better access to technical information. 
Immediate steps can be taken to establish an interim operation 
to perform at least part of the desired information processing 
functions using available techniques. The interim operation 
can provide at least translating, abstracting, and conventional 
indexing operations following procedures already developed by 
the major abstracting journals. 

Unfortunately, the readily available techniques are largely 
manual. Fully developed machines are available only for 
small segments of the total operations. The available machines 
should be used in standard or modified form wherever possible. 
However, the interim operation will unavoidably require large 
numbers of specialized personnel. The supply of trained 
information specialists is small. Hence recruiting and train
ing must be given careful thought in devising a plan for the 
immediate center if the plan is to be practicable. 
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The surveys outlined under action 2 will provide the basic 
parameters for the design of the interim center. Other studies 
of organization, operational analysis, machine feasibility, 
and short-term machine development programs will be under
taken as the interim center is brought into being. 

The interim center will suffer from many inadequacies and 
inefficiencies, but an immediate partial solution to the 
nation's information problem will have been provided. Better 
organization and dissemination of technical information will 
significantly reduce the volume of literature which the indi
vidual scientist or engineer must use. Our research and 
engineering laboratories will have improved access to the 
findings of colleagues in foreign lands, particularly those 
lands which are beginning to contribute important technical 
and scientific discoveries. Furthermore, existence of a 
center in operation will provide an insight into the systems 
problem that would be difficult, if not impossible, to gain 
completely through theoretical analysis. 

Fortuitously, we are assured that this interim approach is 
feasible. The initial operation of the Soviet Technical 
Information Institute was undertaken on a similar basis—in 
fact, Russian spokesmen have said that it was a conscious 
extension of the methods of the American Chemical Abstracts. 
The Soviet Institute is in operation and seems to be effective. 
Its research program of the past five years is reportedly 
now beginning to produce unique advanced equipment for the 
refinement and extension of the Institute's services. 

An aggressively and realistically pursued program in the 
United States could result in a similar operating center 
within two years. 

Analyze the factors which determine the design and operation 
of an ultimate National Technical Information Center. 
There is a critical need to identify and evaluate the impor
tance of the many factors pertinent to the design and operation 
of an ultimate National Technical Information Center. These 
include organizational and operational considerations. The 
organizational factor is particularly important for the encour
agement of research necessary to implement successfully an 
ultimate information center, and it will be discussed 
separately later. 

Human factors and machine factors constitute the two major 
operational considerations that must be systematically exam
ined, and which will lead to a host of research problems. It 
is anticipated that systematic study of user needs and char
acteristics as well as research on the logic of information 
systems will have to be undertaken. Methods of classifying, 
abstracting, indexing, storing, retrieving and disseminating 
increasingly formidable amounts of information will have to 
be studied in detail. No scheme for accomplishing these 
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operations adequate to the needs of the scientific community 
is yet at hand. 

It will be necessary to consider many machine factors and 
potential advances in the state of the art. No present 
machine is equal to the task of storing the immense quan
tities of information available. Even further from solution 
is the problem of achieving rapid access to a specific small 
fraction of a very large body of stored information. The 
complexity of the situation is further increased by the need 
for machine translation and organization. Partial solutions 
exist. Printed matter can be read by machines to a limited 
extent; machine translation from one language to another has 
been demonstrated on a small scale; high-speed handling of 
printed documents and turning of book pages are under develop
ment; high-speed printing mechanisms are now in operation. 
Major improvement in these machine capabilities is certain. 
When current machine performance is considered in the course 
of the system analysis, improvements will be identified which 
can be pursued in the research program. 

Certain of the boundaries of the system analysis will be 
determined by policy decisions to be made by the governing 
Agency. Who will pay for the service and on what basis? 
What kinds of information will be handled? Who will have 
access to the information? 

The systems analysis will provide a basis for an objective 
design of an information retrieval structure that can meet 
the nation's information needs with least time, money, and 
effort. 
Experience gained from the interim technical information 
center will also contribute to the programming of specific 
research and development projects and to the design of the 
ultimate Center. 

Encourage present and initiate additional research and engi-
neering development programs leading to systems and equipment 
necessary to implement an ultimate National Technical 
Information Center. 
The Agency will guide the total research effort. It will 
encourage and support necessary research and development 
programs, prevent duplication of effort, and integrate and 
coordinate pertinent activities being undertaken throughout 
the country. It should have control over the rate of develop
ment of the Center, primarily through its control of funding 
for research and development work. 

This Agency will be responsible for aggressively thinking 
through and supporting an extensive and uninterrupted long-
term research and development effort. The magnitude of this 
effort will determine the rate at which the ultimate Center 
is designed and becomes operational. The Agency will be 
responsible for obtaining the services of individuals and 
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laboratories possessing both capabilities and facilities for 
effectively contributing to the total program. Only through 
such an arrangement can an ultimate National Technical Infor
mation Center be established which will, in time, contribute 
markedly to the scientific and technical world leadership 
of this country. 
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BUDGETARY CONSIDERATIONS 

This presentation provides only the broad outlines of a suggested 

program. Many refinements will have to be injected. Many details are 

ignored and many remain to be uncovered. 

The intent here is primarily to indicate the magnitude of the pro

gram, something of the state of the art, and to suggest an approach to 

the solution of the compelling national need for better use of technical 

information. However, from these broad outlines and what is known about 

implementing programs of this size, order-of-magnitude estimates of 

immediate budget requirements can be made. 

The compelling nature of the information problem suggests that funds 

be authorized immediately to pursue the initial investigation of the gross 

dimensions of the problem and to initiate the establishment of an interim 

center. Subsequent authorization of funds should also be sought to ensure 

an aggressive and continuing program. In addition, it may be assumed that 

private enterprise will continue to invest large sums in research and 

development, particularly on equipment necessary to mechanize information 

processes. 

For the remainder of fiscal year 1958 a supplemental authorization 

of $2.0 million would meet the estimated needs of the governing body to 

support $500,000 for surveys and initial investigations, and $1.5 million 

to begin procurement of equipment and facilities to accommodate the interim 

technical information center. 

It is too early to provide a definitive estimate for the fiscal year 

1959 budget, but obligational authority should be sought for $50 million. 

Included in this figure are support of short-range research and engineer

ing development necessary for the equipping and operation of the interim 

facility and for the beginning of the long-range systems analysis, initial 

staffing and operation of the interim center. Support of certain long-

range research and development programs of obvious pertinence to any 

system for the ultimate National Technical Information Center should be 

initiated during this period. It is questionable whether an optimum 

long-range research program could be attained within the figure given 

here, but a valid estimate is impossible at this time. 
14 



For the fiscal year 1960 and subsequent years the annual budget can 

be expected to exceed $100 million. The upper limit will be determined 

by the aggressiveness with which the research and development effort is 

pursued. It will also be affected by the extent to which the operation 

of the National Technical Information Center will be made self-supporting 

through charges for services. Such income can be substantial in view of 

the large present expenditures of government and industrial organizations 

for individual services which may be relieved by the operation of the 

Center. 
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CONCLUSION 

The technical information needs of the nation can be met by an 

intelligently conceived and earnestly pursued research, development, and 

operational program. Such a program will be difficult—it will be costly. 

However, it is neither more difficult nor more costly than other systems 

development programs which the United States has undertaken and completed 

to achieve and retain our internal and international status. The cost in 

lost prestige and technical stagnation which may result from failure to 

solve this problem might well prove catastrophic. 
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Stanford Research Institute has prepared the Draft Program for a 

National Technical Information Center as a public contribution to the 

solution of a national problem which it believes to be of critical 

importance. 

The Institute's experience in systems design; operations research; 

information organization; and in the conception and development of infor

mation processing devices, we believe, provides a unique perspective into 

the complex scope of this problem. 

The Institute maintains an active and expanding program of research 

in all phases of the information processing problem. The Institute 

invites consideration for a role in planning and coordinating, as well 

as execution of appropriate research phases of any national technical 

information program, such as the one outlined herein. 
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APPENDIX A 

A PARTIAL LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS CONDUCTING RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT IN INFORMATION PROCESSING 

All-Union Institute of Scientific and Technical Information (USSR) 
Association of Special Libraries and Information Bureaux (England) 
Battelle Memorial Institute 
Birkbeck College (England) 
Burroughs Corporation 
California Institute of Technology 
Cambridge Language Research Unit (England) 
Case Institute of Technology 
Chemical Abstracts Service 
Columbia University 
Documentation, Inc. 
Dow Chemical Company 
Eastman Kodak Company 
Federal Telecommunications Laboratories 
Eugene Garfield Associates 
Georgetown University 
Computation Laboratory of Harvard University 
Herner, Meyer and Company 
International Business Machines Co. 
International Telemeter Corporation 
Lehigh University Library 
Librascape 
Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
Low Temperature Research Station (England) 
Magnavox Co. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council 
National Bureau of Standards 
National Cash Register Co. 
North American Aviation Inc. 
Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation 
RAND Corporation 
Rutgers"University 
Sperry Rand Corp. 
Stanford Research Institute 
Teleregister Corporation 
U. S. Patent Office 
University of Michigan 
University of Pennsylvania 
University of Virginia 
University of Washington 
Western Reserve University 
Zator Company 
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APPENDIX B 

A PARTIAL LIST OF TECHNICAL ABSTRACTING PUBLICATIONS* 

Accountant's Index 
Acoustical Society of America 
Acoustical Society Contemporary 

Papers, Journal 
Aeronautical Engineers Index and 

Review Abstracts 
Aeronautics, Index 
Agricultural Index 
Agriculture, Bibliography of 

Agronomy Abstracts 
Air Pollution 
Air University Periodical Index 
Allergy and Applied Immunology, 

Quarterly Review 
Alloy Digest 
Aluminum Abstracts Bulletin 
American Concrete Inst. Proc. 
American Documentation 
American Journal of Nursing 
American News of Books 
Analytical Abstracts 
Analyticus Cancer, Index 
Anco 
Anesthesia and Analgesia Current Index 
Animal Breeding 
Annotated Bibliography of Economic 

Geology 
API Technical Abstracts 
Applied Chemical Abstracts, Journal 
Applied Entomology, Review of 
Applied Mechanical Review 
Applied Physics, Journal of 
Applied Spectroscopy 
Art Index 
Asian Studies, Journal of 
ASTIA Card Service 
ASTIA Unclassified Reports 
Astronomical Newsletter 
Atomic Energy Reporter 

Battelle Technical Review 
B.C.U.R.A. Bulletin 
Best's Bulletin Service 
Bibliographic Index 
Biography Index 
Biological Abstracts 
Biological Science, International 

Abstracts of 
Book Review, International 
British Abstracts 
B.S.E.A. Abstracts 
Building Science Index 
Business Service Checklist 
Buttersworth Card System 

Canada, Bibliography of 
Canadian Index 
Canadian Patent Office Record 
Cancer Current Literature 
Card Service, Advance Abstracts 
Ceramic Abstracts 
Ceramic Abstracts, British 
Chemical Abstracts 
Chemical Abstracts, Analytical 
Chemical Abstracts, British 
Chemical Engineering News 
Chemical Literature 
Chemical Market Abstracts 
Chemical and Physics Abstracts, 

British 
Chemical Spotlight 
Chemisches Zentrablatt 
Child Development Abstracts 
Cinnotalid Bibliography of North 

American Geology 
Classified Reports (ABC), 

Abstracts of 
Computers and Automation 
Corrosion Abstracts 

* From a survey by Western Reserve University 
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Corrosion et anti-Corrosion Abstracts 
Corrosion Engineers Abstracts, 

National Society of 
Crerar Metal Abstracts 
Crippled Children Bulletin of Current 

Literature, National Society for 
Cumulative Book Index 
Current Chemical Papers 
Current Technical Literature, Index to 

Dairy Science Abstracts 
Data 
Dental Abstracts 
Dental Literature, Index to 
Dirivent Patent Service Dissertation 

Abstracts 
Distillation Literature and Abstracts 
Document Index 
Dyers and Colourists, Journal Society 

Eastman Kodak 
Eastman Kodak Library Reports 
Education Index 
Electrical Engineering Abstracts 
Electronics Abstracts 
Engineering Index 
Engineer's Digest 
EPA Technical Digest 
Essay and General Literature Index 
European Technical Digest 
Excerpta Medica 

Fats, Oils, Detergents Abstracts 
Field Crop 
Files Coping the Technical News 
Fisheries, Commercial, Abstracts 
Fisheries Abstracts, F.A.O. World 
Food, Current Abstracts 
Food Science Abstracts (British) 
Food, Index and the Literature Journal 

of Food 
Forestry Abstracts 
Fuel Abstracts 

Gas Abstracts 
Gaylor's Technical Service 
General Electric Internal Bulletins 

and Reports 
Geological Abstracts 

Geographical Publications, Current 
Geophysical Abstracts 
Glass Technical Abstracts, Journal 

Society 
Government Classification Cards 
Great Britain Dept. of Science 

and Industries Research, 
Translation of Russian 

Herbage Abstracts 
Highway Research Abstracts 
Historical Abstracts 
Horticultural Abstracts 
Hosiery Abstracts 
Hospital Abstract Service 
Hospital Literature, Cumulated 

List of 
Hospital Literature, Index to 

Current 
Hygiene, Bulletin of 

IGT Abstracts 
IMM Abstracts 
Industrial Arts Index 
Industrial Diamond Bibliography 
Industrial Health, Achives of 
Industrial Hygiene Digest 
Industrial Labs 
Information Service Bulletin 
Ink Maker 
Instrument Society of America 
International Index 
International Institute for the 

Conservation of Museum Objects 
Interplanetary, British 
Iodine Abstracts and Reviews 
IPC Library Notes 
IRE Abstracts 
Iron and Steel Institute Abstracts, 

Journal 

Labor—Personnel Index 
Lectrodex 
Leukemia Abstracts 
Library Bulletin of Abstracts 
Library of Congress Air Pollution 
Library of Congress Bibliography 

of Translation from Russian 
Library of Congress, Books; Subjects 
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Library of Congress Central Europe 
Accession 

Library Literature 
Light Metals Bulletin 
Literary Notes 

Magnesium Review and Abstracts 
Management Abstracts 
Market Abstracts 
Material Construction, Review of 
Mathematical Abstracts 
Medical Abstracts 
Medical Digest, International 
Medical Literature, Current List 
Medical Science, International 

Abstracts of 
Medical and Veterinarian Mycology 

Review of 
Medical and Veterinarian Zoology, 

Index-Catalogue of 
Medicus, Index 
Medicine, Modern 
Metal Finishing 
Metal Literature, ASM Review 
Metals Journal, Institute of 
Metallurgical Abstracts 
Metallurgical Abstracts (British) 
Metals Review 
Meteorological Abstracts 
Military Affairs 
Milk and Milk Products, Abstracts 

of Literature 
Mond Nickel Bulletin 
Monitor 

National Defense 
NACA Research Abstracts (Card File) 
Natural and Synthetic Fibers 
Naval Research Laboratories 
Neurology and Psychology, Digest of 
New Testament Abstracts 
New York Times Index 
Non-Destructive Testing 
Non-Ferrous Metals, British 
Nuclear Science Abstracts 
Nutrition Abstracts 
Nutrition Reviews 
NYSEM Bibliography of Electr. Micr. 

Obstetrics and Gynecology Survey 
Official Gazette of U.S. Patent 

Office 
01in Mathieson Chemical Corp. 
Opthamalic Abstracts and Research 

Packaging Abstracts 
Paint, Colour, Review of Current 

Literature Relating to 
Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Assoc., 

British 
Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Assoc. 

National 
P.A.I .S. 
Paper Chemists, Bulletin of the 

Institute 
Paper Making and U.S. Patents, 

Bibliography of 
Pasteur, Bulletin Institute 
Patent Journal (Union of S. Africa) 
Patent Research Office Patent Lists, 

International 
Patents Abstract Journal (British) 
Pediatric Current Literature, 

Abstracts from 
P. B. Reports, Index to 
Personnel Administration 
Personnel—Management Abstracts 
Pesticides Abstracts 
Petroleum, Journal of the Institute 

(Abstract section) 
Petroleum Technology 
Philips Technical Review 
Philippine Periodicals, Index to 
Photographic Abstracts 
Physics Abstracts 
Plant Breeding Abstracts 
Plant Disease Reporter 
Plastics Fed, Abstracts, British 
Plastics Technology 
Poliomyelitis Current Literature 
Prevention of Deterioration Abstracts 
Printing and Lithographic Abstracts 
Psychological Abstracts 
Public Affairs Information Service 

Bulletin 
Public Health Engineering Abstracts 
Publisher's Weekly 
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Quality Control and Applied Statistics 
Quality Control and Industrial 

Statistics Abstracts 
Quarterly Cumulative Index Medicus 

Radio Engineers, Institute of 
Reader's Guide 
Refrigeration Abstracts 
Rehabilitation Literature 
Report of NRL Progress 
Research Information Service 
Resins, Rubbers, Plastics 
Revue d'Aluminum 
Road Abstracts 
Rubber Abstracts 
Rubber Formulary 
Russian Accessions, Monthly 

Accessions 

Schnelidienst—Literature 
Science Abstracts 
Science Instr. Research Assoc., 

British 
Science and Technical Papers, 

Abstracts of 
Science and Technical Reports, 

Bibliography of 
Semiconductor Electronics 
SIPRE Bibliography 
Sociological Abstracts 
Soil Science, Bibliography 
Soils and Fertilizers 
Solid Propellants 
Special Library Consultants 
Specifications and Rel. Pub. Air 

Force, Index of 
Specifications and Standards, U.S. 

Army 
Specifications and Standards, U.S. 

Navy 
Spectrographic 
Stanford Handbook 
Statistical Methods in Industry, 

International Journal of 
Subject Index to Periodicals 
Subject Index to Periodicals, British 
Sugar Industries Abstracts 
Surgery, International Abstracts of 

Surgical Digest, International 
Surgery and Gynecology, Quarterly 

Review 
Synthetic Liquid Fuel Abstracts 
Synthetic Methods of Organic 

Chemistry (Theilheimer) 

Tappi 
Technical Abstracts 
Technical Book Review Index 
Technical Digest Service (new) 
Technical Journals 
Technical and Electrical 

Industries-File 
Technical Reports 
Technical Survey 
Textile Industry, Journal of the 
Textile Technical Digest 
Textracts 
Tobacco Abstracts 
Toilet Goods Association 
Translated Contents List of 

Russian Periodicals 
Translation Monthly 
Tropical Disease Bulletin 
Tuberculosis Index and Abstracts 

United Nations Documents Index 
Uniterm Index of Chemical Patents 
Universal Oil Products Abstracts 
Unlisted Drugs 
U.S. Bureau of Census Cataloguing 
U.S. Dept. of Commerce (Office of 

Technical Service) 
U.S. Government Monthly Publica

tion Catalogue 
U.S. Government Research Reports 
U.S.D.A. Medical and Veterinarian 

Zoology 
U.S.D.A. Soil-Water Conservation 
U.S.D.A. Fish and Wildlife 

Vacuum Abstracts 
Veterinary Bulletin 
Veterinarius Index 
Vide 
Vitamin Abstracts 
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Water Pollution Abstracts Wireless Engineer's Abstracts 
Weed Investigation, Bibliography of Wistar Institute 
Welding, Bibliographical Bulletin for World Medicine, Abstracts of 
Welding Journal, British World Veterinary Abstracts Journal 
Welding and Metal Fabrication 
Wilson Indexes Z.D.A. Abstracts 

Zoological Record 
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APPENDIX C 

A REPRESENTATIVE LIST OF PUBLIC AND 

COMMERCIAL TECHNICAL TRANSLATING SERVICES 

American Institute of Biological Sciences - Publishes four Russian 
biology journals in complete English translation. 

American Institute of Physics - Publishes eight Russian physics journals 
in complete English translation. 

American Mathematical Society - Publishes annual volumes of Russian 
mathematical papers. 

Associated Technical Services - A technical translating service providing 
material in 25 languages. Also issues periodic lists of articles 
translated in chemistry, physics, electronics, medicine, etc., 
predominantly Russian, but including many languages especially among 
Soviet countries. 

Berlitz Translation Service 

Columbia Technical Translations - Publishes Physics Series of the Bulletin 
of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. 

Consultants Bureau, Inc. - Publishes 19 journals in the fields of chemistry, 
physics, electronics, geology, biology. Also issues translated tables 
of contents free and from time to time publishes collections of 
important papers on subjects of current interest. 

Engineering Societies Library 

Far Eastern and Russian Institute 

Henry Brutcher, Technical Translations—Issues monthly list of translated 
articles available, with abstracts, from Russian, Polish, Japanese, 
German, and occasionally other languages. 

Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences 

International Physical Index Inc. - Translates, abstracts, and indexes 
over 60 leading Russian electronics and automation journals monthly. 
Complete bibliographic and translation services covering Russian 
language publications of the physical sciences also available. 

Morris D. Friedman, Russian Translations - Issues frequent lists Of 
translated articles. 
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Pergamon Institute - Publishes an English translation of the Russian 
journal "Elektrichestvo," and translates three leading Russian 
journals in the fields of radio engineering, communications, and 
electronics. Also translates and publishes Russian books in English. 
(Pergamon Press) 

Primary Sources - Translates and publishes selected Russian technical 
papers from four Soviet journals dealing with research in metallurgy-
to be published quarterly beginning with first issue (Quarterly 
Review) March, 1958. 
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o^j^b^-o 

The attached list is composed of questions which are designed to present 

as many of the considerations as we could collect from miscellaneous sources 

in a limited time, which must be taken into account in the planning and design 

of any large information system. The primary emphasis was placed upon con

siderations especially pertinent to an interim National Technical Information 

Center (NTIC). 

The primary objective in preparing and distributing such a list aa this 

is to provide a perspective view into the nature of the problems to be 

expected in planning, designing, and operating a NTIC. These questions (con

siderations) are representative of those which will have to be faced, and 

they should serve to give some appreciation of the nature and the magn^^Jude 

of the job. Auxiliary benefit in providing stimulus and orientation for 

research in this area is expected, also. 

These "considerations" are grouped in rough categories according to 

the topic outline given below. Designation to a particular category in many 

cases i quite difficult, owing to the interaction of many of the aspects of 

the total job, and so final placement was in some cases rather arbitrary. We 

have each of these considerations", as well as a miscellaneous group of 

facts, etc., written one each on edge-punched cards which are notch-coded 

in both the categorical division outlined below and a multi-aspect subject 

code. Regrouping of these "considerations" to meet special desires should 

be relatively easy, and the cards are available to those who might wish to do 

so. 

Outline for "considerations" listing 

1. User requirements and characteristics. 

Can we separate apparent need, influenced by present concepts, 

from real needs which can be met with an end system? 

In defining the variety and scope of information requirements, 
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it is dangerous practice to take too literally statements that 

may be made by the clientele to be served. Such statements can 

be expected to reflect their expectations of what can be 

accomplished and such expectations are usually limited by their 

experiences with conventional procedures. Lack of awareness 

of the potentialities of recently developed methods can easily 

result in an unimaginative formulation of the possibilities 

and opportunities for advantageously using recorded information. 

How will users' habits and needs evolve as a good system becomes 

available? 

What type of questions go unanswered at the libraries? 

What is the role of information retrieval, storage, etc. in the 

decision-making process for such as the research worker, scholar, 

administrator..etc? 

What increase in efficiency would result from improving the access-

ability of recorded information? 

By what processes does the scientist keep abreast of the advances 

in the art? What are the relative importances of each of ̂ hese 

processes? 

How many scientists work without adequate access to a library or 

document center? 

How much use does the scientist make of the facilities that are 

presently available? 

How are the information needs of a scientist effected by his age, 

educational level, profession, type of position held, etc.? 

What are the relative^nerits of the different types of information 

services with regard to the scientist, and his needs, desires, 

habits and limitations? 



How many scientist schedule, or regiment, or have a definite 

program of "keeping up with the literature"? 
V 
How much time per week does the average scientist spend now in 

"keeping up with the literature"? How much time would he "like 

to spend"? What keeps him from spending more time? 

How much time would it take the scientist to maintain surveillance 

of the literature which would be adequate to insure that he catches 

an optimum percentage of the useful literature? The time require

ment would seem to vary widely with people in different levels and 

in different areas. 

How much of the literature which would, with reasonably high 

probability, be useful to a scientist, is caught by him now by 

own regular surveillance of the literature? 

How far out of his way will the average scientist fto to be sure 

that he hasn't missed some possible information..considering the 

different types of information he needs, the usual distracting 

pressures on him, his familiarity with the sources, etc.? 

What are the relative importances with regard to this "information 

problem", of the different aspects of the scientists' informational 

needs? On one hand, a scientist needs to know the newsy items such 

as who is working oiljvhat, what his current attack is, who disagrees 

with whom and basically wli^, etc., and on the other hand he also 

needs to be able to the carefully-written treatises which 

may have bearing on his work, and which serve to build ^his 

theoretical structure. 

Does the sc^ntist in a given field perhaps want, when he goes out

side his special field for supporting information, information in 

different form or different level than which he seeks in his own 
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field? For instance, would he be looking more for "cookbook" 

techniques, or for survey-type information? 

How many pages of literature, in various categories relative to 

the level and interest-area of the scientist, can we expect a 

scientist to be able to scan or search for his different in

formation needs? What happens to his efficiency, his attitude.. 

how much time does he have for that sort of job, etc.? 

What are the special information requirements for different 

specialty fields? 

Is any particular type of publication any more efficient or useful 

for information purposes? 

If abstracts are desired, what is the best form? (crticial, 

telegraphic, informative) 

What is the distribution of document age vs. demand, for each of 

the specialty fields? 

If NTIC services are to be saleable to researchers, how much of 

the past literature will have to be i^Luded? 

What users possibley prefer to receive periodically, instead of the 

usual bound journal of restricted papers,a larger list of abstracts 

from which his journal subscription may allow him to choose a 

selection of papers which suits him most? 

How n^h need is there for foreign literature? 

Are there projects or areas of work which are reported almost ex

clusively in foreign literature? 

Can a scientist of each discipline expect to be able to scan all of 

the periodical literature in which he would find directly pertinent 

papers without taking a disproportionately large amount of time, 

or without having to go through too much subject matter which is 

not of interest to him? 



How many places does a scientist of each discipline have to look 

for index listing of a given special^iinterest topic in order to be 

reasonably sure that he has not missed too many useful documents? 

What type of information should be contained in the NTIC? 

books (texts, tables) 
Technical and trade journals 
conference proceedings 

~ ~~7 papers presented at conferences but not published 
^5 / industrial and government interim and final project reports, etc. 
—I (similar to the type handled by ASTIA) 

operation and instruction manuals 
patents 
manufacturer's catalogs 
abstract publications 
maps 
films and photographs 
newspapers 
magnzines 

How much delay can the user tolerate? 

What is the main problem - the time delay, or the fact that many 

documents just won't reach the reader? 

How many of the problems are problems because people might not 

knww of present techniques which could help them, and how many 

are beyond the ability of present techniques to help? 

How can the information services be made more attractive to the 

users? 

2. a. Literature 

What potential audience is currently exposed to the abstracts, 

of articles which appear in each of the particular journals? 

(e.g., abstracts of an article in the IRE may be published in 8 

different publications. What is the combined circulation of the 

people who could see this abstract?) 

For each serious technical journal in the world, 

how often is an issue published, 

what is the subscription cost, 
who publishes it, and where, 
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how big is each issue, generally, (no. papers, text pages) 
what subject field or fields does it cover, 
how big is its circulation, 
who are its readers, 
in what language, principally, is it written, 
who, principally, are its contributors, 
how it it supported, 
what is its usual backlog of papers, and what is the usual 
publication delay for a paper 
does it have an annual index, 
do all of its published papers include abstracts, 
where do abstracts of its articles appear, 
how many different abstracts are written for its articles, 
where are its papers generally indexed, 
what is its relative nature of its coverage within its subject 
field or fields, 
who reviews or selects the papers for publication, 
what is its financial health, 

many pages of advertising compared with pages of text, 
what ajp its f/f£>>iiat characteristics, 
what would be the physical dimensions and weight of a years 1 

publication, bound and unbound, 
into what languages jfEVis/translated, 
does anyone provide microfilm copy of it as a regular service, 
how long has it been publishing, 
how many papers, total pages, have been published in its life, 
what are its publishing policies, objectives, 
could the publisher provide paper tape copy ^punched) without 
duplicate typing, 
does it publish a paper if the information is known to have been 
published elsewhere, 
and what would it charge the NTIC for its needed copy or copies. 

What are the summaries of the above si^jJLe-journal questions for all 

of the pertinent journals? 

For each technical-book publisher, 

how many different books does he publish in a year, 
what does their size average, 
what fields does he specialize in, 
what is his book distribution over different specialties or 
fields, 
Kkx&xxsxhxBxJffiBkxdxxkxxbiitxaH 
does he solicit writers, and among whom, * 
what would^jcharge the NTIC for its needed copy copies, 
what is his financial health, 
average sale price of his books, 
does he publish paper-backed books, 
how cheaply K»i could he publish his books, 
how many books does he sell in the different topical categories 
(sales figures per book), and to whom, 
how much does it cost him to publish his books, 
in what language or languages does he publish, 
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How long has he been publishing in the different technical 
fields, 
How many books in the different fields and categories has he 
published to date...how many of these does he feel are out of 
date, 
what are his publishing policies and objectives, 
could he provide paper-tape copy (punched), or magnetic-tape 
copy, without duplicate typing, 

For each organization that publishes technical reports, 

how many does it publish, 
in what special fields, 
in what language or languages, 
at what technical level, 
does it provide abstracts for its reports, 
who else might write abstracts of its reports, 
where do abstracts of its reports appear, 
how many different abstracts for it reports are written, 
where are its reports generally indexed, 
to whom are the reports circulated, 
how many copies of each report published, 
how many pages are the reports, 
who finances (or what finances) the publication of the reports, 
what is the financial health of the organization, 
what are the format characteristics of the reports, 
how long has it been publishing reports, 
how mang reports, total pages, total weight, has it published 
altogether, 
what would it cost NTIC to obtain needed copies of their reports, 
are back copies available, 
into what lafg^uage or languages are his reports translated, 
does anyone provide microfilm copy of his reports as a regular 
service, 

How many book, journals? 
In how many fields and in what languages? 
What is the distrit(^Lon of quality of this material? 
To what class of user is the material directed? 

What journals are not covered by an abstracting service? 

What journals have duplicate coverage by an abstracting service? 

For each library which directly services research scientists, 

what types, numbers, and fields of coverage do you have in 
your collected documents, 
what is the normal time delay between publication of various 
kinds of documents and integration into your system, 
who finances your operation, 

Ho uch recorded information is available for utilization? 

2. b. Services 



what are the types and numbers of scientists served by you, 
what types of services do you provide, 
what is the number and training of your staff, 
what classification and indexing systems do you use, 
how much traffic could you handle, 
what suggestions would you have regarding improved retrieval 
and dissemination of scientific literature, 
are you especially well qualified in any particular field of 
scientific literature, 
would you be capable of and willing to do research in the 
field of scientific documentation, 
what complaints to your scientific KH£ customers have, 
do you have facilities for making microfilms, 
how many microfilm readers do you have, 
how muctijuse do you make of microfilmed documents, 
what are your comments regarding wide usage of microfilm 
documents, 
how do you select your acquisitions, 
what journal, abstracting xd services, and ixxx± translating 
services do you subscribe to or utilize, 
are you set up to afcdiiie classified material, and do you 
handle it, 

For each organization which regularly publishes abstracts of 

papers that they themselves do not publish, 

who prepares the abstracts, 
what sources do you cover /Completely with abstracts, 
what other sources do you cover with abstracts, 
what kind of abstracts to you publish, 
how soon after primary publication does your abstract get 
published, 
in what language or languages are your abstracts written, 
how much does it cost to prepare your abstracts, 
how long does it take (actual working time) for your 
abstractors to abstract typical papers, 
how frequently do you publish your periodical abstracts, 
how many copies do you publish, 
to whom do you dkx distribute your abstracts, 
do you make special compilations of abstracts for customers, 
what are the regular and special costs of your services, 
do your service fees pay for the operation, 
what are your policies of growth, coverage, service, etc., 
would you be amenable to negotiate a change or increase of 
area of coverage, or other changes in your service, to fit a 
reasonable over-all NTIC plan, if government controlled and 
subsidized, 
what cataloging scheme do you use, 
what is the size and training of your staff, 
do you treat classified material, and how is (^i) handled, 
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For each organization which regularly published indices to 

literature which they do not themselves publish, 

who classifies the index entries, 
what sources do you cover completely, 
what other sources do you cover, 
do you publish abstracts as well, and if so how are they 
integrated with the indices, 
how soon after primary publication does an index containing 
reference to the item get published, 
in what language or languages are your indices published, 
into what language or languages are they translated, 
how much does it cost to prepare these indices, 
how much would your service cest to the NTIC, 
how frequently do you publish your indices, 
how many copies do you publish, 
to whom do you distribute your indices, 
do you make special indices for customers, 
how are your operations financed, 
what are your policies of growth, coverage, service, ete., 
would you be amenable to negotiate a change or increase of area 
of coverage or other changes in your service, to fit a 
reasonable over-all NTIC plan, if government controlled and 
subsidized, 
if you publish abstracts, who does the abstracting, 
do you make special searches for customers, 
how healthy is your financial situation, 
what is the size and special training of your staff, 
do you treat classified material, and how is this handled 

For each organization which provides scientific translation services, 

between what languages do you translate, 
what technical specialties do you translate, if any, 
to whom do you distribute the translations, 
what are your service fees, 
what material do you usually translate, 
do you do contract work, subscription work, or both, 
who does your translating, what are their backgrounds, 
what kind of a backlog do you usually have, 
how much service could you provide, 
how long does it normally take for a special-request 
translation, 
what other languages and scientific areas could you give service 
in if need be, 
are you equipped to handle classified material, 
would you be amenable to negotiate a change or increase of area 
of courage or other changes in your service, to fit a reasonable 
over-all NTIC plan, if it were government controlled and 
subsidized, 
do you do abstracting as well as translating, 

For each university with scientific staff, 

what size and coverage does your scientific library have, 
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what number and type of scientific personnel within your 
university, 
what number and type of scientific personnel must your in
formation facilities service, 
what is the number and training of your library staff, 
are you set up to handle classified material, 
what abstracting, indexing, and translating service do 
you utilize, 
what are the service complaints of your scientific users, 
do you utilize microfilmed documents, 
how many microfilm readers do you have, 
do you have the facilities for making microfilms, at what rate, 
do you use ASTIA, 
what is the usual time delay between publication of a 
document and its normal availability in your library, 

For representative companies which utilize professional technical 

personnel, 

what special information needs do your people have, 
what services do you provide them with, 
to what extent do/make use of outside facilities, 4peoj 
what number and type of professional technical people _____ 
do you have, 

If a private consultant were to work on a government project for 

which "need"1to know" could be established, how would he locate 

and procure pertinent classified material? 

What professional organizations or publications provide any 

special information services? edge-punched card, microfilm) 

What technical libraries are currently staffed to handle a large 

number of information requests? (.£•£•.> WRV, Batelle, . . .) 

Why aren't the listed group of centers which serve to process 

technical information satisfactory? 

What does ASTIA do? 

Are there any useful information services which aren't being 

provided now? 

Is there any historical data which could help to judge (ahead of 

time) the relative gain to be had in efficiency of different 

documentation services by integration, merging, or -bfitfcf i" 

managing? 
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Do you know of any instances in which companies with similar 

interests cooperatively operated an information center? 

What technical societies could cooperated to publish a single 

journal instead of numerous splinter journals? 

What economic and political limiting factors exist with respect 

to the freedom one would have in ignoring or utilizing or changing 

those organizations which are at present already active in the 

documentation field, and whose existence will be overshadowed 

by the national center? 

What are the total number of abstracting services in each language? 

In cases where abstracts of a particular article appeared in several 

publications, how many of these abstracts were only copied, and 

how many were written by different people? 

• Of th^currently-operating abstracting services, how many are 

operating merely to satisfy an obligation of a professional society 

and would rather have somebody else do the abstracting? 

How many part-time voluntarj^bstractors are presently working for 

the professional societies, and what is their average monthly 

production and the average time spent per abstract? 

What is the time interval now between the publication and the 

arrival into the p®ssession of an interested researcher of 

pertinent documents? 

Are there enough Russian-speaking scientists, or qualified people, 

to translate Russian scientific literature right now? 

2. c. Techniques 

What are the relative costs and advantages of the various different 

printing styles and techniques, and of the various kinds of paper, 

which might possibley be applicable to the dissemination of 

i 



scientific information (e.g. such as paper-backed books, newspapers, 

conventional journals, etc.)? 

What are the relative costs and characteristics of different 

reproduction techniques which might be applicable to some of 

the dissemination and massive processing problems of a NTIC? 

What special precautions must be taken to store primary records? 

Cost figures for the storage alone if these primary records are 

to be kept. 

How long will microfilm stand up? Will a relatively seldom-used 

main store of microfilm records last as long as we might wish? 

How long would microflim in use last? How often will we have 

to make new copies from the master? 

What possibility is there that user's will accept microfilm or 

microprint ̂ opies of the literature which the system will have 

retrieved for them? 

What improvements need be made in microprint or microfilm handling 

and viewing equipment in order that this media might find user 

Acceptance? 

What are relative costs of providing the information in microfilm 

or microprint form as against making photo-copies at original size? 

What seem to be the major limitations in the various methods presently 

used in classifying and indexing scientific literature? 

What are the techniques and costs involved in keeping up and in 

using large mailing lists in taking care of distribution of 

journals, etc-.? 

What is the present state of our methods, systems, techniques, 

equipment, and procedures for meeting modern information re

quirements? 
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3. NTIC Justification 

a. Direct Questions 

What are the net benefits, short and long range, likely to^be 

among military, industrial, commercial, scholarly, Government 

activities, of having an effective NTIC through the years? 

Can you prove that the expense of delay and duplication now is 

greater than that of establishing and operating your NTIC? 

What is l%> costing us in appropriation money not to have an 

NTIC? Can we estimate how much savings in Federal money will 

be available (by NTIC) to spend on NTIc/"̂  

What facts and evidence can be shown to prove that duplication 

and delay have existed because of the lack of a reasonably good 

scientific information dissemination system? Can we derive some 

dollar costs for reasonably well proven delays and duplications, 

and can we make a realistic estimate as to your total national 

loss rate due to this xp problem? Can we put a value of some 

sort on the "tactical" worth a to us of reducing these delays and 

duplications by an amount which we could reasonably expect to be 

derived by the establishment of a NTIc/'j 

What services will be provided that are different and better than 

what is now availabjp? Is this to be entirely new types of services, 

a real advance in the state of the art, or is to be tost more 

and better of the same thing? 

Has it been tried before? What kind of real benefit can you say 

will accrue from the establishment of NTIC? Can you back this up 

with figures? 

How about some more explicit data about the Russian center? What 

services do they really provide? Have you ever asked a Russian 



scientist how much good this might do him? 

Can't we do it on a smaller scale? 

Does it have to be a big institute or nothing? 

What technical-manpower drain would the proposed NTIC program 

have on our other high-priority scientific programs? 

Why is so much research needed? 

What research costs are justifiable? 

What type and depth of research is needed? 

What would you do now if you received a grant of $ ? 

Certainly some work on this problem has been done in the U.S. 

before now. Who has done it? and how much have they done? 

Why wasn't this proposed five years ago? 

Isn't this exactly what ASTIA has been doing? What is the 

difference between what you propose and ASTIA? 

Is our problem that the information now is just not availal^ at 

all, or is it that it is just a little hard to find? 

Just why do you think we need an NTIC? 

Is this really a significant thing to do - will it be popular, 

meangingful, or is ft) just another proposal by an outfit that 

wants to get itself funded? 

Is the taxpayer going to be paying for some^Lng that will give 

more advantages to the big-gpcorporation research centers then 

to the small businesses or individuals? 

How could a good national informations system help a Congressman 

in his legislative work, or in his political work? How could it 

have helped him before he entered politics, in the practical life 

that he knew as a business man, lawyer, etc.? 

With reference to you "Draft Proposal for a NTIC", you say that 
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we are using'processes and services that are over fifty 

years old." Surely something new has been added in the 

last fifty years. What processes and services have our 

ASTIA appropriations been fey buying? 

Hww important is it to know what the rest of the world is 

doing? English is good enough for me, why isn't it good 

enough for the scientist? 

Just how might this be helpful to my home community? 

Are we just trying to copy Russia in establishing this center? 
up 

Is this just a face-saving maxKxiat move to keep/with Russia? 

b. Alternative Suggestions 

Is there some other way of doing it? 

What if we gave $60 million a year more to ASTIA, wouldn't this 

solve lots of our problems?' 

How many retrieval problems could be solved by teaching the 

researchers more about present-day documentation techniques? 

How much is missed by their leaning too heavily upon librarians? 

How much more is the push-button system going to give the researcher 

in the way of valuable information, then he could have found him-

self after a r^sonably exhaustive personnal search txha through 

up-to-date index systems and abstract compendia? 

How much can be done just by concentrating on abstract distribution 

and better dissemination techniques? 

Can't the implementation of the solution for this be done right 

within Government agencies, e.g. Bureau of Standards and the 

Library of Congress, working gHR together? 

Why not allocate federal money to support more direct interchange 

between working scientists? More meetings, special conventions, 

seminars. Perhaps this would be a more effective say to spend 

money than for automated retrieval? 



Couldn't the money be better spent on education, instead, to 

achieve a given increase in scientific effectiveness? 

For an interim solution, can we translate the exhaustive Russian 

abstracts and provide distribution of these for our own people 

so as to leave our interim energies more free for other uses? 

Couldn't a group of smaller centers, for specific fields, be 

of greater utility - more tractable? 

How about utilizing, instead of a giant national center, a 

collection of special libraries? 

How are we sure that it wouldn't be better to reduce the number 

or amount of literature rather than go to the tremendous expense 

of providing super-sei^/fe for all of it? Why c$n't we put a 

quality filter on this output, weeding out what won't have 

significant future value? 

NTIC System Design 

a. Policy 

Who will have the final say in establishing policy in the 

matter of designing, establishing, and/or operating the NTIC? 

Could it be appointed committee, such as for the NACA, a civil 

servant, or a p±x political appointee, or a committee elected 

by scientific organization..? 

What are the specific aims of the program? 

What type of information should be contained in the NTIC? 

books (texts, tables) 
technical and trade journals 
conference proceedings 
papers presented at conferences but not published 
industrial and government interim and final project reports, 

etc. (similar to the type handled by ASTIA) 
operation and instruction manuals 
patents 
manufacturers' catalogs 



abstract publications 
maps 
films and photographs 
newspapers and magazines 

Who will be responsible for selecting the actual material to be 

included in the NTIC system? 

Who do you feel is competent to design, establish, and/or 

operate the NTIC? 

Would this be a XXE civil service organization? 

How far ahead should we set the jumps between an interim and 

a "final" system, so that the final isn't just a modification 

of the interim? 

What factors are going to determine the location? Can strategic 

dispersal considerations influence the location without 

adversely affecting efficiency? 

Who is going to fix the priority schedules for the system? 

Who is going to fix the price of the service? 

Would it be feasible to obtain legal powers to speed up the 

standardization and coordination of existing facilities? (Such 

as the F.C.C.) 

Will this center also service requests from allied countries? 

To what extent? Will this center try to cooperate in any way 

with the Soviet Institute? Will we x± adopt and/or promote an 

international classification, indexing, or retrieval system? 

Will you merely x convert new information into the system, or 

will you go back and put in all the old information? 

What provisions will you make for the needs of industrial 

researchers who would want the details of their queries to 

remain confidential? 

If translating is to be done, why not have it done in Europe? 



Would a duplicate file and collection be maintained to prevent 

disruption of service due to fires, etc? 

The over-all organization which has responsibility for 

establishing the NTIC should be very carefull not to try to 

freeze the specs which are given to the systems people until 

enough systems work has been done to make it clear what would 

be optimum. 

This of course extends all the way down the line, between systems 

and hardware people, etc. 

Should make sure that the final methods chosen for a retrieval 

system are not influenced too heavily by the requirement of 

compatibility with past systems. 

Your system will have to be useful to for both the brilliant, 

sophisticated person, and the more unsophisticated person. 

Is big business going to have any better access than small 

businesses or XH&XK individuals? 

Would a private citizen (scholar) able to afford the service? 

b. Operation 

What is the range of subject matter to be included? 

What is the expected range of inquiries to be answered, or 

services to be provided? 

Should a review board screen the subject fields and select the 

most significant papers from that year's crop, and only pass 
papers 

these appKxx to the retrieval system? 

Will you make any effort to review old documents, and to remove 

or recode when necessary? 

Are you going to record everything or will there toe an editor 

or a censor? 
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Is there going to be any attempt to standardize the form of 

the material before it gets into the center? Does the material 

have to be on standard-sized sheets or forms? 

Will you try to stimulate more writing of "review-the-literature" 

papers by qualified people in the various fields, in order to 

provide guides for other workers? 

Will PQJ you provide "special communication networ^" in which 

workers in the various specialized fields can easily circulate 

working papers or "think pieces." A central agency could 

maintain printing, listing (in appropraite subject-interest 

categories), and mailing facilities for this sort of service. 

Will there be special training for abstractors and translators 

(similar to what Calhoun reports Russia is giving for trans

lators), or for documentation and information specialists, etc.? 

What is the expected yearly document input? 

Would the information center keep a collection of the original 

documents on hand? 

How will you pry loose the information that might be useful, 

but held? 

Are there going to be any significant delays H in getting in

formation entered into this system? 

Is the system available for browsing? 

What should happen when the system gets overloaded? Should 

service just be late in coming (backlog developing), or should 

the service just be less complete? 

Will financial filtering of requests by a uniform fee structure 

be desirable or effective, or would it be necessary to make^a 

non-uniform fee structure so that there is essentially some 
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"priority" given? 

Will you be able to perform a searching operation in parts? 

(For example, search 1/10 of the file and check the results 

to see if you need further searching, in which case you resume 

searching in the other 9/10 of the file?) 

Could the system operate on a "Just search 1/2 the file for 

me, I don't need a comprehensive search" basis? 

Will the system be able to retain a file of questions so that 

it can ask these questions of all new input material, thus 

providing up-to-the-minute data for standing questions? 

Will the system give qualitative answers (e.g., yes, no, 5,000 

tons in 1945, etc.) as wll as references? 

Are the output results going to be in English, or a code that 

we'll have to have translated? 

What will I get in my hand after asking your center? And how 

do I put the questions to it? Do I mail it, phone it....? 

Will the NTIC output be iija form such that the researcher can 

take it to his own librarian and find which of the documents 

on the list are in his own company's collection? 

Will the machine be accessible to anyone by telephone or other 

direct device, such that the searcher can interrogate the file 

directly and at will? 

What about copyrighted material? Would royalties be forthcoming 

to the owner of the copyright if your NTIC uses the article? 

Should the NTIC also act as a publishing agency to publish 

periodically collections of papers (reprints) in very new and 

special fields? (e.g., information retrieval) 

Why not periodically publish inventories of research in progress, 



to indicate what research projects are currently being under

taken in each specialty field, thus helping to eliminate 

duplication, as well as to generate interest in other scientists. 

XXXH Another service would be a listing of ideas for future 

development of thesis work. 

Technical 

The nature of the material to be stored for retrieval must be 

considered from the aspects of,l) how often will it be searched 

2) how sophisticated a search process is neededjXXXM (^.e. 

^ould simple linear classification do?) 3) how much information 

is likel^V to be involved in the different categories. 

A given theory of retrieving must£now the relationship between 

time and complexity in a search and the amount of material to 

be searched, _i.e. a system might work well with a few thousand 

entries, but be hopeless with a hundred thousand. 

What characteristic must a documentation system possess if it is 

field...? 

As the system grows in size, will it be possible to make changes 

easily in the classification scheme and bring the old coding 

into the new scheme? 

How m^i work must be done to standardize a vocabulary? (To use 

for coding & searching.) 

What techniques and devices can reasonaly be developed and 

applied for facilitating such interim-NTIC tasks as printing; 

reproducing, data processing, retrieving, storing, microfilming, 

billing, communicating, etc.? 

What kind of a SI data-processing system will the interim NTIC 

particular discipline, subject 
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need just to keep track of its operation. 

What kind of communications network will be HKri needed for the 

operation of the interim NTIC? 

With present-day methods, what would it cost to microfilm a 

year's crop of technical journals? What would be the physical 

dimensions of such a file? 

Would it be feasible for the abstracting publications to use 

a standard format and type font such that mats (or some similar 

technique) could easily be distributed to other interested 

publishers, thus saving printing expenses? 

What type of abstract to use? (descriptive, critical, indicative) 

How can we get good-quality abstracts? 

Should the NTIC make use of volunteer abstractors directly, 

or will it allow the various technical societies to organize 

their own volunteer abstracting services? 

Could you make good use of university science students at part 

time and summer work to help with the various processing tasks, 

as a means of alleviating the shortage of people with good enough 

technical background? 

Can you really be sure that classified documents can't get out 

through your center? 

What professional & educational ba(f^|jround is needed for the 

personnel to operate this system? 

What is the expected rate of growth of the system? 

How can the processing of recorded information be conducted so 

that it can be used effecitvely in spite of human limitations, 

or of limitations in numbers of human beings? 

On the basis of current information—processing trends, man-



power requirements will soon make it impossible to continue 

to apply present methods of processing. 

Isn't the main problem o^information retrieval one of classifica

tion - since people so seldom can express in a usable way (to 

the documentalist) what it is they want? 

Can we assess the relative importance of the following in

formation sources, and perhaps devise ways of augmenting the 

more effective ones? 

Advanced publications, research perodicals, reports, 
handtx^ks, trade journals, conversations, indices, 
abstracts, library card catalogs, conferences 

"almanac" facts, "how to do it" facts, "catalog" facts will 

be the needs of some people. How can these be best reated? 

Can we devise an "index of performance, " which can be determined 

by some form of sophisticated sampling among users, and which 

could be used to rate the utility or efficiency of an activity 

in the information retrieval or documentation fi(|gfcl? 

Could we suspend publication of journals and just furnish re

prints upon request? 

miscellaneous 

If we must look to the Nat'l. Govt, for support, what residual 

responsibilities remain with the professional societies? 

Could this possibly be sponsored by private industry? Why go 

to the government? Could private groups, professional societies, 

sponsor important special collections? 

With the forseeable exponential increase in the /quality of 

information that has to be processed by information centers, 

wou^^ it be economically feasible for any sort of commerical 

enterprise, or internally-sponsored professional group, to 



establish and run a center? Could these centers be self 

supporting and still furnish the type of service which continued 

social advancement requires? 

Where will the Library of Congress and ASTIA fit into the 

picture? Can they be expanded to do the job? 

If not handled by some existing Government agency, would it not 

be best handled by some University, e.g. WRU 

How soon will we get results? 

Will you just be able to add years and years of information into 

the^ystem or will it all become too bulky and obsolete in a few 

years so we'll have new appropriations to argue about? 

Any prediction on when you could include such fields as Law 

and Medicine in your center? 

Any idea of what the situation will be ten years from now? 

How many things, such as ASTIA, can we cease spending money on, 

to help fund this program? 

If we start with something like this, how soon M could we 

drop ASTIA? 

Does "having a large Central Information Center" mean the physical 

XKYX collection of all these services at one cental location? 

"A paper by Perry and co-workers makes the important point that 

quantitative evaluation of the performance of an information 

retrieval systen^should take into account the fact that 

identification of a considerable number of pertinent documents 

is no guarantee that all of them have been identified even when 

attention is directed to a considerable number of items of secondary 

or marginal interst. In fact, a large number of non-pertinent 

items may be sleeted while at the same time pertinent items are 



not being selected." [Kent, Allen, Berry, M.M., Luehrs, F.J., 

Jr. and Perry, J.W. Machine literature searching. VIII. 

Operational Criteria for designing information retrieval systems, 

American Documentation, 6, 93-101, 1955.] 

One may stand the chance of getting many marginally pertinent 

items from the file, and still miss some of the fi^t-order 

pertinent ones. "Such a situation may arise, for example, 

when indexing is based on using the words found in a document 

rather than on the ideas or concepts to which the subject content 

of the document pertains." 

Personnel requirements... points out that background knowledge 

in the field of activity is necessary for adequate classifyingj 

coding, abstracting and searching...but that a second require

ment of a good knowledge and understadningXXX of gK documentation 

system is needed by the specialist if he is to serve well in 

helping in the system, or if he is to be able to conduct searches 

well. 

"Personnel requirements and their key importance have been 

pointed out in order to emphasize the fact that the introduction 

of new methods, systems and machines MXXH does not guarantee more 

effective use of recorded knowledge. Methods, systems and 

machines are tools whose effective use requires skill and 

imagination in applying them. The goal in developing M and 

applying various methods, systems and machines must be to enable 

people. the requisite qualifications to accomplish results 

that otherwise would be impossible. It is well to add that, in 

many information systems at least, important tasks must also 

be performed by clerical personnel and technicians. 



Scientists working in a very limited subject area, may be too 

few to support a journal. They publish in a variety of journals, 

none of which are devoted to their subject discipline. They 

then have a problem of how to keep mutually informed on what 

is going on in their field. 

Importance of human memory. "The xra well-integrated knowledge 

of the expert coupled with seasoned judgment and creative 

imagination is an information source that cannot be equalled 

by a collection of documents or other records. Rather, such 

collections must serve as an adjunct to human memory—as a 

source of knowledge needed in making decisions but not already 

in mind because of various human limitations." 

(We shouldn't neglect possible capitalization of the human 

expert's abilities when we design a retrieval system.)?0 

"The problem of information retrieval is that of rapidly 

locating sources pertinent to the questions asked when no 

a priori knowledge identifying the source is known. 

If we know that a pertinent source was prepared at the MIT 

Radiation Lab under Contract 10567A, enlHrt-fcfcari MIT in MEW 

Systems," written by J. Glaser—or ray any combination of these 

facts—then we are placed with no real problem. Excellent 

methods of rapid location by such indices have long been in 

existence. 

If, however, we are searching foijinformation about the use of 

MIT in MEW radar systems, then we are definitely faced with 

a problem." LA*-

sT** 
We invite suggestions, comments,^riticisms, additions and questions 

pertinent to the attached list or to any other feature of the "information 
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retrieval" problems and prospects. 

Doublas C. Engelbart 
Charles P. Bourne 

Engineering Division, 410B 



1-8-58 

Work and time schedule for three-week period ending 1-24-58. 

Objective is essentiallyto produce two papers... 
a. Problem Expansion (for NTIC in particular), for the consumption of 

representatives of SRI, to serve to give them more working data, 
and to serve to unify the attitudes and mpp efforts within SRI. 

b. Historical review of informatioh-retrieval development...for much the 
same purpose as "a" above, and to help give perspective and to avoid 
making public blunders su^h as failing to give recognition to the pertinent 
and valuable work which others haUe already done. 

The organization of "a" is tentatively set to be as follows: 
1. Under appropriate headings (such as have been established in our "sequence 

list") list all of the pertinent (and perhaps impertinent) considerations 
which can be derived. 

2. Give proposed solutions to these, where available. 
3. Give criticisms to these solutions, where available. 
4. Provide discussion to give orientation, coherence, evaluations (pertaining 

to relevance, difficulty, size, etc. ) where possible. 

The question of how to work these dif:erent things together can await further 
clarification of the use to which ihimgr the end paper will most likely be put. For 
instance, if it is to provide a basis for future study primarily, then it would 
seem that, following an appropriate introduction, the considerations, solutions, 
criticisms, and discussions should be blended within the appropriate headings. If, 
on the other hand, It is to be used as ammunition stores, or fact finder, then 
they could very well be kept as three or four separate lists so that the 
differentiation between problem consideration and solutions etc. can be more 
•ffjiwtmmriiflr easily observed. 

TIME SCHEDULE: Giving ourselves till Jan 24 to finish this, we plan to divide our 
time as follows: We h^we^ssertiallf27, one=quarter(two-man)days, i.e. 
two of us will be available^for 27/4= 6.75 days (13 man days). Using the 
one-quarter(two-man)-day units, we will use them as follows: 

Units. Task. 
10 Read all pertinent literature, purposefully, to abstract on cards(with 

appropriate coding, all considerations, historical data, solutions, criticisms 
facts, newly-stimulated personal, thoughts, etc.) 

2 Organize these, together with the collection of questions and considerations, 
etc. which others have contributed, into the logical groups of the end paper. 
Integrate and rephnase a coordinated set of considerations, with uniform wording 
style, so that all of the considerations appear therein, but redundancy is 
absent and mil the main points are salient. Arrange these in order or in sub
groups under the main headings. 

2 Relate solutions, criticisms, discussions, etc. to this list. 

4 Compose final form of paper "a". 

1 Follow through publishing and dissemination. 

4 Compose the historical review, paper "b". 

1 Follow through publishing and dissemination. 
2 IBM visit 
1 Lockheed visit 
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1-6158 (2) 

NOTE DECK UTILIZATION: 

Objective of the note-deck utilization is to avail ourselves of an efficient 

way for two or more people to contribute efficiently to the gathering of pertinent 
•• i 

information, as well as to establish an optimum technique for extracting all of 

the useful thoughts, facts, considerations, etc. , for a given limited purpose, 

in such a way that the total job of extraction and later utilization is most 

efficient. 



1-6-58 

MODIFIED OBJECTIVES OF THREE-WEEK PROJECT: (after talx with Eldredge) 

Prime objective is to put out a paper wMch will serve to unify SRI's 

efforts in furthering the NTIC. A qaasi-technicql dissertation wiich can 

present the essentials of the background and of the solution difficulties of 

the total problem in such a way as to serve perhaps a dual purpose: 1) to 

let the men in one spcialty area become aware of the nature of the problems 

which will be faced k by those of another area, and 2) to let our representatives 

have a condensed but fairly comprehensive presentation of the entire problem 

(including SRI's potential and mmp background) to use to ink back them up when 

they are grilled by VIP's of one sort or another. 

It also seems important, for the benefit of all interested SRI personnel, 

to |m prepare a historical summary which can give coherent perspective of the 

present information-retrieval status with relation to past developments. This 

rmtangflijr may or may not want to be included with a paper which is intended to 

satisfy the prime objective listed above. 

An immediate objective would be to make a reasonably detailed outline of 

our (Bourne and Engelbart) idea of the finished paper, together with a detailed 

statement of the objective of the paper, and circulate these about the Institute. 

Reaction to this should produce helpful suggestions, as well as (it is loped) 

recognition of the need for a little formal heLp fcn filling out the outline to ma^e 

a complete paper) from other divisions. 

Eldredge emphasises that finished style of writing might be inefficient, in 

view of the relative certainty of modifications required and editing done. 



ZJ » Jan 6, 1958 

Objective's of three-week project? 

Prime objective is apparently to put out a paper which is to serve as s 

followup to the initial SRI=NTIC proposal. To be distributed outside the 

Institute, to be technical in nature, to be directed explicitly towards NTIC, 

to be written (by DE and CB, at least) in technical language. 

We could put out a list of the pertinent considerations which will be involved 

in the establishment of the project and in the realization of the NTIC. Could 

perhaps break up the total problem into apparently logical areas, each to be 

an interdependent entity. Could delineate the limits and boundaries of the 

problems...tey to make u per-bound estimates . 

To show that we are mam nib mat pa competent in the field, and that we ha e a 

background of interest and information in this field. 

Can include, with lists of considerations, a, the partial solutions which 

various workers have proposed, and the objections to these which have been raised 

by themselves and others. 

Would seem safe, for the first mam week or so of the project, to abstract in a 

comprehensive fashion all of the pertinent considerations, all of the proposed 

solutions, and all of the criticisms of such solutions, that ca be either generated 

by us or found in the literature. We would then be ready to write up a final report 

in ene of several different manners, since it seams that this above type of data 

would be vitally important to almost any writeup we may be asked to produce. 
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NOTE TO SRI COMMITTEE ON INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

Closer analysis of the contents of the Draft Proposal,reveal to us that 

the proposal which is now being prepared, if it is to be concluded in the 

same so train of thoughtthat our two meetings have established, will not 

iftit+i be representable as satisfying item 2 of the Method of Approach section 

of the Braft Broposal. 

First, the "gross dimensions of the problem" are being limited by 

us to the problems pertinent to an intereim center, and not rgngmxwrrtiiy 

to the total problem. 



"Introduction"to the proposal, (in which we state the objective of the 

project which we are trying to sell, and in which we explain the inter-relation 

of the various parts of the outline with respect to our course of action) 

The objective of the proposed program will be to provide a plan, or 

a set of alternative plans, fcr an interim NTIC which meets the spirit of 

the recommendation in the SRI draft proposil. The program which is to 
simrigtparts (aspects?) 

produce this plan is conceived to be in two co-existing 1) & 
study study 

data-gathering trteftfla and 2) a planning or design ttfaftaa. (there probably 

is a better word to use here than "study")* ffltoxdrtaBjattmiimgnixtiiriymiB 

The first study will serve to 

collect all of the data wnich fehmxairagmiftnaribwriymx is necgssary tc design 

a plan for the interim NTIC. The second-named u(,uflvHwiJ1 —-norww 

to oe-ordinatw the=findingo of the Mrst—study with^tfea-practleal 
rP.QDL-* 

OIMIDIderations uf Lime, LUUIIFCY and -teaaan reaaur -»eg- to S&9&K aiT^ptimum 

pi"") fryr t.htf-4 »!• r t w NTTP . 
for the interim NTIC 

The H second-named study will pnmnfcr*» produce a plan, or alternative 

plans, which co-ordinate in an optimum fashion the findings of the 

first study and the existing limitations of time, money, and manpower 

resources. 

These two studies will be carried on simultaneously, under a single 
coordinate 

program manager, iiiimimKhx»y#iwihTbaiiymsmta» who will fegmHiiiBmftniliBi'xnigrii'Hly the 
the two parts 

activity of of the proferem, in the light of the prime objective,. 
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